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Dear Reader,
This issue m ay have reached yo u  
fractionally late. Believe us when 
we tell y o u  it a lm ost never reached 
yo u  a t all.
Beads, acid, karma, Sharon Tate etc.... 
The OZ Collective
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And now I understand what you tried to say to 
How you suffered fo r your sanity,
How you tried to set them free.
They would not listen,
They did not know how - 
Perhaps they'll listen now...
'V incent' by Don McLean. Published by U .A . Music Ltd
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A  L E T T E R  F R O M  A N  I D L E  
F E L M D W
V incen t Van Gogh w ro te  this le tte r  to  his bro ther Theo som e tim e  
before he had begun to pain t, and a fter  w orking as a preacher 
in the Borinage m ining d is tr ic t o f  France.
Ten years to  the day  from  w riting this letter, he co m m ited  suicide.
My Dear T heo, Cuesmes, July 1880.
As m oulting tim e - w hen they change their feathers - is for 
birds, so adversity or m isfortune is the d ifficu lt tim e for us 
human beings. O ne can stay in it - in that tim e o f  m oulting  
one can also emerge renewed; but anyhow  it must n o t be done 
in public and it is not at all amusing, therefore the only thing to 
do is to hide oneself. Well, so be it.
Now  for more than five years — I do  not know exactly how  
long — I have been more or less w ithout em ploym ent, wandering 
here and there. Y ou say, since a certain tim e you  have gone dow n, 
you  have deteriorated, you  nave not done anything. Is this quite 
true?
It is true that occasionally I have earned m y crust o f  bread, 
occasionally a friend has given it to m e in charity. I have lived as 
I could , as luck w ould have it, haphazardly. It is true that I have 
lost the confidence o f  many ; it is true that my financial affairs 
are in a sad state; it is true that the future is only to o  gloom y ; it 
is true that I might have done better; it is true that I’ve lost tim e 
in terms o f  earning m y bread; it is true that even m y studies are 
in a rather sad and hopeless condition , and that m y needs are 
greater — infinitely greater — than my possessions. But is this 
what you  call “going dow n” , is this what you call “doing n o t­
hing”?
* * *
For the m om ent it seem s that things are going very badly with  
m e, and it has already been so for a considerable tim e and may 
continue awhile in the future; but after everything has seem ed to  
go wrong, perhaps a tim e will com e w hen things w ill go right. I 
don’t count on it, perhaps it w ill never happen; but if  there is a 
change for the better, I should consider it so m uch gain, I should  
be contented , I should say, At last! you  see there was som eth ing  
a fter  all!
But you  w ill say, Y et you  are an intolerable being because you  
have im possible ideas about religion and childish scruples o f  con ­
science.
If m y ideas are im possible or childish, I hope to  get rid o f  them
— I ask no better. But this is approxim ately what I think on the 
subject. In Un Philosophe sous les toits, by Souvestre, you  will 
find how  a man o f  the people, a sim ple miserable labourer, im­
agines his ow n country. “Perhaps you  have never thought what 
your own country really is,” he said, putting his hand on m y  
shoulder. “ It is everything around you , everything that has 
brought you  up and nourished you , everything you  have loved; 
those fields that you  see, those houses, those trees, those young  
girls laughing as they pass — that is your country! The laws that 
protect y o u , the bread w hich rewards your labour, the words you  
speak, the joy and the sorrow that com e to  you  from the people  
and the things among w hich you  live — that is your country!
The little room where you  used to  see your m other, the m em ­
ories which she has left you , the earth in which she reposes — 
that is your country! Y ou see it, you  breathe it, everywhere! 
Figure to  yourself the rights and the duties, the affections and 
the needs, the m em ories and the gratitude; gather it all under 
one name, and that name will be your country.”
I think that everything which is really good and beautiful — o f  
inner moral, spiritual and sublim e beauty in m en and their works
— com es from G od, and that all w hich is bad and wrong in men  
and in their w orks is n ot o f  G od, and God does not approve o f  
it.
But I always think that the best way to  know God is to  love 
m any things. Love a friend, a w ife, som ething — whatever you  
like — you  will be on the way to  knowing more about Him; that
is what I say to  m yself. But on e must love w ith a lo fty  and 
serious intim ate sym pathy, w ith strength, with intelligence; and 
one m ust try always to  know  deeper, better and m ore. That leads 
to G od, that leads to  unwavering faith.
To give you  an exam ple: som eone loves Rem brandt, but seriously 
— that man w ill know there is a God, he w ill surely believe it. 
Som eone studies the history o f  the French R evolution — he will 
not be unbelieving, he will see that in great things also there is a 
sovereign pow er m anifesting itself. Maybe for a short tim e som e­
body takes a free course at the great university o f  m isery, and 
pays attention  to  the things he sees w ith  his eyes and hears with 
his ears, and thinks them  over; he, too , will end in believing, and 
he will perhaps have learned more than he can tell. T o try to  
understand the real significance o f  what the great artists, the 
serious masters, tell us in their masterpieces, th a t leads to  God; 
one man w rote or told it in a book; another, in a picture. Then 
simply read the G ospel and the Bible: it makes you  think, and 
think m uch, and think all the time. Well, think much and think  
all the tim e, it raises your thoughts above the ordinary level 
w ithout your knowing it. We know how  to  read — w ell then, let 
us read!
It is true that there may be m om ents w hen one becom es som e­
what absent-m inded, som ew hat visionary; som e becom e too  
absent-minded, to o  visionary. This is perhaps the case w ith m e, 
but it is my ow n fault; m aybe there is som e excuse after all — I 
was absorbed, preoccupied, troubled, for som e reason — but 
one overcom es this. The dreamer som etim es falls into a w ell, but 
is said to  get ou t o f  it afterward. And the absent-minded man 
also has his lucid m om ents in com pensation. He is som etim es a 
person w ho has his reasons for being as he is, but they are not 
always understood at first, or are unconsciously forgotten m ost 
o f  the tim e, from lack o f  interest. A man w ho has been tossed  
back and forth for a long tim e, as if on a storm y sea, at last 
reaches his destination; a man w ho has seem ed good-for-nothing 
and incapable o f  any em ploym ent, any function, ends in finding 
one and becom ing active and capable o f  action — he show s him ­
self quite different from what he seem ed at first.
I write som ewhat at random whatever com es to  my pen. I should  
be very glad if you  could see in m e som ething m ore than an idle 
fellow . Because there are tw o kinds o f  idleness, w hich are a 
great contrast to  each other. There is the man 
w ho is idle 
from laziness and 
from lack o f  
character, from the  
baseness o f  his nature.
If you  like, you  
may take m e for such 
a one. On the other  
hand, there is the idle 
man who is idle in 
spite o f  him self, w ho  
is inwardly consum ed  
by a great longing 
for action, but does 
nothing, because it is 
im possible for him to  
do anything, because 
he seem s to be 
imprisoned in som e  
cage, because he does 
not possess what 
he needs to becom e  
productive, because 
circumstances bring 
him inevitably to
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that point. Such a man 
does not always know  
w hat he could do, but 
he instinctively feels,
I am good for som e 
thing, my life has a 
purpose after all, I 
know that I could be 
quite a different man!
How can I be useful, 
o f what service can I 
be? There is som ething  
inside o f  m e, what 
can it be? This is quite a 
different kind o f  idle man; if  
you  like, you  may take me 
for such a one! A caged bird 
in spring knows quite w ell that he 
might serve som e end; he is well aware 
that there is som ething for him to do,
but he cannot do it. What is it? He does not quite remember.
Then som e vague ideas occur to him , and he says to him self,
“The others build their nests and lay their eggs and bring up 
their little on es” , and he knocks his head against the bars o f  the 
cage. But the cage remains, and the bird is maddened by 
anguish.
“ Look at that lazy anim al,” says another bird in passing, “he 
seems to be living at ease.”
Yes, the prisoner lives, he does not die; there are no outward 
signs o f  what passes within him — his health is good, he is more 
or less gay w hen the sun shines. But then the season o f  migration 
com es and attacks o f  m elancholia — “ But he has everything he 
w ants,” say the children w ho tend him in his cage. He looks 
through the bars at the overcast sky where a thunderstorm is 
gathering, and inwardly he rebels against his fate. “ I am caged,
I am caged, and you  tell me I do not want anything, fools! You  
think I have everything I need! Oh! I beseech you  liberty, that 
I may be a bird like other birds!”
A certain idle man resembles this idle bird.
And circum stances often  prevent m en from doing things, prison­
ers in I do not know what horrible, horrible, m ost horrible cage. 
There is also — I know it — the deliverance, the tardy deliverance. 
A justly or unjustly ruined reputation, poverty, unavoidable 
circumstances, adversity — that is w hat makes m en prisoners.
One cannot always tell what it is that keeps us shut in, confines 
us, seems to bury us; nevertheless, one feels certain barriers, 
certain gates, certain walls. Is all this im agination, fantasy? I 
don’t think so. And one asks, “ My God! Is it for long, is it for 
ever, is it for all eternity?”
Do you know  what frees one from this captivity? It is every deep, 
serious affection . Being friends, being brothers, love, that is 
what opens the prison by som e supreme pow er, by som e magic 
force. W ithout this, one remains in prison. Where sym pathy is 
renewed, life is restored.
And the prison is also called prejudice, misunderstanding, fatal 
ignorance o f  one thing or another, distrust, false shame.
But to  speak o f  other things, if I have com e dow n in the world, 
you , on the contrary, have risen. If I have lost the sym pathy o f  
som e, you , on the contrary, have gained it. That makes me very 
happy — I say it in all sincerity — and always will. If you  hadh t 
seriousness or depth,
I would fear that 
it w ould :not last; 
but as I think you  are 
very serious and o f  
great depth, I believe 
that it w ill. But 
I should be very glad 
if it were possible 
for you  to  see m e  
as som ething more 
than an idle man 
o f the worst type.
* * *
For the present,
I shake hands 
with you , thanking 
you  again for the help  
you have given me.
Ever yours, V incent.
Michael Abdul Malik, Michael X, is being held in the Royal Gaol, Port o f Spain, Trinidad, charged with the murder 
of Gale Benson and Joseph Skerritt. He is being treated as a political prisoner. Michael’s long fight to establish 
free com m unities like the Black House in London, and the Free University in Trinidad, and his unwillingness to 
accept econom ic and racial oppression have led him to this small cell in Trinidad where he is now fighting to save 
his life. The media has had an orgy with the muddled facts surrounding this case, and we hope that this letter 
which Michael was finally able to get to us via his lawyer, Kenneth Foster, will help shed some light on what is 
really going down in Trinidad, and get Michael a fair trial and the freedom that will follow . Dan Richter
Michael X:
“Murder is an absurd
suggestion.
Statement written by Michael Abdul 
Malik, Royal Gaol, Port o f  Spain, 
Trinidad, May 1972.
The first p a rt o f  this little  no te  m ay seem  
on the surface as a litany o f  com plaints, 
bu t com plaining as such is far away from  
m y mind. I  relate the fo llow in g  p ic tu re  so  
you  w ho are faraway m ay see and g e t a 
clear picture o f  w hat's really happening  
here.
First yo u  m u st be aware th a t this is n o t a 
criminal trial, i t  is politica l. M urder as a 
charge in relation to  m yse lf , is an absurd 
suggestion. When I  was brought back to  
Trinidad, I was p u t in a stone and concrete  
cell six fo o t by tw elve fo o t, w ith  no bed 
or any o th er typ e  o f  furniture, this should 
speak fo r  itself, I  rem ained on the con­
crete floor fo r  tw elve days. M y lawyers 
m ade representations to  the C h ief Justice 
and the Prisons C om m issioner and I was 
finally given a little  bed w ith  fibre filled  
m attress, no sheets or p illo w  case, this is 
the situation to  this day three m onths 
later, our con stitu tion  sta tes th a t as a 
rem and prisoner I am en titled  to a light 
to read by, a co p y  o f  the Quoran as a 
Muslim, and the d ie t o f  a M uslim , table, 
chair, b u t none o f  these things are 
allow ed m e, m y usual tw o  hu ndred and 
five to tw o  ten pou n ds is now  dow n  to 
159 one hundred and f if ty  nine, since 
com ing in here I have n o t eaten  any food,
I som etim es ea t a few  biscuits and m ilk or  
sugar w a ter w ith  a b it o f  citrus squeezed  
in it, this w e call "juice", or a p iece  o f  
cheese or b u tte r  substitu te.
Som etim es I  go  fo r  a w eek  or nine days on 
w ater on ly, it  it  over three m on ths now  
I am in this situation. They say there w ill 
be a decision in a b o u t a year. I  go to cou rt 
now  abou t three tim es a w eek  on average. 
To travel the 18 m iles to  court, I  am escort­
ed  by  25  arm ed po licem en  w ith  m odern
SLRs, self-loading sub machine guns. 
A round the cou rt stand 68  heavily arm ed  
uniform m en, inside are tw elve m ore with  
side arms and ten w ith  r io t staffs, I  am  
curious h ow  m any are around in civilian  
dress. M y law yers are harassed d irec tly  
and indirectly, like fo r  exam ple a three 
hundred dollar dem and o r personal viol­
ence fo r  a tax i b ill o r on the o th er hand a 
refusal by  Im m igration to  allow  m y law ­
yer's clerk en try  in to  the cou n try , noting  
by the w ay he had been in four tim es be­
fore, w orking and researching in m y  
defence. M r R egis the clerk is an accredited  
m em ber a t L incolns Inn, London. M y  
situation is m ade d ifficu lt even m ore by  a 
h old  up a t gun p o in t o f  m y  w ife and seizure 
- o f  m y  diaries and address book  and her 
diary and address book  by  the police. The 
a lm ost finished m anuscript o f  m y new  
book  was se ized  and d es tro yed  and strew n  
abou t m y  yard  by  the Police when they  
occu pied  m y p ro p er ty , I  am n o t a llow ed  
to w rite  bar on tw o  tiny form s w eekly  
and there I  m ust say nothing o f  m y health  
or w eigh t or conditions in prison. I am n o t 
allow ed  to  go in to  the sunlight fo r  exercise 
as is the custom  fo r  o th er prisoners, nor 
can I g e t any answers as to w h y  I  m ust 
endure such harsh punichm ent, particularly  
as I  am n o t con vic ted  o f  any crime.
M y w ife on occasion visited  m e here in 
prison in the com pany o f  a local person, 
on leaving the prison  they are p ick ed  up 
by the p o lice  and in terrogated as to w hat 
“p a rt they are p layin g  in the R evolu tion  ” 
som e are k ep t fo r  m any hours, the result, 
peop le  are very frightened. Even h otels  
have refused to grant accom odation  to  m y  
w ife w ho is in an advanced sta te  o f  preg­
nancy. She was refused adm ittance in 14 
hotels. I  have since advised her to go, and  
remain in Guyana, the cou n try o f  her birth, 
w ith m y fou r daughters.
The p ic tu re  I have show n is one o f  Trini­
dad today. This beautiful Caribbean coun ­
try is now  described  as a po lice  state, 14  
years a fter independence from  England, 
our cou n try has been in an officially  
procla im ed S ta te  o f  Em ergency fo r  the 
pa st year. On m y arrival in Trinidad Jan­
uary 1971 I began w orking on a Social 
and A gricultural Program m e, w ith  large 
gifts o f  m on ey from  peo p le  like yo u  John  
Lennon and yo u r  w ife Y oko  Ono w ho  
came and w itnessed a t first hand som e o f  
our w ork, we were able to  alleviate much  
p o v e r ty  in w h a t is essentially qu ite a rich 
coun try (o il rich). With hard w ork and 
much pa tien ce  I  gained in passing a large 
fo llow ing o f  the ordinary p eo p le  and m any 
enem ies, the presen t adm inistration  is 
afraid. T hey are parading 24  o r m ore w it­
nesses against m e on one charge o f  murder, 
that o f  a local man, and 40  w itnesses on 
another charge o f  murder, this one being  
an English wom an. To d efen d  m yse lf  le­
gally in this p ro tra c ted  legal battle w ill 
bear enorm ous costs which I cannot afford, 
a t p resen t tw o  law yers from  S t. Lucia, Mr. 
K enneth F oster and Mr. L eo Regis his 
clerk w ho are know ledgeable o f  the Car­
ibbean scene and w ho believe in m y in­
nocence have taken up the cause a t con ­
siderable expense to  them selves, they can 
be reached a t B ox 2 1 8  Castries, St. Lucia, 
West Indies. Mr. F oster is also the leader 
o f  the opposition  p a rty  in S t. Lucia, I  ask 
o f  yo u  m y friends to  send to  m e at the 
R oya l Gaol, P ort o f  Spain, Trinidad, what 
assistance yo u  can, and hope that one day  
w e m ay see and serve each o th er again.
Yours in Peace,
M ichael A b d u l Malik.
I  wish to  fu rth er request yo u  to  spread  
this inform ation and w rite  me. M.
The retaining cost has been estim ated  at
2 5 ,0 0 0  dollars.
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Wbrds of wisdom
Dear Readers: Too many o f your letters are long and boring, and we're running out o f blue pencils. 
Keep it short and snappy, huh? Mark the envelopes ‘Words of Wisdom' and mail to:
OZ Magazine 19 Gt. Newport St London W C.2
Dear OZ,
What the B LO O DY FU C K  has 
happened to OZ? while I've been 
away? What's happened to the good 
o l’ dope crazed, S E X IS T  beautifully 
badly printed, horny, long-haired 
O Z that used to be?
Where has the depraved filth  of 
Acid, Hells Angels and the notorious 
School Kids Oz got to?
What I'm  saying you Rolls-driving 
fascists is that O Z was once a darned 
good (bad) mag but since the fame of 
School Kids you have gone hi-class, 
you've become S O P H IS T IC A TE D  
and O Z is laid out like Woman's 
Own. Just take a look at number 
42 with a cover like fam ily circle.
The first pages were full of bummy 
crap letters from pissy women's 
liberationists who appear to have 
taken O Z  over. All the articles have 
lost that old O Z touch and gone 
soppy and sympathetic, none of yer 
good ol' S A D IS T IC  goodies, none 
of yer hard-to-read prin t that taught 
you how to grow goodies and sixty 
nine and worst of all, no perverted, 
glossy, horny pix that adorned 
your pages that first brought you 
bread from the loyal 1 %-ers. I 
ain 't gonna give you me name and 
address, I'm  just sayin' if you see a
guy walking London's fair streets 
with a placard saying "N EW  LOOK  
O Z, TH E E X P E N S IV E  BOG 
PAPER ", you'll know who it is.
Big R
Dear OZ,
Why have the early experiments 
.with d ifferent formats, such as the 
flowerchild poster (no 5), the fold- 
out cover (4 ), the stickers (11) and 
the Magic Theatre O Z  (16) given 
way to such a standardised present­
ation? And the price is far higher 
than any other British u/g paper 
(as, no doubt, are your profits).
I'll still keep reading you anyway 
(I can't forget the feeling o f liber­
ation I got when I read no. 6 and 
found the underground) but think  
it over.
Fraternally,
Rod
Dear OZ,
While I was in Borstal I read your 
Schoolkids Issue everyone in there 
dug it. Yes even the skinheads. 
While in Borstal I worked in the 
local factory and various other 
places. I took OZ to the factory. 
The manager of the maintenance 
dept took it away and said it 
would upset the workers. He then
locked himself in his office and 
spent the afternoon reading it.
I th ink you're a bit isolated. Please 
don't keep saying the underground 
is dead.
Yours sincerely, C.J. Bowers 
Dear OZ,
O Z  seems to have a strange self- 
defeating philosophy based on 
support of both decadence and 
revolutionary change.
Unfortunately change cannot 
successfully be restricted to give a 
perpetual compromise between 
liberty and oppression, although in 
this country we have, at the 
m oment, a system which permits 
you, if grudgingly, to assault its 
politics and m orality.
Whatever else you defeat, with  
your present attitude you w ill also 
defeat yourself, the counter culture 
you support and any worthwhile  
principles it encompasses.
I make particular reference to some 
of. the advertisements in O Z 42 , 
inviting people to buy child porno­
graphy. In itself, this is just a grubby 
little perversion by any standards, 
but probably harmless if indulged 
alone and in private, but far from
satisfying such peculiar desires it 
almost certainly encourages the 
occasional voyeur to  become more 
deeply enmeshed in his perversion, 
and the fanatic to put his desires 
into practice w ith horridly dama­
ging result. To  find such things in 
a publication also tends to dis­
credit any serious articles in it.
Power to Reason.
Pete Carroll,
34 Fairfield  Gardens,
Portslade,
Sussex.
Dear OZ,
A few words about Warren Hague's 
article. I'm  not a hippie, insofar as 
I don't want to smoke dope or fuck 
in the streets but I support his de­
sire for the freedom to  do these 
things. However, he's being more 
than a.little naive if he thinks he'll 
get that freedom w ithout power. 
What w ill a smoke-in or a Freax 
United Party achieve? Will our 
democratically elected represent­
atives accept that a lot of people 
want the freedom to be themselves 
— they haven't so far — and so 
democratically allow it? I th ink  
not; "dem ocracy" is just the 
sugar coating for an emerging
1984 type society dominated by 
Centrist politics, consumerism, 
and a police army force ever alert 
for subversion of the public's 
minds and bodies, and the folks 
who own and run this and every 
other "dem ocratic" country know  
that the construction o f real 
personal freedom is the dissolution 
of the chains that bind us to them — 
education, m orality, security, money 
and all the rest of it. And if these 
chains are gone so's their power 
and they want power, even if you 
don't Warren.
I agree from  experience that the 
m ajority o f the working class are 
rednecks comm itted to Capitalism, 
one way or the other; there might 
be enough working class revolut­
ionaries to make the revolution, 
but not to sustain it. Any revolut­
ion will not only have the non­
liberal bourgeoisie, high finance 
and Frank Ritson and Robert M ark’s 
jolly lads against it, but also the 
apathy or opposition o f many 
members o f the working class to 
contend w ith , and a revolution 
facing all that opposition ( just as 
Britain and a successful revolution 
will have to do better than that) is 
going to be a bastard. So even 
though revolutionaries don't like 
dopers or collaborators, perhaps 
with good reason, and even though 
the revolutionary working class 
don't much like hippies, you'll 
have to accept that they'll be the 
ones with the power when there's 
a successful revolution (and you'd 
better not sit around grumbling if 
there's an unsuccessful one) and 
you'll still be in the same powerless 
boat wanting "dope, rock'n'roll 
and fucking in the streets". That is, 
unless you decide that the only 
chance you have of achieving your 
own rather lim ited revolution and 
surviving it is by helping your 
more active brothers and sisters to 
bring about the real revolution.
Chris Kemp
2 5  Minver Road, Liverpool 
Dear OZ,
I am sick o f opening OZ and seeing 
letters from people complaining 
about the standard o f your mag. 
These people are talking out the 
back o f their arses. I th ink that 
every tim e a new O Z comes out it 
is better than ever. So come on all 
you so-called O Z friends, write in 
and let's see a word o f praise for 
a change, for the best fuckin' mag 
ever.
S. Fletcher,
Bedford.
Dear OZ,
A t last one o f your correspondents, 
Warren Hague, has kicked all this 
political shit right up the arse. His 
article (OZ 42) really puts the 
Left in its proper position. We 
anarchists (the real freaks) all 
know that the Right are real pigs 
but they do show their piggishness. 
The so-called "libertarian Left"  
however, are far more underhand. 
These cunts really believe in the 
same doctrine as the Right, but 
deliberately con people by their 
superfluous skin-deep 'libertarian­
ism' to stop them joining real
And do we have to give up our 
grains, beans, vegetables, fruits 
and occasional animal and dairy 
food for the more natural dietary 
preference o f apes you mention as 
"fruits, roots, wild vegetables, in­
sects, worms, and occasional 
mammals", just because grains have 
been on man's menu only 20,000 
years (?) and chimpanzees can't 
get it together to cultivate them?
O f course the successful cultures 
grew grain: that way they had food 
during the w inter.
And maybe the "first group of 
Occidental Macrobiotics were 
sincere mystics", for w hat it's 
worth. And perhaps, as Amadeus 
also says, they went on to convert 
the less intelligent, then the "teeny- 
boppers, dum-dums, and squares." 
Good on them. Reading this sort 
of crap makes me proud to call m y­
self a macrobiotic teenybopper 
dum-dum square sincere mystic. 
And I agree with Amadeus when 
he says that "A ll stupid factions 
assume there are tw o groups of 
people in the world — us and people 
dumber than us." W hat kind of 
faction is he that he even goes on 
to classify the dummies? Shove the 
elitism, Amadeus. Y ou should have 
learned better at Berkeley.
I can see the advantages of OZ  
publishing criticisms o f the more 
extreme aspects of dietary th ink­
ing, especially if it leads to a more 
constructive set o f attitudes about” 
natural foods being reached. But 
this kind o f mindless, destructive, 
and hate-filled drivel, even more 
far-fetched and fanciful than the 
paranoic ravings of the American 
Medcal Association, can only serve 
to create misunderstandings, re­
inforce ignorance, and produce 
divisiveness and rigid thinking.
Already it seems that more tim e is 
spent on inward criticism and back­
biting than on creating anything 
positive or truly alternative. Must 
this plague now spread even to our 
choice o f diet? Or can we offer to  
Amadeus a chance to overcome 
this bitterness that drives him to 
such savage and anger-crazed 
extremes. Try Macrobiotics again 
Amadeus, but more gently. Be free 
— don't deny yourself what you 
want, don 't th ink about it too 
much, just relax and eat good 
natural food. If you still don't like 
it — groovy — as long as you're 
happy, who cares w hat you eat?
Craig Sams 
3 7  Cornwall Crescent 
London W 11
Dear OZ,
If government-backed OZ doesn't 
censor this, I want to condemn the 
capitalist profiteers hiding behind 
the covers of OZ magazine disguised 
as left-wing revolutionaries, filling  
their purses w ith the pocket-money 
of gullible school-kids.
The only good thing I've got to say 
for O Z  is the brilliant idea o f in­
cluding hundreds of spelling errors. 
Dictionary manufacturers must be 
making a good profit too!
Grant
Dear Sewer Rats,
Returned herewith, No. 42 . Put it 
where it belongs, jump down after 
it. And pull the chain.
Anon 
Dear OZ,
What are we doing to get 
tetrahydrocannabinol legalised?
Lots o f love,
H. Ash
revolutionaries. These cunts are 
our biggest enemies.
So let all freaks, whatever their 
creed, join arms and fight this 
fucking system until it is obliter­
ated for ever.
So can you, O Z, our mouthpiece 
to the outside world, give us some 
more articles like Warren Hague's. 
If you do you will show your true 
libertarianism.
Love to all you beautiful freaks 
all over the world.
Kev
2, Highclere 
Sunn ingh ill Berks
Dear Oz,
Thanks to Amadeus Vivek for 
describing so vividly the kind of 
crackpot ideas about Macro­
biotics that pervade much straight 
and hip thinking, both in the States 
and to a lesser extent in Britain. It 
is obvious from his article that he 
has been strung out on some kind 
of macromadness himself, and it is 
no wonder that he is now so fren- 
ziedly uptight about Macrobiotics.
I have been Macrobiotic for six 
years, but if I had to  practice the 
masochistic variety that he des­
cribes I'd  burn my chopsticks in 
protest.
Sure there are people who wrap 
up their own neuroses in a web of 
yin and yang and fanatic fantasy; 
Amadeus's article is an excellent 
clinical analysis o f the aberration. 
It's amazing how a person can 
twist anything to f it  his particular 
interpretation of the universe. For 
example: Amadeus says fru it is 
forbidden in Macrobiotics. Fact: 
George Ohsawa, author of the 
basic guidebook, Zen Macrobiotics, 
advises that you can eat up to 15% 
fruits and salads, and up to 45%  
fruits and salads if you are a veg­
etarian, and m aintain excellent 
health. So why does Amadeus say 
fruits are forbidden? Perhaps be­
cause in the case o f diets to cure 
severe sickness, fruits are fre­
quently excluded. Most macro­
biotics enjoy fru it freely and 
regularly, especially in season.
Most of Amadeus' article reflects 
the masturbatory attitude to food 
of people with heavy oral retentive 
problems and nothing to do with 
their tim e. So they sit around play­
ing w ith  their food throughout 
their waking day. The vast m ajority  
of Macrobiotics understand food 
is an im portant aspect o f their lives 
and take sensible steps to ensure 
that their food is of as good a 
quality as possible. But they spend 
by far the greater part of their time 
living — actively working, creating 
or whatever, but not wandering o ff 
to Japan or wherever seeking satori 
in a bowl o f rice.
Please Amadeus. The idea o f Macro­
biotics is to kick habits: tobacco, 
alcohol, white sugar, drugs, and 
compulsive eating. Where you g e t1 
the idea that macrobiotics is a way 
to take junk w ithout tears is a 
wonder to me. D on 't believe every­
thing that people tell you, even 
junkies.
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When men became heavy fish predators 
the balances were affected. How  many tons 
o f sardines should peruvian fishermen  
harvest to  produce the m axim um  yield, 
and still be able to  do the same thing the 
next year, and the one after that and on
T W I L I G H T  
O F  T H E  
I T U K H f l l E M
A machman is a human being who 
has had intercourse with a machine. 
I  am a machman .... ” 
Garth Murphy
I believe that m an’s fulfilm ent is to  make y
the planet earth a garden o f  eden; a I
beautiful place for men to  live for as long
as we can keep it habitable; as long as we 1
can survive. It may be a conscious
extension o f  what we call the survival
instinct. It is a very strong feeling.
Men are beautiful and positive physical 
incarnations. Soul or consciousness 
experiences the universe through us, and 
dogs and cats, lions, birds, trees, rocks, 
stars, air. Human beings are a rare part o f  
the physical universe. They are worth  
saving.
As far as I know , this earth is the only  
place where we can survive w ithout very 
com plex earth-built apparatus. Our 
physical being is evolving, and may som e­
day be more versatile and less earth bound.
Or a new  incarnation free o f  earth may 
eventuate; may already exist. But earth is 
a beautiful place, and humans are beauti­
ful place, and humans are beautiful 
creatures. Why not let b o lh  survive until 
our sun bum s out? Consciousness could  
not find a better way to  spend seventy 
five or a hundred years than w ith a human 
being on earth.
Som e human beings. But even the least 
attractive least happy least high want to  
survive. Why aren’t they high?
How  can we make this a place where all 
consciousness is high all o f  the tim e . . .  
in every physical incarnation. We have t o 
make it a place where everything survives; 
we have to  make a garden o f  eden. Whether 
to  save only humans or all livings things 
is for me an easy decision. I w ould have 
everything survive. Do we need  
mosquitoes?
My father is a marine ecologist. He has 
studied fish since his teens. One o f  the 
first things I learned as a child was the 
balance o f  species o f  fish plants and 
other ocean and freshwater forms. Fish 
that eat plant life are eaten by fish that 
are eaten by bigger fish that are eaten by 
porpoise killer whales sharks, for one to  
survive all must survive.
forever? Men and sardines surviving. My 
father’s work is to  answer these questions 
o f balance, and there has been no  escape 
for me from  the fact that the population  
o f men is part o f  this chain, and that the 
condition o f  man and the condition  o f  
earth are inseparable.
Because nothing eats us, we have no  
population controls. We have forgotten  
for long periods o f  tim e that w e are 
within the balance. We have destroyed  
the game so we must fence the lands and 
grow great herds o f  ignorant beasts to  feed  
on.
We have grown in numbers until w e have 
to  clear and fence the land for intensive 
farming, dam the rivers and dig new  
ones and build railroads and trucks and 
ships in factories and dig the ores and 
pump the oil to feed  the engines made o f  
the ores to  run the factories to  build the 
machines to  get the food  to  survive. And we 
fight wars among ourselves over w ho will 
get the oil and fence what land and mine 
what ores and produce what food  to  
survive.
Men sweat in the factories to  make the 
machines to fight the wars to  win the ores 
to  make the machines to  run the farms to  
get the food  to  survive. And th ey ’re not 
high.
Men sweat in the w hite shirts and ties, 
top hats and overcoats to  run the countries 
that run the factories that make the 
machines to  win the wars and get the goods 
to  make the machines to get the food  
to survive. And th ey ’re not high.
Machines are the low est form  o f  life in 
the universe. They are destroyers.
Machine guns. They are only 2 0 0  years old. 
They were made by men and w ill exist 
only as long as men let them  exist. When 
the machines are gone, the m achine men 
will be gone, and all human beings will be 
high.
Perhaps men will not be able to  part w ith  
their machines. Must we be destroyed  
to  free the universe o f  machines?
There are too  many o f  us to  survive 
w ithout machines. I consider the possibility  
o f getting it together w ith machines and 
people and stum ble every tim e on the 
men w ho must make the m achines, pum p the 
oil and build the roads. The sw eat and pain 
and boredom  o f doing the same thing over 
and over and over for no know n reason other 
than to  get the m oney to  buy the food  the 
machines made. The food  is shitty; the 
ma chine men are not high. They are 
making the wars busts laws prisons sm og 
concrete capitalism.
We must reduce population, free ourselves 
from  machine enslavement, free the earth 
from enslavement to  our machines.
Engines are our death grip on m other 
earth. Without them she is our equal. Can 
you stand it? Weaned from your metal 
mothers? List them  in your mind and feel 
your attachm ent.
A machman is a human being w ho has 
intercourse with a machine. When the 
machines are gone, the m achm en will be 
gone and all living things w ill be high.
So I’m slow ly unravelling m yself from  
m y machines. I want to  feel how  high it 
can be. It means relearning the use o f  the 
human body in providing for itself, in 
amusing itself, in getting itself high. It is 
learning lost skills, it is learning to live.
I can see that work is hard w ithout 
machines if  food  must be grown. I can 
see that the land cannot support too  
many people per square mile w ithout 
machines. If food  is not cultivated, if  it is 
hunted and gathered, there must be even 
fewer people in relation to area o f  earth 
and population o f  other animals and 
plants. It feels that the fewer the human 
beings, the easier it is to  survive, and the  
higher the life on all levels.
The Australian aboriginals, said to  be 
the low est people on earth, appear (from  
readings) to  have been among the highest. 
There was never question in their minds 
as to  whether their way o f  life o f  the 
way o f  the w hite invaders was higher.
They lived in Australia for 4 0 ,0 0 0  
years w ithout farming, or building 
permanent houses. Their life was
awareness o f  their world in every detail, 
and conscious interaction w ith it aimed  
at survival for all, including trees, rocks, 
lakes and sky.
American indians have been close also in 
balance w ith their world. They too  were 
few  in numbers and conscious preservers 
o f all,things. Only on a hunting and 
gathering level is man in harm ony with  
earth, his body, the universe. Only then is 
he fulfilling his highest destiny. D o you  
remember the N oble Savage discovered by 
America’s first settlers? Indian life and 
highness inspired by the American 
revolution, constitution , and the French 
revolution. Europeans living as the indians 
did were the highest w hite m en in the 
world. They were primitive hunters and 
gatherers. It was so good that m illions o f  
Europeans came to feel i t . . . and 
sm othered the land with their numbers.
And built machines to kill the indians to  
get the land to grow the food  to feed 
their cities. And im ported slaves to  
work the land to  clothe their numbers. And 
built machines to  fight a war to  free the 
slaves w ho, the indians taught them, 
were their equals. And built more 
machines to work the land to feed the 
freed slaves so that they w ould not have 
to  give them land. And, slaves to their 
numbers, becam e slaves to their 
machines.
We have no need for killing, for 
slavery or machinery. We could take 
populatibn back to  a balanced level if  
we w anted to . Let us do it or be miserable 
m achm en until our end. Machmen bred 
to m achw om en will give birth to full oil 
blooded machines in five generations.
My grandfather was a machm en. My 
father is a machman. I am a machman. I 
want to  be the last machman in m y line.
How far back do we have to go. All the 
w ay to  the death o f  the last internal 
com bustion engine and the rusting away 
o f the last rifled gun barrel. To the 
destruction o f  hydroelectric plants, oil 
refineries, nuclear generators. To the  
closing o f  the last factory door, to  
concrete crumbled to  dust, to  grass
growing where once roads ran, to  trees 
nourished by crumbled cities. We have to  
go back to  a minimal population.
Then I w ill cut trees to  build a strong 
boat and sail to  an old land where 
occasionally I stumbel upon the remains 
o f a lost civilisation. Where in places the 
concrete roads can still be seen; in 
deserts dry air has preserved long defunct 
m etal m achines. Where huge and ancient 
redwood trees show  the scars o f  chain saws 
from the age o f machmen.
As I continue m y journey into the less 
inhabited interior and further into rugged 
m ountains, I find posts still standing from  
forgotten fences. I travel in  a bark canoe 
through a m ountain in a tunnel that 
natives tell m e the m achm en built to carry 
water to  distant dry areas to grow more 
food to  feed more men to  make more 
machines. We laugh, stroke, laugh, 
beach canoe on a sandspit to camp. Under 
night’s blanket stories flicker round a 
fire, and I am told that the place where 
we camp was once nine hundred feet 
under water. One man points high up a 
jagged canyon wall, "there was the 
shoreline o f  a great lake damm ed by the 
m achm en to  produce power to  run their 
m achines.” I am not sure but I heard o f  
such things: I nod, heads shake, hmm s 
vibrate. And they say that my journey of  
the last tw o m onths was once made in less 
than an hour by hundreds o f  m achm en in 
one o f  their flying machines. We laugh, for 
there are only stars in the sky.
L et’s go. We are men. We can walk we 
can swim, dance, run, ride, build, see, 
feel, hunt, paddle, sial, surf, make music, 
love, breathe, eat, laugh, smell, taste, cry, 
sing. L et’s go to  a heart pumping blood- 
flowing high dance.
. Come on le t’s go. 
man man human being 
let us go man man human being  
let us go.
To mail o ff fo r your back issues 
it is essential that you use the 
'Back Issue /  Subscription' 
coupon to be found stapled (we 
hope!) between pages 28 and 29
Make all cheques and postal 
orders payable to;
OZ Publications Ink Ltd 
and mail to 19 Gt Newport St 
London W C 2
O Z 18 — (Feb. 1969): A  real Fingerlickin ' Good 
issue. Andy Warhol whispers to the roar o f  the 
S oft Machine. Michael X  raps on the Black 
Eagles. The M C 5 kick ou t what we now know  
was only marmalade... it's a ll here for 50p + 5p 
p&p.
O Z 1 9 — (March 1969): " F ilth ..."  whined the 
hiws o f the World. Drooping Groupies special 
issue featuring topless Germaine Greer. The 
first crazed Weberman wanderings on Dylan- 
ology. Jim i Hendrix calls Caroline Coon 'a tart'. 
Scandal and rum our for 50p + 5p p&p.
O Z 20  — (April 1969): Hells Angels in drug 
orgy gang-bang. The Paris Situationists supplem­
ent, Incredible String Band, Jim m y Page inter­
view (before Led Zep) and Roast Trafalgar Sq. 
pigeon... a tasty survival recipe. Immensely 
im portant sociological document. 50p + 5p p&p.
O Z 24 — (November 1969): World famous 
’B E A U T IF U L  F R E A K S ' issue containing the 
ravings o f  Jolly Lee Heater and other crazies.
Free giant sized poster o f  Crumb's 'Honeybunch' 
in a ll her mouthwatering glory. 50p + 5p p&p.
O Z  26 — (Feb. 1970): H orror castration cover 
as O Z  hits the big time w ith its first all-glossy. 
M eet 'W endy' the original inflatable lady, and 
| gaze in awe a t ‘Candy Darling ' — is she or isn't 
he?? Chicago Conspiracy Trial Transcript and 
the biggest tool in Hollwood. 40p + 5p p&p.
O Z  29 — (July 1970): Cringe male pigs... it's 
Cunt Power OZ, the Female Energy Issue.
Nancy Kotex, Whoring Along the Hudson, and 
Miss Greer's ‘Politics o f  Female Sexuality'. How  
to deodorise your balls. 1000 d ifferen t words 
for cunt... nothing i t  girls, girls, girls! Read on 
fatherfuckersl 40p 5p p&p.
O Z 3 0  — (October 1970): Fun, Travel &  A d ­
venture OZ. N ew  from  around the Global High 
Street. O Z  up the Khyber Pass and Cold Turkey. 
Climb aboard the Marrakhash Sexpress. L ittle  
Orphan Amphetam ine strip. Plus 2  (two! free 
posters m ourning Jim i Hendrix and Janis Jop­
lin. 40p + 5p p&p.
O Z 31 — (Nov. 1970): Yippie OZ, Brave New  
Morning O Z, End o f an Era OZ, In k  was 
Coming OZ. Ho, Ho, Ho. A ll God's Chillun Got 
de Clap. Magic Mushrooms, Bobby Seale, Sgt. 
Death. Dylan — local Jew Boy makes Good. 
Racist Cover. 40p + 5p p&p.
O Z 37  (Sept. 1971): Angry OZ. This one 
really stings. The rage o f  innocence. H ow  to 
corrupt and deprave. The U.C.S. struggle. O Z  
meets Ronald Biggs -  ‘The World's Most 
Wanted M a n ’. M ick Jagger's "heart o f  stone'.
30p + 5p p&p.
O Z 38 — (Nov. 1971): Environm ental Chaozl 
The D ay the E A R T H  was ou t to LU N C H ... A 
simple question o f  survival. US A rm y junkies: 
U nde Sam's heavy habit. Abbie Hoffm an slags 
o f f  OZ. Eldridge Cleaver's latest ‘Le tte r to the 
Lum pen'. Am azing value. 30p + 5p p&p.
O Z 39 — (Dec. 1971): Baffling, bloodthirsty  
cover effectively camouflaged this 'Thrilling  
Murder Comics O Z  from m ost readers. Result: 
we lost £ 4 0 0 0  'at a stroke'. Jim Anderson in 
Morocco, Saigon Needles, Urban Paranoia and  
Sweet Cousin Cocaine. Send m oney  immediately 
— there are only 3 0 ,0 0 0  copies left. 25p + 5p
p&p.
O Z 4 0  — (February 1972): Monster 64-page 
F ifth  Anniversary Issue. Charlie Manson in Big 
Sur, Richard Neville in New York and Auberon  
Waugh in Widgery's acne. Felix Dennis's weird, 
horrifying rock 'n 'ro ll quiz. The erotic dreams o f  
C.G. Jung. John Peel on long-haired gangsters &  
the acid nightmares o f  Jim Leon. 25p + 5p p&p.
OZ 41 — (April 1972): A n issue for our 'absent' 
friends -  the Crime & Conspiracy OZ. Murder, 
rape, theft, fraud, gunpowder, treason & plot. 
Everything you'll need to know  for a lucrative 
career in blackmail, thieving, extortion and 
assassination. Plus O Z  shits on Che and black 
music. 2Sp + 5p p&p. (Guaranteed non-sexist).
O Z 42  — (May 1972): Germaine's husband 
flashes limp cock. Inside asylums and special 
‘Prison Feature'. Macrobiotics 'death diet'. Plus 
Our Man in the Panama Jungle and Roger 
Hutchinson's m arathon tour o f  
the provincial u/g press.
25p + 5p p&p.
(pssst... d irty  p ix  too!)
gFor full details of 
travel to Europe, 
Greek Islands, 
Africa, Far East go 
Australasia, qt* 
‘Write or phone 
Odyssey: 185 Ken­
sington High Street
London W8 ^  
01-957 2255
IF  Y O U 'R E  COOL Y O U  SCREW and reading about it is strictly for 
the fetishists. That's what we're told and we th ink it's a load of balls. 
Like, what about Reich, Marcuse, Blake, Ginsberg...
If you want to th ink that sex is just some machine-like activity 
w ithout any political relevance, OK — but you probably think that 
about living. Others, us included, th ink it's the ideas that matter.
Like it or not, sex IS the key to freedom. If you th ink or behave 
sexually repressed, you are T O T A L L Y  repressed. If  you th ink liber­
ated, you A R E  liberated.
We've produced a new magazine about sex that is the first and only 
British publication to take sex philosophically, to accept that an 
essential part of revolution is sexual revolution. The magazine is 
called SCORPIO.
The idea behind SCORPIO is twofold: first, we intend to cover the 
news, the media, books and movies etc. that are in any way sexual 
or erotic; second, we present a collection of articles that explore 
sexuality in terms of ideas rather than pious prick-teasing. Not all 
of what we print is what we personally agree with — but it's all a 
vital part of the real reorientation of our psychic selves that must 
come about.
We're not out to exploit anyone. There are no fantasy letters, no 
sexy pics, no sex techniques. We're simply producing an essential 
document in sexuality Read, fo r example, Peter French's piece on 
Sexual Revolution in Scorpio 1. Then buy his book, Blueprint for 
Sexual Revolution (from  us, 25p plus 10p p&p). You can't afford to 
be w ithout it unless you th ink only w ith your cock.
And, to convince you that Scorpio is essential to every thinking  
person, we have a special offer — you can get your second SCORPIO  
free. Send 50p for the first edition
To: Byzantium Books Ltd. (Subs), 4a Piazza Chambers, Covent Gar­
den, WC2
Please send me the first edition of SCORPIO. I enclose 50p.
Please send me SCORPIO for one year. My first copy will be free. 
I enclose £5.
Please send me on publication B L U E P R IN T  FOR S E X U A L  R E V ­
O L U T IO N . I enclose 35p.
Name:
Address:
I am over 18 
T O T A L  ENCLOSED:
F R E E  G IF T S  — Including a continental holiday for two this year in 
Spain/G erm any/Italy/France/Belgium /Hoi land at the resort o f  the 
winners' choice plus £ 1 5  each spending m oney to do with as they wish.
D IS C O U N TS  also given on all orders o f  £ 1 0  and over together with 
free mags, photos, films etc.
These free gifts are available 
to everyone ordering from  this ad.
F A N T A S T IC  S E X  B O O K  B A R G A IN S : Love Swedish Style -  Love
& sex as practised in Sweden. 80p. Swedish Porno — Crushing raw 
sex. The bare facts about the Swedish porno scene. £1. Naked Lovers— 
Complete nudity during loveplay. Illustrated , 80p. Swedish M a id -  
Free Love, 3  in a bed, sex at its best. £1. Pornography E xpo se- a tale 
of how a young girl is forced into a life of vice and depredation. £ 1 . 
Danish B lu e - The Danish sex scene, full of sex fun w ith pictures. £1. 
Alphabet of p a in -  The A -Z of pain and pleasure. £1. Swedish Erotic 
S choolg irl- £2. Swedish Sexual Techniques- £3. English Sexual Tech­
niques- £3. Bumper Swedish Crutch B o o k - £2. First 7  books only £ 5  
Last 4 books only £ 7  A ll 11 books only £10.
C O N T A C T  M A G S :-  In tro  1; 40p -  Stag; 5 0 p -  In tro  2; £ 1 -  Aquarius 
5 0 p — His'nHers— 75p— Contak; 50p. A L L  S IX  £3.00.
S W E D IS H /D A N IS H /A M E R IC A N  TYPE M AG S: Impact 7 0 -  Hippy 
O rg y - Sapphic L ife -L u s ty  Flesh -  Orgy Lesbiana- Eros S eduction- 
Suburban Swingers— Busty Lust— Spanked Proud— Block Busters— 
Kingsize- 3 8 /2 6 /3 4 -  Spanking G ir ls - Fetish & Fan tasy- Erotic 
Orgy— Lesbos— Lesbian Dressmaker— The Young Virgin— Girl from  
Naked Bang B ang- Big G ir ls - Erotic O rg y - Oral Ecstasy & many 
others. £2 each. 3 for £4.75. 6 for £7.50.
B A T T E R Y  O P E R A TED  C O N D O M : The latest device for stimulating 
both men & women. Shaped like the male organ it has a cell in the tip  
and can be controlled by the apparatus provided. SPECIA L PRICE  
£7.50p.
SW ED ISH  TYPE F ILM S : Large assortment of Swedish type films now  
available, not glamour type, but genuine Swedish type movies. £7 
each or 2 for £12 .50  or 3 for £18.
P H O TO  SETS -  P IC K  'N 'S T R IP : Order set of 8 prints for just £1.50, 
select the girl you like best, we w ill strip her, photograph her and send 
you another set of 6 fu lly  nude shots as required.
IF  Y O U  FE E L Y O U  M A Y BE O F F E N D E D  B Y  TH E  S IG H T  O F  
G E N IT A L  ORGANS, D O  N O T  O R D E R  F R O M  L IS T  A B O V E.
A ll Items sent under plain cover. Fu ll lists and brochures 40p.
Available from  
don W8.
"C YP H E R  6", 4 4  Earls Court Rd., Kensington, Lon-
EXCITING SEX OFFERS
Pictures -  Set A  -  6 d ifferent girls. 25 different postcard size poses. 
Ranging from  unretouched, full frontal, open pubic hair shots through 
to peep knicker, suspender belt shots -  £1. Set B — Oral sex orgy set— 
£1. Set C — the intercourse set— £1. Set D -  All guaranteed unretouch­
ed, uncensored, young female nudes. Bundles, each containing at least 
200 d ifferent —£1 + 20p p&p.
Im ported American Nudist Books — These books show the most de­
tailed reproduction of the male and female sex organs ever! Adults, 
teenagers and children are featured in these books. Massive colour 
sections. Unretouched throughout. State clearly whether you prefer 
Adults or Children when ordering. Sample copy £3, 2 different £5.
Sex Books: 1; Crutch No 1— Cover to cover, uncensored crutch shots 
full open poses £ 1 .2 /  Lovers' Sex Guide— all the coital positions in 
real life action photos. 3; Oral Sex Ecstasy— Depicts all forms of oral 
love in real lofe action photos. £1. 4; Up the M in i S kirt— 100s of 
superb suspender belt knicker shots. Exciting picture book, beautifully  
sexy women. £1. SPECIAL O F FE R : All four books for £3.50.
Male Nudes: Assorted American magazines which feature exclusively 
unretouched male nudes. These mags feature prepubital boys, adoles­
cent boys in sex groups, sex play among men etc. State clearly your in­
terests and your preference for Boys/Adults. Sample mag £3. 2 different 
£5. 4 different £10.
Films (Scandinavian style): Assorted lots only. State your preference 
for Super or Standard 8mm. The Sex Movies are a must fo r you! Sample 
film  £3.
Underground paperback books — Assorted American paperbacks. The 
strongest material on the British market. State your interests when 
ordering, we w ill pick out something that caters for you. Sample book 
£1, 4 different £3.50.
Aquarius— Britain's top contact magazine. Sample copy £1.
Vibrators— Full size. Can be used on any part of the body. 8 ” x 1 54". 
£ 1.20 .
Cut Price Books— English Sex Techniques— Covers all the oral and inter­
course positions in real life action pix (unretouched). Cover price 
£5.20, our price £1.50. Nature Girls — unretouched, packed cover to 
cover w ith naked girls. Seductive women as they really are w ith nothing 
shielded, obstructed or masked. Cover price £2, our price £1.
Sexual Ecstasy in pictures, full colour, full figureNude Playing Cards-
shots. £1 a pack.
Fast service under plain cover. Subdean Publishing (Dept. Z O ), 70  
Woodhouse Rd., London E l  1. Persona! Callers welcome.
G ood News.
W e're glad to  ' hear fro m  m any o f
our subscribers th a t th ey  have received the ir  
copies o f th e  last issue o f  O Z  (no . 4 2 ) in good  
t im e  and w ith o u t in terference. As we have 
already exp la ined , the  non-delivery o f O Z 's  
4 0  and 41 is due entire ly  to  th e  absurd m eddling  
and censorship o f the  G .P .O .
A lthough r.o action at all was taken by any 
m em ber o f the  public  or by th e  police to  seek 
the  prosecution o f issues 4 0  and 4 1 , and although  
both these O Zs en joyed  national (and in te r­
national) c ircu la tion  and d is trib u tio n  qu ite  openly  
in newsagents and bookstands up and dow n the  
c o u n try , still th e  GPO fe lt it necessary to  im ­
pound subscribers' copies m ailed in plain brow n  
envelopes. Th e  logic o f such action m ust defeat 
even Lo rd  Longford .
A t present, these issues are the  subject (a t the  
GPO's request) o f exam in ation  by th e  D irector  
o f Public Prosecutions' O ffice . Th e  editors o f 
the  issues have been cau tioned  by m em bers of 
S cotland Y ard 's  Obscene Publications D ep t., 
bu t they  have not been charged. T h e  D .P .P . has 
had copies o f O Z  issue 4 0  in its possession since 
January of th is year. One can im agine th e  im ­
possible situation the  DPP's o ffice  m ust find  
themselves in. Here is a m agazine th a t was 
received open ly , w ith o u t any co m p la in t w h at­
ever to  th e ir  (or our) know ledge, by th e  public  
at large. It  is p a te n tly  no t a pornographic prod ­
uction o f any k ind , and enjoys a growing, 
p o litica lly  aware readership. N o-one in his right 
m ind could  possibly suggest th a t e ither issues 
4 0  or 41 o f O Z  m agazine are obscene or in­
decent. But here is the  G PO , a fter accepting our  
m oney fo r postage, hauling o ff  thousands of 
carefu lly -w rapped  subscribers' copies to  the  
Y ard  fo r scrutiny and investigation.
When a high-ranking m em ber o f th e  Post O ffice  
was asked by a staff m em ber o f O Z  over the  
te lephone on w h at a u th o rity  th e  envelopes had 
been opened in the  firs t place prio r to  m ailing  
th em , the on ly  excuse he had to  o ffe r  was that 
the GPO are d u ty  bound to  search any parcels, 
packets or envelopes th a t m ight possibly conta in  
drugs!
A nd so, to  recap on this farcical black com edy  
we have th e  fo llo w in g  trail o f astounding events:
1) O Z  is published and appears op en ly  on the  
streets o f B rita in . 2 ) It  is sold in tens o f thousands  
to  readers fro m  Lands End to  John O 'G roats .
3) N o-one com plains to  the  police or to  O Z  mag­
azine. 4 ) Copies are sealed in brow n , plain en­
velopes. 5) O Z  pays the  postage and m ails them .
6) Th e  G PO  opens th e  envelopes " .. .to  search for  
drugs..." 7 ) A  m em ber o f th is search force is 
offend ed  or (m ore realis tically ) confused by the  
contents. 8 ) He passes it  on to  his superior.
9 ) His superior passes it up the  line to  head o ffice .
10) The hypo critica l bigots and narrow -m inded  
bureacrats at H Q  send copies to  th e  D irec to r o f  
Public Prosecutions. 11) Th e  DPP's o ffice  has an 
unw anted prosecution on its hands. 12) It all 
costs you , the  taxpayers  w ho support both  the  
GPO and th e  DPP, m ore m oney.
A t the  root o f th is  prob lem  is the  notorious  
Post O ffice  A c t. Th is  allows the Post O ffice  to  
v irtu a lly  censor p rin ted  m ateria l th a t cannot be 
attacked by any o ther existing law . There  is no 
space here to  go fu lly  in to  the  id iosyncracies of 
the  Post O ffice  A ct; th a t w o u ld  take  tw o  or three  
pages, a t least, o f boring and in trica te  copy.
A ll we wish to  m ake clear at this stage is this:
1) S om ehow , som ew ay, we w ill get y our copies 
to  you .
2) We ore not r ip -o ff artists -  it takes tim e  and 
it  takes e ffo r t . Trust us fo r  a lit t le  w h ile .
3 ) T o  the  GPO and to  the  D irec to r o f Public  
Prosecutions: Perhaps you feel th a t w e are tired  
a fter last year's  dress rehearsal. Perhaps you feel 
th a t we m ust be dem oralised a t th e  prosecution  
of IT . Perhaps you are hoping th a t, by now, 
public sym pathy and support has drained aw ay.
Be w arned. Every one o f these assumptions is 
false. O Z  Magazine and every o th er m em ber o f 
the  British a lternative  press w ill fig h t th is legis­
la tion. W e w ill fig h t it  hard. We w ill kill this  
A ct. Enough!
S TO P  PR ESS: The launch issue o f 'S p ike ', 
Scotland 's firs t national underground paper 
has already run fou l o f the law . O n ly  tw o  
days a fter pub lication  on June 2 6 th , Glasgow  
police  arrested a couple o f streetsellers and 
'v is ited ' the  offices o f Black Box, th e  u/g  
Scottish news service, fro m  whose premises 
the  paper is c u rren tly  operating. A pparen tly  
th ey  are ob jecting to  the  use o f the  w ord  
'bastard' in 'S p ike 's ' page tw o  e d ito ria l, and are 
th reaten ing  prosecution fo r  the  s ilhouette  of 
a phallic  banana th a t adorns the ir fro n t cover. 
'S p ik e ', which is nam ed fla tte rin g ly  a fter this  
here very colum n, be ob tained fro m  15  
Hope S t., Glasgow, G .2 . 6 A B .
Subscriptions £ 1 .0 0  fo r tw elve issues.
* * *
Sad to  hear th a t 'Ins id e  S to ry ' has been forced  
to  sp lit fro m  Moore-Harness, the ir (and our) 
distributors. Th is  w ill inevitably  mean in itia l 
drops in the magazine's sales figures. Fo r those 
o f you  w ho haven 't y e t sampled this tough, 
in fo rm ative , and fearlessly professional pu b li­
cation , ed ited  by e x -in k  ed ito r, W yn fo rd  H icks, 
we suggest you send £ 1 .5 0  fo r  a tria l subscrip­
tio n  o f sex issues to : 'Ins ide S to ry ', 3  B elm ont 
Road, S .W .4.
* * *
Here is a useful piece o f in fo rm atio n  sent to  us 
fo r the  bene fit o f pig farm ers. If your recent 
litte r  o f piglets is threatened  by 'te a t necrosis'
(a dangerous disease amongst porkers and  
sim ilar to  d ip theria ) th e  Scottish Farm  B uild ­
ings Investigation u n it have good news fo r  you. 
Take  a small wooden spatula and smear a large 
do llop o f Bostik on every tea t you can fin d . 
Providing y our a im  is good and the  dressing is 
applied  early your necrosis w orries are over. 
R um ours th a t fo r years this rem edy has accoun­
ted  fo r the  distinctive  flavour o f Danish bacon 
are en tire ly  fictic ious.
Up fo r grabs as we w ent to  press was the  firs t 
issue o f 'G a y  New s', th e  national fo rtn ig h tly  
hom osexual newspaper. C liff  R ichard m ade a 
convincing hetrosexual-o f-the-m onth  and there  
was some fin e  reporting  on th e  intrigues of 
J im m y Saville's 'Speakeasy' p rogram m e on 
hom osexual behaviour. O ther w o rth w h ile  
features included a m ed ically  sound, if som e­
w h at m oralistic run dow n on homosexuals  
and venereal disease and a snappy guide to  gay 
action no rth  o f the  border. But we could  have 
done w ith o u t th a t tongue in cheek story on the  
Biograph — it smacked far too  heavily o f those 
sad old gay magazines w h ich  managed to  fill 
tw e n ty  or so pages w ith  coy innuendo and not 
m en tion  the  w o rd  hom osexual once.
Newswise and generally tho ugh. G ay News 
is essential gay reading, and its small ads show  
a healthy disrespect fo r the  pathetic  House o f  
Lord 's decision over the  I.T . appeal last m onth . 
G ay News is located at 19  London S t., London, 
W .2. Tel: 0 1 -4 0 2  7 80 5 .
* * *
R um ours th a t George Lennox is o f Jewish stock 
m ust now  be discounted fo llo w in g  th e  amusing 
exposure o f his d im in u tive  and uncircum cised  
organ at the  A lice  C ooper press reception in 
Chessington Z o o  recently . George, (ex 7 Days 
to ken  h ippy and cu rren tly  earning a crust as 
D rop O u t Dave's errand boy fo r th e  notoriously  
inaccurate Private Eye c o lu m n ), to o k  it  upon  
him self to  discard his battered Y -fro n ts  and 
Levis during the  stripper's rou tine  under the  
'big to p '. A m idst general audience h ila rity  and 
aided and encouraged by Miss Stacia from  
H aw kw in d , her volum inous naked breasts 
dancing ero tica lly  under his nose, George  
shuffled  and w altzed  drun ken ly  fo r  several laps 
of the  sawdust circus ring.
* * *
" T h e  Defense o f L ite ra tu re  and the  A rts  Society  
(D L A S ) exists to  com bat censorship on m oral, 
po litica l or o ther grounds and to  uphold  free ­
dom  o f expression." W ell, tha t's  w hat it says on 
th is sheet o f roneod paper and w ho are we to  
disagree. Those o f you wishing to  plunge fu rth e r  
in to  the  sordid intricacies o f our m oral po llu ­
tio n  laws cou ld  do m uch worse than  w rite  fo r  
fu rth e r  in fo rm atio n  to  D L A S , 18 Brewer St., 
London, W 1R  4A S .
This incredib le  photograph was taken  by David  
Dyas during th e  Islington Carnival Procession 
on June 2 4 th . W arned by the  police  th a t the ir  
paper mache flo a t o f a ten  fo o t  penis w o u ld  be 
arrested if it  proceeded fu rth e r , th e  C lephane  
R oad C o m m u n ity  kids got busy disguising it  as 
a space rocket. H alfw ay  through the  procession 
the  covers cam e o ff  and the sw eltering maniac 
w ith  a whitewash pu m p inside the  giant cock 
got busy. * * *
Here is the te lephone bill 
th a t broke In k. N o , it's 
no t a m isprin t, it really  
does say One thousand  
and f if ty -f iv e  pounds 
and n inety- fo u r pence, 
i A fte r  you 've  read our 
( lead item  on the GPO  
in S p ike  you can Imagine 
how  sorry we, a t O Z ,
‘ m ust feel about 
’ all this.
A  date has not y e t been set fo r the  tria l o f the  
Nasty Tales 4, a lthough an announcem ent is 
expected shortly  con firm in g  th a t it w ill be some 
t im e  in August. In a hopelessly transparent 
a ttem p t to  'p lay  dow n' th e  firs t obscenity rap 
against the underground press since the  O Z  tria l 
last June, the  au tho rities  have op ted  to  hold this  
tria l during th e  Inner London Sessions at the  
N ew ington Causeway C row n C ourt, E lephant 
and Castle.
M ick Farren, Joy Farren, Edw ard Barker 
and Paul Lewis, together w ith  th e ir  L im ited  
C om pany have each been charged under Section  
2 (1 ) o f th e  Obscene Publications A c t 1 9 5 9  as 
am ended by Sect 1 (1 ) o f th e  1 9 6 4  A ct. The  
c o m m itta l proceedings were concluded last 
M ay 15th  at M arlborough Magistrates C ourt. 
M ick Farren and Paul Lewis are understood to  
be preparing to  defend themselves.
The prosecution's case is tho ught to  rest 
sim ply on evidence o f ch ild ren  having bought 
and read a copy o f the  issue o f Nasty Tales in 
question. It's  g ra tify ing  to  note th a t the  Nasty  
Tales crew  have not been charged w ith  a con­
spiracy o f any kind . But then, conspiracy to
produce a com ic bo ok   w h at ju ry  w ould
ever have w orn th a t one!
Nasty Tales needs your help and support. 
Please send anyth ing  you can a ffo rd  to  
Nasty Tale's Defense Fund:
11b W ardour Mews, W .1 .
* * *
As some o f you w ill have doubtless road in 
Th e  G uardian, M ike  To puzo gou, com m only  
know n as 'G reek  M ike ' fro m  the  Frendz collec­
tive  has been sitting fo r several weeks in 
Pentonville  deportee w ing. C urrently  he is 
aw aiting  depo rta tio n  to  T u rk e y  where he faces 
a prison sentence fo r refusing to  serve in the  
Tu rk ish  A rm y . He is in solitary  con finem ent, 
his mail has been to rn  up and his books refused 
him . He is also being forced  to  wear id en tifica ­
tio n  patches on his prison u n ifo rm  to  m ark him  
as a dangerous an d /o r absconding prisoner.
A nd th e  c rim e th a t M ichael has com m lted  
to  fin d  him self in th is position? I t  is as sim ple  
as it is absurd. He has been fou n d  gu ilty  o f being 
an alien.
A launching party  fo r  'Spare Rib' he ld  at The  
Place in D uke S treet last m onth was v io len tly  
disrupted by th e  hostile invasion o f a small bu t 
verbose group o f gay 'libera tion is ts '. A ttire d  in 
w hat th ey  prefer to  call 'gender-fuck' drag, this  
c hum m y lit t le  gang o f bovver-boys descended 
un invited  and unannounced on an a lready over­
crow ded and confused s ituation. Chaos sub­
sequently ensued. One especially lo udm ou thed  
and heavily  tinselled young 'radical fem in is t' 
p ro m p tly  proceeded to  rip  and m u tila te  three  
dozen copies o f th e  firs t issue o f 'R ib ', scattering  
the  to rn  rem nants over astonished on lookers  
w ith  cries o f "sexist rubbish... sexist rubb ish!"
A ttem p ts  by Rosie B oyco tt and o th er members  
of 'Spare R ib ' to  engage this m iserable crew  of 
psychedelic fascists in any m eaningfu l discussion 
of th e ir  criticism s o f th e  m agazine w ere sneer- 
ingly rebuffed , w ith  hysterical chants  
of "sexism ... sexism ... S tam p O u t S ex ism ..."  Ges 
Cox, the  d istrib u tio n  and payro ll manager o f IT  
had his face scratched and cu t fo llo w in g  a less 
than  sensitive use o f vocabulary on his part 
during one m utual slanging m atch:
" Y o u  C U N T ..."  he yelled.
" Y o u  sexist P IG ..."  th ey  screamed.
Chris R ow ley , O Z 's  vegetarian advertising m an­
ager tr ie d  a d iffe re n t tack. Leaning fo rw a rd  in a 
belated c onc ilia to ry  gesture he a ttem p ted  to  
kiss one o f the  enraged homosexuals. R ight now  
he still has a chunk o f his to p  lip  missing.
***
On th e  pub lica tion  day o f  Spare R ib , W .H . S m ith  
and Sons, those w e ll-kn ow n  purveyors o f healthy  
fa m ily  lite ra tu re , rang the  R ib  o ff ic e  to  cancel 
th e ir  o rder. No reason o f any substance was 
offe red . One short week la ter, on th e  2 8 th  June, 
they  rang back to  revise th e ir  revised 
cancella tion .
'Public  dem and' fo r the  new  w om en's  m o n th ly  
suggested th a t an in itia l order o f 1 5 ,0 0 0  copies 
m ight be approp riate . W ell, tha t's  1 5 ,0 0 0  
m ore copies than  those scheming, m onopolis tic , 
evil lit t le  bastards w ill ever get th e ir  hands on 
fro m  this pu b lica tio n . S tand up th e  w om an who  
said "sour grapes".
Ever since th e  m o d ifica tio n  o f R obert Carr's  
kitchen by th a t well know n group o f d em o litio n  
experts, 'T h e  A ngry Brigade', the  hornets' nest 
of cap ita lis t revenge has been let loose in a con­
tin ua l spate o f po lice  raids searching fo r  " .. .lik e ly  
candidates fo r an ou trage ..."
We k now  th a t Scotland Y ard  w ere given the  
green ligh t to  " tu rn  London over" resulting in 
th e  b la tan t fram ing  o f Purdie and Prescott, 
w hich, p red ic tab ly  enough, fa iled  to  stop the  
politica l bombings. M onths la ter, th ey  busted  
six w ell know n m ilitan ts  a t Stoke N ew ing ton , 
which still d id n 't stop attacks on ru ling class 
prop erty  — and so they arrested fo u r more  
people (w h ile  the  bom bings still c o n tin u e ...) .
We all k now  the results o f the Jake and Ian tr ia l, 
in which th e  ju ry  m ade it  absolu tely clear th a t 
th ey  cou ld  not accept the police 'conspiracy' 
th e o ry , a lthough one m igh t be forg iven fo r  th in k ­
ing so in the  light o f th e  outrageous sentences 
m eted ou t by Judge
S im ilarly , the same conspiracy rap was dropped  
against Pauline C onroy and Chris A lle n , the  
A tto rn e y  General refusing permission to  proceed  
w ith  th e  charges, leaving the  S toke  N ew ing ton  
8, w ho have already been convicted in th e ir  
absence at th e  P urdie/P rescott tr ia l.
N o-one should be fo o led  by 'fa ir  tr ia l' bu llsh it in 
th is case. These eight people, w h ether they  are 
Angries or not, were convicted by the  S tate  at 
th e  m om en t o f th e ir  arrest: convicted no t fo r  
any in jury  or crim e against th e  m a jo rity  interests  
of B rita in , b u t m erely  fo r  daring to  launch p o lit­
ical attacks against th e  state.
T h e  po lice  and the  courts have a cyn ical lack of 
perspective abou t th e  use o f v io lence in all c rim ­
inal m atters ... fascists m u tila te  black people w ith  
firebom bs — th ey  d o n 't get charged w ith  serious 
offences. I f  R o b ert Carr had actu ally  been shot 
or even d isem bow elled, Prescott cou ld  on ly  have 
received a m ax im u m  sentence o f ten  years (under 
the section 4  of th e  'O ffences  Against th e  Person 
A ct, 1 8 6 1 ') . W ith  u ltra -v io len t gangsters, the  
police do o u t o f court deals; w ith  th e  'A ng ry  
Brigade', w ho in jure  no th ing  except p rop erty , 
they  launch a " P U B L IC  E N E M Y  N o. 1 "  
investigation.
iS/S ' 7fe N O S l^S T C A R D
Th e  S toke N ew ing ton  8  have pleaded no t gu ilty  
to  all the  one thousand odd pages o f the  prosec­
ution  case. Th ree  defendants, John B arker, A nna  
Mendelson and H ila ry  are defending th e m ­
selves and a ttack in g  the  charges w ith  courageous  
resolution. E stab lishm ent'experts ' in explosives 
and chem istry have been accused o f prosecution  
bias in m an ufactu ring  a pattern  o f 2 5  bombings, 
which th e  state claim s is the  basis of th e  conspir­
acy (fro m  1 9 6 7  through August 1 9 7 1 ). Conven­
ien tly , all recent bom bings since th e  S N 8's  arrest 
have no t been included. One 'e x p e rt', called a 
liar by a defense law yer, recoiled in ho rro r, de­
claring th a t he cou ld  f in d  no w ords suitable for  
the  court to  express the  p ro fo u n d  shock he fe lt  
at his scientific  in teg rity  being challenged.
Since 1 90 2 , any defendant can be convicted on a 
conspiracy coun t on his or her ow n, w ith  others  
w ho are dead (w atch  ou t G uy Faw kes), unknow n  
or aw aiting  tr ia l. If  the  state is desperate fo r a 
conviction , a conspiracy charge is a convenient 
favo u rite  (rem em ber Chicago or Angela Davis or 
even th e  O Z  t r io ) . A nd  we can be sure th a t the  
judge has already w o rked  ou t exem plary  senten­
ces fo r th e  S toke  N ew ing ton  8.
Th e  un kn ow n facto r is the ju ry . E very th ing  in a 
court can be fix e d , every th ing  can be 'arranged', 
everyth ing a foregone conclusion apart fro m  the  
12 good men and true . I t  is a w o rk in g  class ju ry  
and all 12  have answered defence questions on 
po litica l pre jud ice. It 's  no accident th a t R o b ert  
M ark (th e  new  head o f Scotland Y a rd ) has 
expressed so m uch concern over juries in past 
weeks. Th e  on ly  fac to r th a t the  state cannot 
contro l in a c o u rtro o m  in B ritain  is th e  exp er­
ience o f 1 2 'o rd in a ry ' people, w h ich m ay run 
counter to  the  lies, co rru p tio n  and legal rubbish  
which is th e  basis o f British justice. In  spite o f  
everyth ing, we still have juries, and the  S toke  
N ew ing ton  8  reta in  the ir hopes o f an eventual 
acq uitta l.
Ned K elley .
A ll offers of help or donations to : T h e  S toke  
N ew ing ton  8  D efence G roup, c /o  C om pend ium  
Bookshop, 2 4 0  Cam den High S tree t, N W 1 .
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“ This
Is the m ost beautifu l 
place. Peace, trop ica l 
sunshine, coconuts and  
pineapples need o n ly  
to  be p icked. N o co ld  — 
no parking m eters — 
tele — Bingo. H ak im  
just fou nded  firs t 
publishing com pany. 
M ost exc iting  venture  
you can im agine.
W e o fte n  rem em ber 
and smile — Gail 
Benson." 8 th  N ov. 1971  
(Those of you unsure 
Of Gail's id en tity  please 
tu rn  to  the  M ichael 
X fe atu re  in th is  issue)
Yhls de lightfu l p o rtra it o f an octopus sucklngi o ff  a fisherm an’s w ife  cost the  Sunday Tim es  
thousands of pounds recently . Th e  w hole  m agazine had to  be rep tln ted  when th e  S .T .’ s 
m anagem ent got co ld  fee t at th e  last m inu te
As m any o f you w ill know , O Z  has agreed to  pay  
"substantia l"  damages to  M r. R obert G o ld ie  
Butler, 54 , a school teacher referred to  In an 
artic le  published In O Z  28 , th e  Schoolklds Issue. 
On Friday , June 2 9 th ., th e  High C ourt was in ­
fo rm ed  th a t O Z  Publications In k  Ltd . and M r. 
Butler had reached an- o u t o f c o u rt settlem ent, 
and th a t in ad d d ltlo n  to  th e  a fo rem entio ned  
damages, O Z  magazine had also agreed to  pay  
all of M r. B utler's  legal fees. We also unreservedly  
w ith d re w  any im putations  made know ing ly  or 
un kn ow ing ly  against him  in th a t a rtic le .
For obvious reasons, the  m atter is n o w  closed.
We hold no m alice or resentm ent against M r. 
Butler, and we w o u ld  sincerely like  to  reiterate  
th e  s tatem ent made on our behalf to  th e  High  
C ourt, and to  thank  M r. Butler fo r giving us 
tim e  to  pay th e  legal fees.
W hich brings us to  ano th er p o in t, o f w h ich you  
w ho have been fo llo w in g  this case w ill p robab ly  
n o t be aware. A ltho ugh  th e  sum o f m oney w hich  
Is to  be paid to  M r. B utler Is, Indeed, "sub­
s tan tia l" , th e  to ta l legal costs incurred could  
perhaps best be described as "a s tro n o m ic a l" . It  
Is, perhaps, a sad measure o f justice in B ritain  
tod ay  th a t th e  's llce-o f-the-p ie ' ( If  we m igh t use 
a crude expression) th a t M r. B utler w ill 
receive, com pared to the  to ta l am o u n t o f m oney  
w hich w ill leave our bank Is on ly  one sixth. We 
have m et hip lawyers and we've m et pigs. W e've  
m et long-haired, sym pathetic  and m arijuana- 
sm oking lawyers. W e've m et lawyers w ho  
cursed th e  m agistrate and lawyers w ho shook 
our hand and 'believed In our case’ . But now  
we com e to  th in k  o f It, we've never m et a poor 
law yer. There 's  a m oral there  som ew here.
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Smash the state-capitalist Stalinist butchers 
and their whining philistine running dogs. Obliterate 
the totalitarian neo-Marxist bureaucrats and their 
unprincipled chauvinist lackeys.
Joel Whitebook reviews Murray Bookchin’s new  
book, 'Post-scarcity Anarchism’.
The new left became old when its basically sound intuitions 
were replaced by archaic theories — those o f  the Thirties and 
the Third . N ot that the intuitions o f  the early and middle 
Sixties w ould have sufficed to transform American society; a 
practice based exclusively on intuition is likely to  be erratic 
and ineffectual. But som ehow  the theory required by the 
m ovem ent had to  emerge from the conditions o f  its ow n origins, 
notably the uniqueness o f  the American experience. It could 
not be im ported from foreign situations. Ignorant alm ost by 
design, the m ovem ent reached the lim its o f  unconsciousness by 
the late Sixties. Rather than creating an authentic understanding 
o f itself at that point, it resurrected the theories o f  past 
revolutions, and perhaps won itself a stay o f  execution  o f  
several years. But the cost was too  great. Once the fragile 
reprieve expired, the brutal experience o f  sectarianism made 
the end inevitable.
While the political m ovem ent was declining because o f  an 
increasing detachm ent from its authentic historical role, 
another process was spontaneously emerging from the 
conditions o f American so c ie ty ; the counter-culture was 
spreading at a rate unanticipated by anyone. The counter­
culture not only includes the world o f  rock, drugs and clothing, 
these are only its m ost superficial trappings. Its real substance 
lies in the attem pt to  transform social relations, create 
com m unity, gain control o f  everyday life from below  and over­
com e alienation through projects such as free clinics, 
com m unes, w om en’s groups and food co-ops. Many radicals 
finding daily life as m ovem ent activists as w ell and m ovem ent 
politics com pletely impoverished, are turning to  the counter­
culture as an alternative. But just as their earlier experiences 
with “p olitics” were based on low  levels o f  consciousness, so 
their present identification with the counter-culture often  
rests on little more than inchoate intuitions. That child care 
and health foods are essential com ponents o f  the American 
revolution is com m only felt. There seem s to  exist, however, a 
general inability to  explain the revolutionary significance o f  
these impulses to  improve the quality o f  life. Tne mainstream o f  
traditional radical theory certainly provides little help. These 
intuitions, in turn, indicate an even deeper intuition that the 
scope o f  the American revolution must transcend the narrowly 
“political” and fully encompass the cultural, psychological and 
social realms. Unless these basically correct intuitions are 
brought to  consciousness, it is possible that current 
developm ents w ill follow  a perverted course.
What then repeatedly prevents these intuitions from 
achieving consciousness? The false consciousness o f  the 
society at large infects and constantly subverts the m ovem ent. 
Inheriting a basically pragmatic attitude towards life, 
m ovem ent, thought has been arrested at the purely tactical 
and strategic levels, and has had little regard for theory. What 
little “theory” the m ovem ent has engaged in has been pre­
occupied with the pragmatic question o f  means. The 
m ovem ent has devoted little attention to the question o f  ends: 
What exactly  is to  be accom plished by an Am erican revolution?  
Until sufficient clarity exists about ends, all consideration o f  
means remains useless. And once the question o f  ends is 
resolved, solutions to  “practical” problem s follow . While the 
desire to avoid vapid speculation which remains rem ote from  
practical reality can be appreciated, tactical debate — although  
giving the illusion o f  substantiality apd practicality — is 
futile if  it does not have a proper theoretical foundation.
Every generation o f  revolutionaries receives a certain set o f  
historical possibilities out o f  which it makes its ow n history  
and its degree o f  success rests on  its consciousness o f  those 
possibilities. Only when revolutionary practice is com m ensurate 
w ith the goals to  be achieved w ill the revolution be carried 
through to its com plete fruition. In an age when ecological 
apocalypse loom s before us, an incom plete revolution offers 
no solutions. That a revolution’s possibilities are lim ited by  
the material conditions that circumscribe it — e.g. German 
peasant revolts could not have created socialism — has becom e a 
truism o f  the Left (largely as an apology for the Russian 
R evolution). It is equally true that a revolution which sets its 
sights short o f  its historical possibilities will fail. In the latter 
case, the revolution sim ply fails to  capture the imaginations and 
em body the needs o f  the people or make the psychological or 
physical risks o f  revolution worth their while. To an over­
whelming extent, this tim idity o f  vision has been the problem  
with the m ovem ent. Although the m ovem ent has contained  
visionary elem ents, they have inevitably becom e com bined  
with regressive ideologies and thereby distorted.
The R evolution and Human Freedom
In this con text, radicals w ho have been experiencing the 
confusion and dem oralization o f  the past several years should  
enthusiastically w elcom e the publication o f  Murray B ookchin’s 
Post-Scarcity Anarchism. For what emerges from a reading o f  
Post-Scarcity  is a sense o f  the possibilities posed by the 
American revolution, possibilities o f  such magnitude as to  
differentiate the revolution in kind  from all those revolutions 
that have preceded it. Such qualitatively new conditions render 
all previous m odels for revolution practically useless and demand 
creative thinking with the utm ost scope and vision. Bookchin  
tries to  transcend and synthesize traditional revolutionary 
theories w ith utopianism and ecology into a coherent perspective 
which is appropriate to  the revolutionary possibilities at hand.
The point o f  departure for B ookchin’s analysis is the unique 
social position o f  the United States. Elaborating on  one o f  
Marx’s profoundest insights — the dialectic o f  h istory from  
primitive com m unism  through propertied society to  
com m unism  — B ookchin maintains that the United States (and 
the advanced capitalist world o f  which it is the cornerstone) 
stands not on  the borderline o f  capitalism and socialism, as is 
usually believed by the L eft, but on the borderline o f  
propertied society  and com m unism , or hierarchical and 
classless society . As w e shall see, the American revolution, if  
it is to  be a success, must cross that frontier.
If it is true that the historical dialectic moves from primitive 
comm unism through properties society  to  a higher developm ent 
o f com m unism , then we will not understand this broad 
developm ent w ithout investigating the relationship o f  each social 
form to the natural world and the type o f  consciousness 
engendered by that relationship. Briefly, primitive society  is 
primarily characterized by its integration with nature and its 
remarkable internal unity. The primitive ego, or self, while 
differentiating itself from nature — it does not have the 
primordial unity o f  infantile consciousness — also conceives o f  
itself as part o f  nature. In primitive society  the world does 
not have the quality o f  otherness which it assumes in 
“civilized” society . The primitive feels much m ore at hom e and 
unalienated in the world. Unlike the “ civilized” m ind. 17
Eunuchs of the world unite! 
— You have nothing to lose.
primitive consciousness does not conceive o f  the world as an 
inanimate” , “em pty” ob ject, but as a subject, “ redolent 
with life!’ The natural world “ is experienced as life confronting  
life involving every faculty o f  man in reciprocal relationships.” 
Since the natural world is experienced as a living subject, to  
which the primitive is reciprocally related, rather than as an 
inanimate object, nature has its own integrity w hich cannot 
be violated. The notion o f  dom inatiing or exploiting the 
natural world is foreign to  the primitive, and, as w e shall see, 
this tends to  place him  or her at nature’s m ercy.
The relationship betw een the primitive self and society  
exhibits a similar reciprocity and cohesion. The individual does 
not experience him self or herself as opposed to  the collective, 
but relies on the com m unity as the only con text in which to  
actualize him self or herself. The com m unity, rather than 
limiting the developm ent o f  the individual, is felt to  nurture it. 
The collective, in turn , is able to  respect the autonom y o f  
each individual because o f  a religious belief in the necessity 
o f diversity w ithin the order o f  the cosm os. As D orothy Lee 
explains in terms o f  the Hopi:
Human society  is part o f  a larger structured w hole, so an 
individual cooperates w ith even more that the members o f  hiB' 
human group. Every aspect o f  nature, plants, and rocks and 
animals, colours, cardinal directions and numbers and sex  
distinctions, the dead and the living, all have a cooperative share 
in the m aintenance o f  the universal order. Eventually, the 
effort o f  the Hopi individual affects the balance o f  nature; and 
as each individual develops his inner potential, as he 
enhances his participation, so does the entire universe becom e  
invigorated. N ot his behavior alone, not his achievem ent, but 
his entire unique being is significant.
This com m itm ent to  diversity allows social differentiation to  
exist w ithout the developm ent o f  rigid hierarchy. For example, 
a chief or priest might possess specialized knowledge which he 
em ploys for the good o f  the com m unity, but he does not use 
it to  gain personal power. An individual might consult the 
priest for inform ation, much as one might consult a reference 
book, w ithout being bound to  follow  the recom m endation. Thus, 
in primitive society , there is room  for a division o f  social 
roles w ithout the dom ination o f  individuals or the developm ent 
o f hierarchy which accom panies it in propertied society . In fact, 
di versity is respected as an end in itself.
But the foundations o f  the unalienated societies were precarious, 
for contained w ithin the prim itive’s many-sided relationship with  
nature was the elem ent o f  threat as well as o f  promise. We see 
this m ost clearly in m ythology, where nature appears both as 
the loving m other and the terrible m other, as the nurturer and 
the destroyer. U ltim ately, the constant threat o f  nature’s 
destructiveness undermined the stability o f  primitive society . A 
society that has not overcom e material scarcity — and this 
includes all societies that have thus far existed — is inherently  
unstable. The insecurity created in each individual by  scarcity  
is the germ  o f  th a t so c ie ty ’s eventual destruction .
The insecurity engendered by material scarcity leads to the 
acquisition o f  property as an attem pted insulation from the 
natural world. The same insecurity, m oreover, leads to  the 
struggle to  pacify nature. The conquest o f  nature fundam entally 
alters m an’s relationship to  nature and m an’s relationship to  
man. A prerequisite for the dom ination o f  the natural world is 
the estrangement o f  the ego from nature, for only an atom ized  
and alienated ego can think o f  conquering nature. Indeed, 
only such an ego is capable o f  the conquest. The natural world — 
ana this includes hum anity’s natural instincts — assumes a 
hostile otherness which must be subdued and controlled by  
the estranged ego, for this otherness poses a threat to  the 
very survival o f  the individual. To accom plish this conquest, 
thought becom es less m ythic and increasingly instrumentalist.
The “logic o f  dom ination” , as Marcuse has called it, w hile 
enabling science and technology to progress, has taken a 
frightening toll o f  the natural world w hose magnitude w e are 
only becom ing fully aware o f  today. The ego now reduces the 
world to  pure object, to  be dom inated and exploited  w ithout 
restraint.
A  corresponding destructiveness occurs in the social realm.
Just as the integration o f  the ego and nature dissolves, so  the 
cohestion o f  the primitive com m unity, “ united by kinship ties 
and com m on interests in dealing with the means o f  life ,” 
(B ookchin, p .9) disintegrates into the war o f  all against all.
The individual no longer views the society  as the matrix o f  
his or her actualization, but now  sees it as an obstacle that 
places ever greater lim its on his or her freedom and ever greater 
demands on his or her life. As production becom es increasingly 
geared to  exchange rather than use, human needs are
increasingly left unfulfilled. The increased division o f  labour 
which is necessary both for the conquest o f  nature and for 
more profitable production, creates a rigid social hierarchy and 
class society.
Estranged from nature and society , the ego eventually 
becom es alienated from itself. The regim entation o f  society and 
toil required for the dom ination o f  nature demands repression 
o f the instincts on the part o f  the individual. The se lf becom es 
opposed to  its innerm ost desires. As the division o f  labour 
becom es more specialized, to il becom es more tedious and 
demands more repression, thereby ending whatever libidinal 
satisfaction work previously provided. Compared w ith medieval 
crafts, work on the modern assembly line is totally de­
eroticized (except perhaps for its sadistic com ponent). The 
delayed gratification ana repressive sublim ation offered in 
recompense for toil leaves instinctual needs totally unsatisfied.
In addition to the collective psychosis o f  contem porary 
society, w ith its ugliness, destruction and violence, w e can 
trace the im poverishm ent o f  daily life suffered by all o f  us to  
this repression o f  our erotic desires.
Only in a few specific human activities, art and play for 
exam ple, do w e gain a glimpse o f  true human needs. For in 
these particular activities the repressed material returns, albeit 
in a highly sublimated form, and provides an indication o f  the  
nature o f  a world constructed to  satisfy true human needs.
Both o f  these activities represent an attem pt to transcend the 
external restriction o f  a repressive reality principle, a yearning 
towards freedom . As Marcuse explains in nis discussion o f  
Schiller, “ the play impulse does not aim at playing with  
‘som ething’; rather it is the the play o f  life itself, beyond want 
and external com pulsion — the m anifestation o f  freedom  itse lf.” 
A world based on the play principle presupposes the achievem ent 
o f  a post-scarcity situation, for “ only w hen the ‘contraint o f  
need is replaced by the “ constraint o f  superfluity’ (abundance) 
will the human existence by em pelled to  a ‘free m ovem ent 
which is itself both end and m eans’. Liberated from'the 
pressure o f  painful purposes and performances necessitated  
by want, man will be restored into the ‘freedom to be what he 
ought to  b e .’ But what ‘ought’ to  be w ill be freedom itself: 
the freedom to  p lay .” Communism will be constructed ■ 
according to  the laws o f  pleasure, play and beauty (which very 
well might be one and the same): in a genuinely human civil­
ization, the human existence will be play rather than to il.”
The w hole barbarous developm ent o f  hierarchical society  has 
its “redemptive d ialectic.” At an incalculable cost to  nature 
and hum anity, propertied society , in its passage through 
feudalism and capitalism, has developed the material and 
intellectual productive forces to  the point where scarcity 
can be over com e and propertied society itself transcended.
The “conquest o f  nature” has not on ly  been com pleted; it 
has gone entirely too  far. T h u s , the tortured developm ent o f  
propertied society  has brought us to  the point where 
dom ination and hierarchy as such can ana must be ended, where 
the self can be reharmonized with nature, society  and itself. We 
have been brought, in other words, to  the threshold o f  
com m unism .
Since much o f  the m ovem ent’s confusion has resulted from  
the graftjpg o f  anachronistic elem ents o f  socialism on to  the 
American scene, w e must consider the socialist project both  
as it was conceived theoretically and as it has developed 
historically. Theoretically, socialism , it was supposed, w ould  
create the material pre-conditions for com m unism  by means o f  
econom ic planning, a nationalized industry, and the 
maximum developm ent o f  the productive forces. Needless to  
say, this was not com m unism  itself. Socialism , in effect, 
remains w ithin  the framework o f  hierarchical society , w ithin  
the realm o f  necessity. The socialist project was conceived  
during the early period o f  the industrial revolution. It was 
believed that socialism w ould have to  com plete the “ conquest 
o f nature” begun by capitalism. There is thus great continuity  
betw een the historical tasks o f  capitalism and socialism. In 
that these tasks shape consciousness, socialist values and 
the socialist psyche more closely resemble those o f  bourgeois 
society than comm unism .
The theoretical conception  o f  socialism ’s historical 
tasks does not include the liberation o f  the individual. The 
primary determ inant o f  the quality o f  life remains 
econom ic, not the transcendence o f  econom ics into freedom . 
The individual under socialism , com pelled to  devote a 
substantial am ount o f  his or her life to  to il, is unable to  
develop his or her human potentials to  their fullest. Cutting 
cane or working in a machine tool factory remains toil. 
Regardless o f  w hom  it is for, it deform s the human spirit.
Chained to the exigencies o f  com m odity production, socialist 
society is organized according to  the abstract laws o f  
econom ics rather than the demands o f  human satisfaction and 
aesthetic delight. Socialist society , bound to  the concept o f  
efficiency, is arranged hierarchically — although it is 
doubtful that hierarchy is even efficient for the purposes o f  
socialist production. Hierarchy, w ith its differential status 
and power, denies the individual full control over his or her 
daily life. Socialism , at least theoretically, alleviates the 
grosser injustices o f  capitalism. The survival necessities o f  
fife such as food , medicine and clothing are readily available 
and equitably distributed. At best, however, socialism  attains 
a high degree o f  social justice, not o f  human freedom . For 
under socialism  the concrete, ex istentia l, p sycholog ica l 
individual does n o t con trol his or her daily life, and lacks the 
faculties or free tim e to cu ltivate his o r her p o ten tia lities  
w ith ou t external restraint.
If the theoretical conception o f  socialism entails a 
very lim ited vision o f  human actualization, the 
situation has been further exacerbated historically  
by the occurrence o f  “socialist” revolutions 
solely  in underdeveloped countries. These 
revolutions have been primarily peasant 
revolutions w hich have occurred in under 
developed, feudal societies. They are not 
“ proletarian revolutions” in industrialized, 
capitalist countries. Given the material 
conditions that that produced them
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Crush the paper tiger of racist red-imperialism. 
Destroy the militarist bolshevik exploiters.
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and the tasks which have faced them — primitive accum ulation, 
national unification, etc — these revolutions more closely  
resemble classical bourgeois revolutions than socialist ones.
The social system s that have developed in these countries can 
best be described as state capitalism.
Undoubtedly where “socialist” regimes have gained power, the 
material lo t o f  the populations have been appreciably improved. 
But I cannot accept the notion that the best way to  accomplish  
the tasks facing these revolutions is through centralization, 
hierarchy and the banning o f  all opposition. On the contrary,
I maintain that workers’ control provides such great incentives 
that it is not on ly  the m ost desirable, but also the m ost practical 
means for organizing econom ic life. I also maintain that the new  
state which is allowed to form, in which opposing points o f  
view are allowed dissemination w ill be more creative and 
productive. All opposition is not “objectively counter­
revolutionary,” and freedom o f speech, is not m erely a 
“bourgeois luxury” . The banning o f  all opposition  
indicates only one thing : a fear o f  the people.
N ot only do “ socialist” revolutions differ greatly from those  
envisioned by classical theory, but conditions in the advanced 
capitalist countries are fundam entally different from those  
that were thought to  produce socialist revolution. It was 
believed that, due to  its internal contractictions, capitalism  
would collapse at a much earlier level o f  developm ent and 
that much o f  the developm ent o f  technology w hich has occurred 
under capitalism w ould instead occur under socialism. This is 
what is meant by the “over-ripeness” o f  capitalism. One 
reason for this mistake was that Marx, although he considered  
the possibility o f  state capitalism, predicated his mature theory 
on a system  o f  laissez-faire capitalism. But capitalism became 
increasingly “statified” and was able to  postpone many o f its 
m ost severe crises. Even the technology that Marx studied was 
very immature compared with tod ay’s. He studied the coal and 
steel technology o f  the industrial revolution, not the miniatur­
ized and com puterized technology o f  todky. It is hardly 
surprising that he was unable to  foresee much o f  the developm ent 
o f technology that actually occurred, for “the very idea that a 
man w hose greatest theoretical contributions were made 
betw een 1840  and 1880  could ‘foresee’ the entire developm ent 
o f capitalism is, on the face o f  it, utterly preposterous.” 
(Bookchin, p .178). We can see that the core o f  socialist 
theory is predicated on a phase o f  capitalism and on a level o f  
technology which no.longer exists in the advanced capitalist 
countries.
How  does com m unism  differ from socialism? The m ost 
essential difference is that communism comprises the realm 
o f freedom w hile socialism remains w ithin the realm o f  necessity. 
Within the realm o f  necessity, the individual is forced to  
exist prim arily as a one-sided being, both psychologically  
and econom ically. But the achievem ent o f  post-scarcity  
society — comm unism — results in an individual w ho enjoys 
material security, leisure and means to  develop into the well- 
rounded person  envisioned throughout Western philosophy  
from the Greeks through the young Marx. The harsh laws o f  
econom ic necessity are no longer the main determ inant o f  
individual developm ent. Now  the individual can develop accord­
ing to  the dictates o f  pleasure, play and beauty! Perhaps the 
best way to  illustrate this by the com m ent o f  an American 
radical w ho recently returned from China. Asked whether 
the personal struggles o f  the Cultural R evolution were 
actually the same as those o f  the American m ovem ent, she 
replied that to  the extent that the Chinese were trying to  
personally transform them selves, it was because “bourgeois 
traits” were im pedim ents to  production. The struggles were 
not being waged primarily for the benefits to  the individual. 
Under socialism the individual can still be a means for improving 
larger abstractions such as the econom y or society; under 
comm unism the individual becom es an end in h im self or 
herself. To gear revolutionary practice in this country to the 
attainm ent o f  socialism , w hen w e must achieve comm unism  
to  survive, to  remain w ith in  the realm o f  necessity w hen “ now 
the real drama o f  human life can unfold in all its beauty, 
harmony, creativity and joy, (B ookchin, p. 169 ) w ould be 
totally retrogressive.
In the United States, revolutionaries are faced with the need 
for overthrowing hierarchical society , not mererly capitalism; 
for creating com m unism , not merely socialism; for establishing 
human freedom , not merely social justice; for re-harmonizing 
humanity w ith nature, rather than com pleting the “ conquest”
(ie destruction) o f  nature; for providing everyone w ith the 
right to  play, rather than the right to  toil; for ending alienation, 
not merely exploitation; for liberating individuals, not
merely “the p eop le” ; for ending dom ination as such not 
merely its specific forms such as racism, sexism , etc ., for 
transforming sexuality into Eros, not merely liberating sex; 
and for creating an aesthetic, not merely a rationalized” 
society. No previous revolution has been confronted with these 
possibilities — and no longer do they remain visionary goals to  
be sacrificed to  the “ pragmatic realities” o f  revolution. They 
have now  becom e the historically  necessary conditions for 
the perpetuation o f  human life and an ecologically sound  
planet.
Possibility, desirability and necessity m ost clearly converge in 
the question o f  ecology. And perhaps B ookchin’s m ost unique 
contribution is his exploration o f  the revolutionary potential 
o f ecology both as a critique o f  hierarchical society  and as a 
guide for the reconstruction o f  society . If human life is to  
continue on the planet, then the dom ination o f  nature 
cannot continue on its present course. And this pillage cannot 
be ended through reformist or merely technological measures. 
Quite the contrary, and end to  the dom ination o f  nature requires 
tne healing o f  the w ounds opened by propertied society , “ that is 
no less than the solution o f  the social question itself. Through 
som e dialectical irony today, w hen the healing o f  these wounds 
becom es a necessity, the means to  the solution are for the first 
tim e historically present. Tlie very productive pow er which is 
destroying nature also offers the possibility o f  over-com sing  
scarcity and removing the psychological m otivation for the 
dom ination o f  the natural world. A post-scarcity society  must 
not be confused with a continuation o f  the abundance presently 
produced in the advanced capitalist world. It means a quantitive 
reduction in the absoulte number o f  goods produced as well as 
a qualitative transformation in the type o f  goods produced. It 
means production scaled dow n to  real human needs rather than 
the inflated, false needs created by com m odity relations. And 
it means an end to  complusive consum ption as a substitute for 
human satisfaction.
A scaled-down, ecological econom y therefore requires 
transformation o f  human needs and values — literally, the 
creation o f  a new sensibility or consciousness. Unable to  offer  
the “satisfaction” o f  false needs, post-scarcity society  can 
only provide the fulfillm ent o f  true human needs. But m ost o f  
us, our minds colonized by propertied society , could not even  
begin to  appreciate the satisfaction o f  true needs. Herein lies 
much o f  the significance o f  the counter-culture. It is beginning 
to explore and rediscover such basic human needs as com m unity  
sensuality. Herein lies the relevance o f  many o f  the historical 
anarchistic and utopian thinkers, such as Charles Fourier.
Although they did not have the historical means for realizing 
their visions, which we now do, they were among the few  
to explore seriously the possibilities o f  a society constructed to  
satisfy real human needs. Only the satisfaction o f  these needs 
w ithout guilt or renunciation can end hum anity’s war with  
itself and nature. The American revolution must create a 
consciousness geared not to  dom ination and aggression, but one  
suited to  harmony, reciprocity and pleasure, a truly ecological 
consciousness. With the com pletion o f  the pacification o f  nature 
and the end o f  the necessity o f  toil, the self can rediscover the 
natural world as a source o f  sustenance and delight, w orthy o f  
cultivation for its ow n sake. And in the com m unity, the 
self can find a playground in which to  explore its imaginative, 
erotic, and aesthetic potentialities.
N ow, having a very general idea o f  the possibilities posed by 
the American revolution, w e can begin to  see how , once we 
possess such a perspective, answers to  the more “practical” 
questions follow . For exam ple, were the m ovem ent equipped  
with a minimal degree o f  consciousness about the historical 
situation o f  the United States, SDS might have avoided its 
disastrous attem pt to  form a centralist, Leninist party. Had they  
possessed that consciousness, SDSers w ould hkve realized that 
the worker or student or for that matter practically any 
member o f  American society  — sick o f  the hierarchy o f  the work  
place or school, was not about to  subm it to the hierarchy o f  the 
party. Disgusted w ith labour bureaucrats or pom pous pedants, 
they were about to  follow  party functionaries; bored with the 
assembly line or classroom, they were not about to  tolerate 
mindless meetings w ith their contentious debates. We could  
continue the list ad infinitum . But, in general, if  it had been  
realized that the issues around which people in this country were 
becoming radicalized were alienation, bureaucratism, authoritar­
ianism, hierarchy and boredom , then it would have been obvious 
tiiat they could not be attracted to  an organization which was 
itself inherently alienating, bureaucratic, authoritarian, 
hierarchical and boring.
Moreover, if  the m ovem ent had had more o f  an historical and 
theoretical perspective, it w ould have realized that the Leninist 
party is primarily a tool for a coup d ’etat nota-popular  
revolution from below . And once again, because o f  their lack 
o f  historical knowledge, m ost radicals did not realize that there 
have been many alternative forms o f  organization and 
insurrection.
The Leninist party — which is nothing but the socialist state 
before gaining pow er — seizes pow er and runs the society, 
usually in the name o f  the people, to  accom plish the goals o f  
socialism, a function for which it was suprem ely tailored. The 
individual can practically return to  work the morning after the 
insurrection, so to speak, remaining virtually untransformed  
and his or her ow n participation in the revolutionary process.
In fact, this transformation, riot the insurrection, is the real 
essence o f  the revolutionary process. Social justice can be 
decreed by a central com m ittee, but “ freedom . . . cannot 
be delivered as the “end produce” o f  a “revolution” — much 
less a “revolution” achieved by social philistines w ho are 
hypnotized by the trappings o f  authority and pow er”. 
(Bookchin, p .167). Freedom must be existentially appropriated 
by the self-conscious individual.
To those w ho, depressed by the impasse o f  the New Left or 
the recent disappointing behaviour o f  the Cuban and Chinese 
Governm ents as well o f  that o f  the Black Panther Party, have 
retreated from radicalism, we should like to  quote from Max 
Horkheimer. Horkheimer, a founder o f  the Institute for 
Social Research, was confronted by a similar situation in 
Germany w hen the workers’ m ovem ent was destroyed in the 
Thirties:
Those intellectuals w ho fully subordinate them selves to  the 
psychological situation o f  the class which in itself appears to  
represent the force for transformation and change, are led to  
a professional optim ism  and to  the euphoric sensation that they  
are tied to  an im mense power. When the latter suffers severs 
set-backs, many o f  these same intellectuals face the danger o f  
falling into pessimism and nihilism that w ould be as unfounded  
as their optim ism  was. They cannot bear the fact that in 
particular periods it happens that the representatives o f  the 
m ost avant-garde, futuristic thought, thought which grasps the 
historical situation as its roots, are necessarily isolated and 
forced to  rely on themselves.
The N ew  Left, at one tim e, intuitively grasped the “ historic” 
situatuon as its roots, but, unable to bring those intuitions 
to  consciousness, was subverted by “ the tradition o f  all the 
dead generations", and could not pursue its authentic role. 
Today the m ost “avant-garde” ana “ futuristic” elem ents are 
unconsciously contained w ithin the counter-culture. The 
counter-cultures tw o fold revolutionary im portance is the 
articulation o f  the dissatisfaction over the quality o f  life which 
permeates American society, and the prefiguring o f  the utopian  
solutions w hich are latent in the American productive apparatus. 
But unless these elem ents gain consciousness, the counter­
culture may w ell suffer a fate similar to  the m ovem ent’s. I 
would suggest that the way to  overcom e the current impasse is 
to  turn from the Third World, the Russian R evolution, or 
wherever w e have let our despair carry us, and return to the 
American terrain to  begin creating a radical enlightenm ent 
concerning the possibilities facing us. I can think o f  no 
better place to begin than with  
Post-Scarcity Anarchism.
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*The s ta ff and editors o f OZ 
wish to  protest against 
the flippant attitude of 
our art d irector towards 
Mandrax in the caption above. 
Mandies are both addictive 
and dangerous.
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MACHINES 
OF LOVING BRAG
A brief introduction for OZ readers into negative ionisation - 
the science of organic electronics
Ions are electrically charged 
particles in the atm osphere. 
Negative ions make you feel 
good.
Positive ions can make you  
feel awful.
The positive ion charge in the 
air can be felt just before a 
thunderstorm. The negative 
ion charge can be felt after­
wards — when the air is fresh 
and fizzy.
The fact o f  ionisation has been 
known alm ost since the time 
electricity was discovered.
The effect o f  ionisation on  
m ood and certain conditions 
— respiratory ailm ents and 
burns among them — has been 
researched in this century.
In a natural, healthy environ­
m ent, there is usually a balance 
betw een positive and negative 
ions. In som e choice places — 
on the tops o f  m ountains, by 
waterfalls, in the desert when  
the wind whips the sand, and 
in som e naturally occuring 
micro-climates — negative ions 
predominate. In these places 
one tends to feel clean, airy, 
com petent, optim istic.
Pollution produces positive 
ions. Air-conditioning system s 
can produce positive ions. 
Heavy traffic produces positive  
ions. Positive ions make you  
feel depressed, slow and heavy. 
They may make certain con ­
ditions, like asthma, worse.
Research results:
Two American scientists at 
Columbus, Ohio, found an 
increased learning and perfor­
mance ability in rats exposed  
to ionised air. The effect was 
more pronounced in older rats 
than younger ones.
At Milan University, Jordan, 
Sok olo ff and Gualtierotti 
found that m ice exposed to  
negative ions required more 
ether for the same level o f  an­
aesthesia — and recovered 
faster. All the animals in this 
series showed a marked in­
crease in activity since their 
exposure to ionised air.
Animal experim ents recently
published in Hungary showed  
that in a negatively jonised  
atmosphere “defensive” react­
ions to  dangerous situations 
are learned significantly faster. 
What is m ore, the speed in 
discrim inating  betw een dan­
gerous and safe situations is 
also increased in a negatively 
ionised atmosphere.
Clinical reports:
A doctor in Cologne reported 
100 per cent success in treat­
ing 800  children for w hooping  
cough. Half the children needed 
only three sessions o f  one  
hour each in a public ionisation  
clinic. A quarter needed up to  
ten sessions. The other quarter 
up to  15.
At the University Catolica, 
Argentina, studies in fear and 
anxiety used negative ionisat­
ion. The research worker treat­
ed patients in sessions lasting 
for as little as 15 m inutes at a 
time — and never more than 
two hours. After 10—20 sittings 
in a negatively-ionised room  
their sym ptom s disappeared 
entirely. Only 20 per cent 
failed to  respond.
The doctor o f  a Meissen 
factory in Eastern Germany 
reported that he used negative 
ion therapy to help prevent 
the industrial disease o f  pneu­
m oconiosis. He found that his 
patients slept better, had better 
appetites, and felt “ on top” . 
According to  his report, pat­
ients were so impressed that 
they asked w hether their friends 
and families could com e along 
too. In seven m onths, the 
clinic had outgrown its original 
purpose as a pneum oconiosis 
institution for em ployees. The 
doctor now treats bronchial 
asthmatics, chronic bronchitics 
children with w hooping cough  
and even elderly people w ith  
em phyzem a and eczema. 
(Physicians attached to  other 
mining com panies have fo llow ­
ed his lead. One o f  these d oct­
ors, at the tim e o f  this report’s 
publication, had treated 11 ,000  
patients, and said that his
treatment for third-degree 
burns, has said that in an ion­
ised atm osphere burns dry 
quicker, heal faster, and hurt 
less.
Further defin ition:
Ions are electrically charged 
particles generated variously 
by cosm ic rays, radioactive 
elem ents in the soil, ultra­
violet radiation, w inds, water­
falls, or, as w e said, the blow ­
ing o f  sand and dust. You can 
even generate a localised field 
o f  negative ions by running taps 
in the bathroom at full force.
From an article by  a consu ltan t 
physician:
“Tlie extensive professional 
literature on negative ionisation  
points to  the beginning o f  a new  
medical science through what 
might be suitably called ‘org­
anic electronics.’: The key to  
this new and revolutionary 
approach seem s to  lie in the  
correction o f  the electrical 
tonus o f  the central nervous 
system . When this is accom ­
plished, the bodily functions, 
fully equipped to  provide 
balanced and progressive an­
tidotes to  disease, can operate 
effectively .......
“ Drug therapy, w onderful as it 
is, has tended to ‘take nature 
by force’, by attacking a specific  
organ condition and neglecting 
the total bodily requirement.
It seem s that w e are now enter­
ing a new era in w hich man will 
make his greatest medical ach­
ievem ents by learning, in fact, 
to co-operate w ith nature in a 
new and surprising w ay.”
The effect o f  ionisation is a 
subtle one. Like going to a new  
climate for a holiday or cure, it 
may take several w eeks before 
you  begin to  feel it.
The science is in its infancy.
patients reported relief “with  
m onotonous regularity” .
U seful intelligence:
A British firm called M edion  
make negative ionisers. Their 
customers, who buy them for 
a variety o f  reasons, including 
the alleviation o f  asthma, bron­
chitis, hayfever and headaches, 
report 80 per cent success.
They also produce an ioniser 
for the motor-car. The electric­
al system o f  cars apparently 
makes them a breeding ground 
for positive ions. The negative 
ionisers are said to  keep drivers 
fresh and alert on long journeys.
Ions and breathing:
No-one is sure w h y  there are 
such remarkable e ffects on the 
respiratory tract in a negatively- 
ionised atm osphere. But ex ­
perim ents by Krueger and 
Smith at California University 
have demonstrated w hat 
happens. The bronchial tubes 
and trachea, or w indpipe, are 
lined with tiny filam ents called 
cilia. The cilia normally m aint­
ain a whip-like m otion  o f  about 
900 beats a m inute. Together 
with mucus, they keep our air 
passages free o f  dust and pollen. 
Krueger and Smith exposed  
tracheal tissues to negative ions 
and found that the ciliary beat 
was speeded up to  1 ,200  a 
m inute, and that the mucus 
flow was increased. (D oses o f  
positive ions produced the 
reverse effect — the ciliary beat 
slowed dow n to 60 0  a m inute 
or less and the flow  o f  mucus 
was retarded).
Ionised air seems to have heal­
ing properties. Investigations 
by Medicor in Hungary showed  
a 70 per cent reduction in bac­
teria in a negatively ionised 
test chamber.
Dr. Igho Kornblueh, the ack­
nowledged authority in 
America on the use 
o f  ionised  
air
O Z readers wishing to  investigate or purchase negative ionisers should contact M edion L td . 1 O x te d , Surrey
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One o f  the basic differences betw een  
eastern and western m edicine is that 
eastern m edicine, o f  which acupuncture 
forms an integral part, is a philosophy o f  
life as w ell as a science. The western  
doctor, like the dentist, is little  more than 
a technician, a body m echanic, well versed 
in repair and spare parts, but knowing 
relatively little about preventative as 
opposed to  curative medicine.
The Dutch first introduced Western 
m edicine to  the east, and in Japan at least, 
the physicians o f  the ancient and classical 
school were relegated to a secondary place. 
In China, the effect o f Western m edicine 
was not so drastic, and now Peking has not 
only perm itted Mr. N ixon his ridiculous 
TV junket, but has apparently decided to  
enrich us with freely given knowledge o f  
one o f  its m ost time honoured and 
valuable discoveries.
James R eston, the journalist, w idely pub­
licised the extraordinary success o f  his 
post-operational acupuncture treatment, 
(he was to o  chicken to  allow the Chinese 
doctors to  operate under acupuncture), 
and on television recently I w atched deaf 
and dumb Chinese children being treated 
with acupuncture needles w ith m ost en­
couraging results. The film continued with  
an operation on a wom an for removal o f  
an ovarian cyst. She lay back, fully con­
scious, several needles, electronically  
stim ulated, protruding from meridian test 
points in her face. She felt no pain at any 
stage, was able to move freely when  
required, to  assist the surgeons, and when  
the cyst was finally removed, felt only 
that a great w eight had been taken from 
her body.
The Western anaesthetist for one, will 
w elcom e acupuncture. So m any middle 
aged people seeking surgery on their fail­
ing organs, are found to be addicted to 
barbiturates, that it is ofetn  im possible to  
find a suitable painkiller to protect them  
from the terror o f  the scalpel. Incidentally, 
it is interesting to  note that in the East,
"Oh
the needle 
and the 
damage 
done."
you pay the doctor w hen you  are well.
Y ou cease to  pay him when you  becom e 
ill.
The follow ing inform ation is taken from  
Japanese A cupuncture by  Dr. M. Hash- 
im o to  (Liveright Publishing Corporation, 
NewYork). A nyone interested in further 
reading should look  at any o f  the books 
on acupuncture by Felix Mann.
Acupuncture and oriental medical science 
originated in China about four or five 
thousand years ago. The m ost important 
o f  the medical classics was called the Nei 
Ching or ‘The Yellow  Emperor’s Canon o f  
Internal M edicine’ which is in the form o f  
questions and answers embracing hygeine, 
pathology and physiology, as w ell as 
politics, econom ics and the arts and 
sciences o f  that day.
THE THEORY OF YIN-YANG AND THE 
FIVE ELEMENTS.
The Nei Ching said: “ The principle o f  Yin 
and Yang is the basic principle o f  every­
thing in creation. It is the principle o f  the 
entire universe. It is the parent o f  every 
change; it is the root and source o f life 
and death; it is also found w ithin the 
tem ples o f  the gods. In order to  treat and 
cure diseases, one must search into their 
origin. Heaven was created by an accum­
ulation o f  Yang the light elem ent, while 
Earth was created by an accum ulation o f  
Yin, the dark elem ent. Through their inter­
actions and their functions, Y in and Yang, 
the negative and positive principles in 
nature, are the causes o f  diseases which 
befall those w ho are in rebellion against 
the laws o f  nature, or those w ho do not 
conform  to  them .”
In the human body, the back is Yang, but 
the chest and abdomen are Yin; m an’s 
spirit is Y in, but his body is Yang. Man’s 
viscera are Yin, but certain parts o f his 
digestive system  where nutritive and 
waste m atter circulates, such as the colon  
and the small intestine, are Yang. Yin  
exists w ithin  Yang and vice versa. The
WARNING: A cupuncture is a m edical 
science o f  the h ighest sophistication . 
D o n 't go  stick in g  needles in to  yo u r  sick  
friends.
active and passive principles are not 
merely an arbitrary division o f  energy, but 
they are the actual interplay betw een the 
elem ents. All is relative.
THE FIVE ELEMENTS.
All that exists w ithin nature is divided into  
the Yin and the Yang, but there is a further 
division according to the five elem ents, 
which are W ood, Fire, Earth, Metal and 
Water. For exam ple, the liver, the gall­
bladder, the eyes, the nails, tears and acids 
all are said to be under the first elem ent, 
w ood. The five elem ents are not independ­
ent but stand in an intim ate correlation to  
each other, for each elem ent has its 
opposite and each elem ent governs and is 
in turn governed by another elem ent. Thus 
at one tim e, they com plem ent and at an- 
another they oppose each other.
ENERGY AND ITS ESSENCE.
The energy that is integral to  the human 
body asserts itself as an essence 
The m ysterious powers o f  this essence 
work invisibly and exist w ithin  everything 
within the universe. It is the very cause of 
life itself. In a kidney, for exam ple, it 
exists as the ‘essence o f  the kidney’. In 
the circulating blood, it exists as the 
‘essence o f  the circulating b lood ’. It is this 
essence w hich sustains the body and causes 
it to move and live.
HYPERACTIVITY AND HYPO ACTIVITY
These tw o terms represent polar extrem es 
o f disequilibrium w ithin the body and its 
organs. If there is a disequilibrium in the  
energy o f  an organ, this will m anifest it­
self either as an abnormal am ount o f  
energy, or as a deficiency o f  energy. In 
either case, this w ill'be reflected in the 
nervous system and blood pressure. Any 
restoration o f  the organ m ust follow  a 
course o f  adjustment until either the hyper­
activity or the hypoactivity has been 
reduced to  a normal equilibrium.
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TSANG AND FU ORGANS.
Tsang organs are Yin, Fu organs are 
Yang. The six Tsang organs are; thejiver, 
heart spleen, lungs, kidneys and the heart 
constrictor. The six Fu organs are; the 
gall bladder, the small intestine, the 
stomach, the colon , the bladder and the 
tri-heaters (respiratory, digestive and repro­
ductive system s).
THE CAUSE OF DISEASE.
Exterior causes — The Five Perverse Clim­
ates are responsible for exterior causes and 
the adverse effects they cause are divided 
into tw o categories. Kan is a condition o f  
lesser intensity which results in such minor 
diseases such as a cold. Chu is o f  greater 
intensity, resulting in graver illness such as 
hemiplegia.
Interior causes — these arise because o f  
psychic stress generated by the Five 
Em otions. For instance, anger can be the 
cause o f  a disturbed liver; joy can be the 
cause o f  a cardiac affliction; anxiety and 
depression can be the cause o f  pulmonary 
lesions; grief can affect the spleen and fear 
can damage the kidneys.
Illness is som etim es brought on through 
internal causes which are the product o f  
external effects, i.e. illnesses produced 
from injudicious eating or drinking, an 
abuse o f  organic functions or overwork. 
Finally, there is the physical constitution  
o f  the individual which may be either 
positive or negative, hyperactive or hypo- 
active, with organs which them selves may 
be susceptible or resistant to disease
THE MERIDIANS AND THEIR POINTS.
The meridians are the pathways along 
which flow the essence o f  vitality. The 
meridians are in direct relationship with 
such vital phenom ena as growth, m eta­
bolism, nutrition or the organs or the 
nervous system . The acupuncture needle 
therapy is directed towards stimulating or 
depressing the energy in the meridians 
concerned. To do this, the disorder or dis­
equilibrium must be diagnosed and its 
cause located through a study o f  the 12  
pulses. A Russian photographer called  
Kirlian has taken photographs in a high 
frequency electrical field, o f  the human 
aura, which shows this energy or essence 
flowing from certain points on these 
meridians. There are fourteen meridians, 
and a couple o f  exam ples follow:
Meridian o f  the Colon: It com m ences at 
the tip o f  the index finger from where it 
m ounts the outside o f  the arm, over the 
shoulder and the side o f  the neck to end 
at a point near the nose. The test point for 
the needle is on the upper forearm.
The meridian o f  the Stomach: It com m en­
ces on the face; the trajectory descends 
down the front o f  the thorax and abdom ­
en, dow n the outer surface o f  the leg to  
end at the tip o f  the second toe. The test 
point is on the outside o f  the leg near the 
knee.
The meridian o f the Kidneys: It 
, com m ences at the sole o f  the foot from  
where it m ounts the length o f  the leg and 
thigh and the front o f  the abdomen and 
thorax to  end at a point below the 
clavicle. The test point is located on the 
inside o f  the leg above the ankle.
Disease is reflected by the condition o f  
the meridians, that is to say whether or 
not the meridian is plus or minus. A couple 
o f  exam ples o f  the various diseases for the 
conditions o f  the meridians follow:
Meridian o f  the Spleen: (Yin m aximum). 
Minus: Craving for sw eets, dullness in the 
legs, mem ory failing, sleepy during the day 
flatulence.
Plus: A ppetite variable, body feels dull, 
desire to  lie down and rest.
Meridian o f  the Kidneys: (Yin minimum). 
Minus: Lack o f  w ill, lack o f  sexual im­
pulses and lack o f  positivity. Uneasy, 
timid, im patient, fearful, coldness in lower 
limbs.
Plus: Colour o f  urine dark brown, energy 
abnormally intensive, cannot stop w ork­
ing.
DIAGNOSIS
There are four main m ethods — exam inat­
ion by sight, by auscultation, by verbal 
interrogation, and by palpation and pulse 
taking.
1) Sight: Examination is based on appear­
ance o f  patient, with special emphasis on  
the Five Colours and the Five Senses. The 
Five Colours are:
Blue — Liver, gall bladder.
Red — Heart, small intestine.
Y ellow  — Spleen, stom ach.
White — Lung, colon.
Black — K idney, bladder.
The Five Senses are:
Sight, eyes — Liver, gall bladder.
Taste, tongue — Heart, small intestine. 
Tactile, lips — Spleen, stomach.
Smell, nose — Lungs, colon.
Hearing, ears — Kidneys, bladder.
Any change in the function o f  the Five 
organs o f  Sense can be directly attributed  
to a change in one o f  the body organs. For 
instance, a disease o f  the eyes stands in 
direct relationship to  the innervation o f  
the liver and the gall bladder.
2) A uscultation The Five Vocal 
expressions must be carefully listened to  
and are as follows:
Shouting — Liver, gall bladder.
Speaking — Heart, small intestine.
Singing — Spleen, stomach.
Crying — Lungs, colon.
Groaning — Kidneys, bladder.
Shouting is indulged in generally by those 
persons o f  an irritable character w ho like 
to  order other persons about. They are 
usually arrogant and are likely to suffer 
from liver and gall bladder disorders. Those 
who speak too  much and w ithout pause 
and those persons w ho stutter have a prop­
ensity towards heart disfunction. Those 
who have a weak spleen or stom ach often  
love to hum a song. Those w ith fine sing­
ing voices have a w ell-conditioned spleen  
and stom ach. Those w ho cry easily are 
susceptible to  pulm onary troubles or 
already have them . Groans are em itted  
from the kidneys. Yawning and snoring 
are also related to the kidneys.
The Five Odours: These must also be 
noted during an exam ination o f  the 
patient and are as follows:
Rancid — Liver, gallbladder.
Scorched — Heart, small intestine.
Frgarant — Spleen, stomach.
R otten — Lungs, colon.
Putrid — K idney, bladder.
The Five Secretions:
Tears — Liver.
Sweat — Heart.
Lymph — Spleen.
Mucus — Lungs.
Saliva — Kidneys.
The Five Em otions:
Anger, irritability, restlessness, instability 
— Liver.
Joy, excessive laughter — Heart.
Worry, em otional tension, depression — 
Spleen.
Grief, negativism — Lungs.
Fear, tim idity, easily surprised — Kidneys.
The Five Perverse Climates:
Wind is unfavourable to the liver. Brings 
propensity to  illness which affects the 
ligaments.
Heat is unfavourable to the heart. Brings 
propensity to illnesses which affect the 
arteries.
Moisture is unfavourable to the spleen. 
Brings propensity to illnesses which affect 
the muscles.
Dryness is unfavourable to  the lungs.
Brings propensity to illnesses which affect 
the skin, and hair.
Cold is unfavourable to the kidneys. Brings 
propensity to illnesses which affect the 
bones.
3) INTERROGATION
The usual doctor’s questions.
4) PALPATION DIAGNOSIS 
These are o f  the highest im portance and 
sophistication, although too detailed to  
cover here. The pulse 
exam ination should coincide 
with that o f  the meridians.
TREATMENT.
The m ost fundam ental law o f  oriental 
medicine is the Great Law o f  Pu-Hsieh: 
“Supply energy to where it is lacking, and 
calm the energy when it is in excess.” This 
means that w hen the meridian energy is 
minus it m ust be augmented, and when it 
is plus, it m ust be calmed not dissipated.
The stainless steel acupuncture needles are 
m ostly inserted only to a depth o f  one  
tenth o f  an inch at the various crucial test 
points on the correct meridians, and are 
left in position or manipulated until the 
patient’s pulses have been normalised. 
“There is no disease when the pulses are 
normal.” They must all be restored to  a 
state o f  equilibrium. When this has been  
achieved, the treatm ent is term inated.
Beginners in the art o f  acupuncture should  
limit them selves to inserting needles in 
thosr parts located only on the chest, the  
abdom en and the four limbs. The fewer 
points which have to be used, the better. 
The length o f  tim e the needles are left in, 
i.e. the dosage, depends on the states o f  
the pulses. Usually, the more serious the 
disease, the longer the needles are 
left in place.
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BEST FILM ■ BEST DIRECTOR
LINK, Info/Advice/Referral 
Service, 24 Hastings Street, 
Leicester. Leicester 22254
M onday—Friday 1pm — 5pm. 
Monday and Thursday 8 .30  pm — 
10 .30  pm.
Saturday 10 am. — 12 am.
We provide crashpad facilities, 
doctors, housing contacts etc. The 
com m unity house w e share provides 
a hom e for Claimants Union, Gay 
Lib and W omen’s Lib Groups and 
also a small food  co-op and coffee  
bar.
OHM, 5 Beacon Terrace, Cam- 
bourne, Nr. Redruth, Cornwall. 
020 92 4472.
OHM gives free info and legal aid. 
We have a crash pad to accom m od­
ate passing travellers for the night 
and run a Claimants Union. Watch 
out for our forthcom ing concerts 
and com e the winter w e will be 
starting a Film  Club for heads.
WHITE LIGHT, 119 Chetwynd 
Road, London NW5. 267 0133
We help pecple find both tem p and 
permanent work, advise on legal, 
dom estic and any other hang ups 
you have. We have a crash pad for 
those wanting a place to sleep for 
one night (please think o f  us if  you  
have any spare blankets). We also 
need drivers (ow n vans) and anyone 
|; w ho w ishes to o ffer their services 
and/or donations as the organisation 
is just starting to  get together.
CHECK, c/o University Settle­
ment, 2 Nile Street, Liverpool 
LI 7AF. 051 709 4811.
C HECK offers advice, inform ation  
and action on  welfare rights, the 
law etc. Although we cannot act­
ually take legal action w e can do 
everything short o f  this, including 
introductions to  sym pathetic 
solicitors. We are interested in 
causes and problem s and involved 
in long term analysis research and 
pressure. We are available 8 am —
2 am.
GAY LIBERATION FRONT, 
5 Caledonian Road, Kings Cross 
N l. 01 837 7174.
The GLF is a group o f  radical hom o­
sexuals w ho are fighting for their own  
life style against a shitty system . It 
helps get people to com e out and 
realise the potential o f  their own  
natures. Meetings and social funct­
ions are held in London and the 
provinces.
TREES, 114 Northgate, Can­
terbury.
We run a com m unity shop which 
sells leather, art, literature, macro­
food, candles, incense, clothes. All 
the goods are freak-made. Come and 
see us SOON.
CITIZENS’ RIGHTS OFFICE 
1 Macklin Street, WC2. 405 
I 9795/5942.
We are the advice giving branch o f  
the Child Poverty A ction Group 
although w e do not restrict advice 
to  people w ith children. Our main 
interests are Social Security, supp­
lementary benefits and housing. 
We have a solicitor and absolute 
confidence is guaranteed to those 
who com e to us for help. We are 
open 9 .30  — 5.30.
BIT BY BIT, 7 Victoria Road, 
Brighton. 0273 27878.
BIT BY BIT is located at Open, 
the vegetarian restaurant which  
supports us. We run a 24 hour 
emergency service which assists 
w ith bail, solicitors, doctors, and 
any sex, marital or VD problem s you  
may have. We also have a crashpad 
for emergency one-night stays and 
the Brighton food co-operative is 
run from here. You may also use 
our address as a PO Box.
WHITE PANTHER PARTY UK.
The White Panther Party is a revol­
utionary organisation dedicated to  
building a new man, new wom an, 
and new world. For further inform ­
ation, the follow ing is obtainable:
10 point programme (6  page leaflet) 
free, please send SAE., and CHAP­
TER N o 2 — White Panther Party 
mag, lOp plus 3p p&p. Write to: 
Abbey Wood Chapter, White Panther 
Party UK, Central Co-ordination,
Box 5 ,1  C onference Road, Abbey  
W ood, London SE2.
HELP, 20 Lawrence Street, 
Stockton 25. Stockton 66667
HELP is a free advice and inform at­
ion service. If you want to  talk to  
som eone w ho really cares about you  
com e and see us. We are open 24  
hours.
BENEFIT, 133 High Street, 
Bromley, Kent. 01 460 2392
W e have set up a forum which  
offers a Claimants Union, a legal 
service in collaboration with local 
solicitors to  assist people on drug 
and other offences, a general advice 
service for young people, and old 
people’s relief service. We have 
also leased a shop to be run as a 
non-profit concern to  provide 
entertainm ent for young and old  
alike.
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 
FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES, 
152 Camden High St., 
London, N.W.l.
A lo t o f  people talk  about your  
civil liberties, but NCCL does  
som ething about them . The only  
permanent and independant organ­
isation in Britain working to  
protect and extend all our civil 
liberties. We are financed solely  
by subscription and donations.
If you  value your liberty, join  
the NCCL and join in its work.
‘I’ve never really stopped to consider our place in 
contemporary music. We’ve never put our music 
alongside anyone else’s to see the difference. 
We play what we believe in and hope others will 
enjoy i t Keith Emerson
Emerson Lake & Palmer ‘Trilogy’
ILPS9186
Produced by Greg Lake
Stand recordB Id basing street tondonvvil
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SAID THE DEALER TO THE THIEF...
Scenes from  a Lebanese Jail byPanos Koutrouboussis
I f  i f  i f  i f - .
“If I used the other road back from 
Baalbeck instead o f  the one through 
Zahle. there would be no roadblock there 
and I would have made it .”
“ Fuck Lebanon! If it wasn’t for the war 
in Pakistan you  see, plans were to go to  
Kabul and then get out from Karachi, but 
we had to change at the last m om ent. Shit!”
“There had to  be a tip-off, they were 
waiting for me, man. Soon as I parked the 
car at the customs-house, five custom s 
m en came up and one o f them went 
straight for the tank, tapping with his 
knuckles: ‘Hashish? You have hashish 
here?’ Sure, the mothers knew already.
Y ou dig, the way it works is if  the dealer 
or the farmer who sold you the dope tips 
o ff  the customs, they’ll sell his hash back 
to him at a cut rate, or give him a small 
percentage o f  the custom s fine, or both.
If the informer is som ebody else, like you  
think it was the hotel clerk, then he gets 
a reward.”
“I’ve made seven trips before and every­
thing worked out okay. I had this arrange­
m ent w ith a custom s man, paying him  
50 dollars for every kilo I carried. But 
this time he suddenly asked m e for 100, 
and I got pissed o ff  and told him I’m not 
going to pay. So he busted me. Fuck man, 
if I had kept my cool and paid... But when  
he told me to pay double I couldn’t give 
in to the bloodsucker!”
“If only m y stupid partner didn’t leave 
the h o te l’s name when he mailed the 
parcel at Beirut Express!... Beirut Express 
is a definite bust, m an.”
I f  i f  i f  i f -
*****
Some m onths ago, the United Nations 
Com m ittee on Drug Abuse, or som ething 
like that, asked Lebanon — among other 
countries -  to  stop cannabis cultivation. 
Lebanon absolutely refused, stating that 
cannabis is its number one national 
product. People say all important families, 
politicians, strongmen etc. have som ething  
to do w ith the product. Cultivation is 
centred around Baalbeck, a major tourist 
spot because o f its impressive ancient ruins. 
Tons o f  hashish leave the country by ship 
from private sea-side estates to  the west, 
or by camel caravans to Syria, Jordan and 
even Egypt. This trade cannot be touched. 
So — people say — to satisfy the United  
States who pay big amounts towards the 
war against drugs — m oney that goes in 
rewards to informers, arresting agents, 
expenses for better agencies etc. -  the 
authorities here do everything to catch as 
many o f  the small-fry, the ‘half to one 
hundred kilos’ smugglers. All means are 
used to this end. Everybody can — and 
will — be an informer. The judiciary works 
on a guilty until you  prove your innocence 
principle. The police will use entrapment 
34  m ethods. “ Confidential” dossiers — mean­
ing they are w ithout proof or legitim acy  
— are subm itted to the courts and inform­
ers d on’t have to show up in court. A 
good defence carries no weight — only  
private connections betw een a lawyer and 
the people at the top may work. Judges 
sentence 2 0 —30 people in 15 m inutes by 
raising three fingers and announcing  
“Three ye a rs”. Lawyers are useless. They 
are often  successful in taking away all 
your m oney, som etim es writing to your 
hom e address and asking for more. Going 
to trial can take five, six m onths; w ith  
postponem ents — for reasons like “ the 
judge was ill” or “ the arresting officer  
didn’t com e” — up to one year; and there’s 
a three m onth court recess during summer 
m onths.
*****
After being m oved about for  2-3 days 
from jail to  jail -  custom s, army, police, 
court cells, all stinking holes — you  are 
brought here by taxi which you  have to  
pay for yourself. Y ou are taken to a 
covered yard, what they call a ‘veranda’, 
where you are stripped and thoroughly 
searched from the seams o f  your clothes 
to  your m outh and asshole. All photographs 
o f fem ales are torn to pieces; wives, 
sisters, girl-friends -  maybe m others too? 
All metal objects, even trouser clasps, are
torn o ff  w ith pincers. Belts, shoe-laces, 
ties, and all m edicines are o f  course mam- 
nous, the first o f  the few  words in arabic 
that you ’ll hear all the tim e, and which 
means forbidden . If you  wear glasses, they 
are taken and you  will m aybe  get them  
back after a few days o f  requests. All 
this ‘work’ is done by som e greasy trustee 
under the observation o f  a guard. If you  
have anything o f  value — a chain and 
cross or locket, for exam ple — or anything 
nice like a good pair o f  shoes or a leather 
jacket, the trustee w ill take them saying 
they are mam nous, and if  you  ask for 
them later y o u ’ll find that they are lost 
forever.
With whatever item s o f  clothing they let 
you keep, you  are led to  a dark barred 
entrance in one o f the cell blocks, from  
where a continuous racket o f  screamed 
announcem ents and answers from the 
cells w ill blast your eardrums. This noise 
will be w ith you every day from six in the 
morning to five in the evening; you ’ll get 
used to it. The dark corridor has six black 
metal doors on each wall. Another trustee 
will yank one open and let you  in with 
your bundle asking you  “h u bb ly-bubbly?  
h u bbly-bu bbly?"  F ifty to sixty men will 
turn to look  at you. The walls o f  the cell 
are loaded w ith clothing and bags hanging 
from ropes made o f  strips o f  useless cloth-, 
ing, and are lined w ith beddings o f  
blankets — soon y o u ’ll learn that they are 
called wall spaces — which leave a corridor 
o f  dirty concrete floor. At the other end 
is a dirty doorway to a sloppy narrow 
room with a sink and a leaky faucet and 
garbage, and another door, covered with  
a w et blanket, gets you  to the toilet, which 
is a hole in the floor. In the room  there is 
a wall o f  shelves where the prisoners put 
their food , everything in plastic containers 
and buckets. There are tw o barred win­
dows to  the corridor and four to the ou t­
side, all high up.
* * * * *
A young wom an, rather hom ely, com es 
every Monday afternoon -  except when 
she doesn’t com e -  representing the 
Lebanese Red Cross. Prisoners who want 
som ething — Receipt o f  a parcel, contact­
ing o f  an embassy, processing o f  som e doc­
ument — put up their names the day be­
fore and they are called out to the yard 
together, then one by one talk with the 
woman. Most guys put their names down  
either to get out o f  the cell for half an 
hour o f  open air, or just to gape at the 
woman.
Last tim e she was here, the sergeant passed 
by with an arab prisoner and a guard, talk­
ing to the prisoner in a friendly tone and 
slapping him  on the back. They went into  
a door nearby, a room where pillow s, old 
mattresses and suitcases are kept. Pretty 
soon screams o f  pain came out o f  that 
room. The Red Cross wom an, continuing  
at her work with the foreigners, put on a 
smile o f  embarrassed knowledge. After five Ill
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m inutes o f  screams, the sergeant came out, 
his face flustered, carrying a length o f  thick 
entwined rope. Then tw o guards dragged 
out the crying prisoner and dumped him  
into a stone water-trough. His feet were 
crimson red and swollen; sobbing, he dun­
ked them into the water.
If you  want to see a doctor h e’s there once 
a w eek, but not every week. If you ’re 
suddenly ill, you m ight get an aspirin,if 
you ask for it repeatedly. You have to ask 
the Leb in the cell, and the Leb in the 
corridor and the sergeant when he makes 
the daily count at 4 .30  p.m.
This inspection they call staadek  and every­
body has to get all the wet clothes o f  the 
lines crossing the cell, put slippers under 
the blankets, line up in tw os and wait, 
som etim es for a quarter o f  an hour. When 
the sergeant com es, accompanied by a 
guard, he makes the round o f  the room , 
counting under his breath with his tiny eyes 
half-closed and his pointed m oustache bris­
tling. Then he will stop in front o f  the cell’s 
charoush — that’s the prisoner responsible 
for order. In the foreigners’ cell, the job is 
filled by a big American Negro, stronger 
than anybody else. So, about once a 
m onth, for som e private or ridiculous 
reason he will slightly beat up one o f  the 
prisoners. He plays a double role o f  pro­
tector o f  his cell-mates and lackey o f  the 
prison authorities with the accent on the 
latter. Tire sergeant will ask him “H ow  
much Jam eses?”  and the man will answer 
in arabic, giving the number o f  prisoners 
present. Then the sergeant will say 
“Bravo, Jam eses!”  Every day the 
same; every single day.
o f  dollars. Their stories are fantasies, made 
up just for the benefit o f  the others. In­
trigue and cell politics are ruthless, back- 
stabbing, beastly. Som etim es attem pts at 
serious activity are made. A penniless Dane 
with glasses, living parasitically o fth is  
neighbours in the cell, made statistics on  
pre-trial tim e, expenses on lawyers, food; 
he argues that everybody should fire their 
lawyers! Then begs a banana from the guy  
next to  him. Som ebody else proposes that 
if a man is arrested for a crime in a foreign  
country he should just be thrown out and 
never let back; the more countries he is 
arrested in, the more restricted his travel­
ling will be. And if  he com m its a crime in 
his ow n country, then  only can he be 
imprisoned.
An American com es up to another lying in 
his bed o f  blankets. “ Sir! All com ic books 
present and accounted for, Sir!”
A German com es out o f  the toilet.
“Shit! Who’s been using the plates we eat 
from to  wash his ass with? Shit, man!”
Shower tim e is another “outside activity” . 
Groups o f 16 are taken to the shower 
about 100 yards away from the blocks, and 
wash frantically for five m inutes in small, 
slimy stalls. If it’s raining you get tw o extra 
showers, one on the way there waiting for 
the previous group to finish, and one when  
you ’ve finished, waiting for your group to  
gather and start back. Some o f the stalls 
have rotting w ooden doors. Whoever gets 
one o f  them has the advantage to be able 
to masturbate under the hot water instead 
o f  washing.
The intelligence level is 
pretty low . Prisoners 
talk about sports- 
cars, yachts, 
thousands
night I go to  a discotheque and she’s there.
I have hashish with me, Mister Mahmout, 
many pieces in all my pockets. She’s very 
beautiful, Mister Mahmout, and much 
m oney. She says ‘Hello George; y o u ’re not 
angry I hurt you last tim e?’ ‘N o, I was a bad 
boy. I was wrong to do that. Y ou want a 
drink?’ She says ‘T ea!’ ‘OK’, I put hashish 
in her tea. ‘H ow  much sugar?’ I put.a piece 
in her glass w ith the sugar. In five minutes, 
ha-ha, she starts laughing. 1 put another 
piece in more tea, stir it. She’s so high. 1 
take her, put her in the car, vrooom ! I go 
not to  house; in the trees. I fuck, boom , 
boom , boom , three tim es, six times. Then  
she’s asleep, I take her necklace, all jewelry, 
I take lo ts o f  m oney from her bag, rings, 
watch... Very good, Mister Mahmout.
Then I sell them . One with red diam onds,
2 .000  dollars. Other jew els and everything,
5 .000  dollars. I could get m uch more but 
I wanted to get rid o f  these things.” 
“George... This is very  bad. G od-dam m it!” 
“N ooo , Mister Mahmout, das ist sehr gut! 
Mister Mahmout, w hen we get out o f  here, 
we have machine guns, go to a bank in 
Beirut, boom -boom , we take all the 
m oney, and then go to Casablanca, Rolls 
R oyces, sixty girls... hm n, das ist sehr gu t!”
“M ister M ahm out! G uter sch laf!”
George Bulziev, or Bullshit to his cellmates, 
a 27 year-old runaway Bulgarian gets a 
plastic cup o f  coffee from Mister Mahmout 
and letting go a fart, lowers him self on the 
blanket.
“ Mister Mahmout, in Holland I m eet made­
m oiselle w ith big car. She said she’s engaged 
but she’ll show  me places in Amsterdam. 
Very good-looking girl. We go to night­
clubs, whisky, champagne. I want to  
fu ck  but she doesn’t want. Aft6r we 
reach her house, she say this is 
where I live, I grab her w hen we 
are out o f  the car, but she 
kick m e here... Owww! So 
she goes away. Then 1 don’t 
go to her house but another
The tw o greatest values in  the room are 
“wall space” and coffee. Wall space 
belongs to tne senior prisoners; 
the rest roll up their bedding 
in the morning and spread it 
out at night, covering every 
inch o f  floor. The last 
senior man gets a wall 
space next door to 
the “k itchen” /% ? /
where h e ’s
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Epilectic fit in the corridor
always getting all the dust, the garbage, 
and the smells from the shit house. Ar­
guments about wall space flare up occasion­
ally and taking away a man’s wall space 
by the charoush, is used for intim idation  
or as a punishm ent.
Coffee com es first thing in the morning 
and the men buy great quantities to drink 
through the day, heating it w ith  a make­
shift mam noua  heating apparatus. Argu­
m ents and bickering about coffee go on  
all the tim e. It’s stolen, traded; lost, 
borrowed, heated, poured, spilled. For 
some o f  these people it’s the only thing 
to  talk about. There was even a disturbance 
when the w hole cell got fired up and 
wanted to submit a large number o f  com ­
plaints because the captain and the shop 
wanted to lim it the coffee to three cups 
a day per person. The whole thing crumb­
led when the captain took  tw o m en out o f  
the room and w ithdrew the restriction. It’s 
now referred to as “ the coffee revolution.”
Nerves are always frayed, laughter and fun 
are forced, the only privacy is in the toilet; 
even there after 2-3 m inutes at the m ost, 
som ebody will want to use it. If you  
go there in the small hours, you  get 
a chance to see som e large rat 
crawl out o f  the hole betw een  
your legs.
When the bell rings for “ taps” at 9 p.m ., 
the prisoners go into an agitated rush to  
fix their beds and get som ething to eat 
from the shelves. After they’re through, 
the roaches make their rounds among the 
crumbs, the spilled sugar and soup; and 
later, when everybody is asleep, th ey’ll 
crawl over the prisoners.
Som e men will read for an hour or go on  
playing poker for cigarettes, although all 
games are mamnoua. Som e nights you  
hear machine guns and rifle shots nearby. 
The lights, tw o weak bulbs high up on the 
wall, are always on.
If you wake up in the middle o f  the night, 
you may catch Hans or Mario, or Whisky 
a Gogo, his aliases — the 45 year old  
German smuggler w ith the domineering
w ife, a slimy con-man, sneaking about 
stealing addresses from others’ notebooks.
In the night, there is screaming and much 
com m otion in the corridor. Loud angry 
guards’ voices and whimpering and crying. 
An older kid from the other cell tries to  
kill h im self by swallowing a boxfull o f  
Kleenex. The guards push him down the 
corridor to take him out to the infirmary. 
The boy crawls along choked by the tissue 
papers that h e’s got crammed dow n his 
throat.
A few  days ago a diabetic, who wasn’t 
given his daily shot o f  insulin, died in the 
night in  another cell. They called the 
guards; they rolled him up in a blanket 
and left him  in the “ kitchen” next to the 
garbage baskets till morning, while the 
cell went back to sleep.
The sleeping room looks like som ething 
out o f a science-fiction nightmare. The 
floor is covered with prisoners rolled up in 
blankets, mindless m onstrous larvae in their 
cocoons. Here and there they twist with  
slow sluggish m ovem ents and fart and 
cough.
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C a n  a  y o u n g  g u y  w h o  w e n t th j 
a n d  m a d e  i t  a ll  " H u n k y  D o r y lfe v e i  
a  " S ta rm a n ” ?
TH E RISE AND FALL OF
ZIGGY 
STARDUST
AND TH E SPIDERS FROM MARS
If they are s till putting phonograph records in time 
capsules, then we w ould  like to recommend the new 
Bowie for inclusion. David's latest fu ll-sca le  invasion of 
the m ind is the te lling  saga o f a rock and ro ll s tar's trek 
through a garden of unearthly delights. The songs are 
uniform ly b rillian t and the production  by Bow ie and 
Ken Scott is v irtua lly flawless. It's  an e lectr ic  age 
nightmare. It's  a co ld  hard beauty. It's  another example 
of the shining genius of David Bowie An album to  take 
w ith you into the 1980's 
-  Cash Box May 27th 72
On July 8th
David Bowie appears at 
The Royal Festival Hall 
X  in aid of the Friends of the Earth
A GEM PRODUCJIpN 1
The Family of Man is a fact.
Every man is himself, every­
one else is his brother and 
every man is his brother's 
■keeper. In this case “ to keep" 
is not to possess but to care for, 
to watch over and to nourish.
This is universal brotherhood.
But although we were all created 
equal at the beginning of Eternity, 
are we still being born equal with 
all that individual karma which 
has gone on since? Are we 
identical twins? Universal 
brotherhood sounds fraternal. And 
if we are all born equal, why the 
taboo on judging each other?
Is it a prejudice to say "nobody's 
really different"? Are all 
brothers twin-brothers?
Aquarius is mainly under the 
rulership of Uranus; the Initiator, 
Planet of Genius and the super­
conscious Great Flash which 
comes to the stormy mind like 
sudden lightning; giving little  
time for the unprepared to see all 
that it shows, being impressed only 
by what he happens to be staring 
at when the flash comes. To the 
uninitiate this way of thinking 
doesn't seem very scientific yet 
most of scientific progress moves 
on the impulse of the Aquarian 
insight.
The Eleventh Sign is the Sign into 
which the solar system is 
currently taking almost a couple 
of centuries to back into. The 
symptoms are so obvious as to be 
laughable. Like the popular use 
of the terms "m an" and "brother" 
like the superscience and the com­
munes, and the United Nations, 
and the electronic music, and a 
long etcetera.
Saturn is also a strong part of 
Aquarius and Saturn is consistency, 
precision, authority, discipline and 
form . We must change the old 
concepts of brotherhood without 
breaking them. The 11 th House of 
a horoscope is traditionally called 
the House of Friends and Aspira­
tions. Through the amalgamation 
and welding processes associated 
with the Eleventh Sign, we can 
see the 11 th House becoming the 
House of Group Movement.
And, speaking of fam ily affairs; 
there is also a birth taking place in 
the Family right now. The 
vanguard of the 6th Subrace is 
incarnating at this tim e. And " 6" 
is the Kabbalistic Number of the 
Sun. The Subrace was announced 
by the entry into Aries of the 
Planet Uranus in 1927 on April 
Fool's Day. The Fool of Tarot 
corresponds to the Planet Uranus, 
which is, in 1969, halfway around 
in Libra — another A ir Sign and 
therefore compatible to Aquarius.
The Aquarian Way, the way of 
true Brotherhood is to work in 
direct communication w ith each 
other, co-ordinating their projects 
with no ego interference, each 
contributing to the others for the 
good of the entire Family.
The glyph o f Aquarius, originally 
composed of three parallel waves 
was the old Egyptian symbol for 
water and was pronounced moo 
as in Mu; lost continent o f the 
Pacific.
The Aquarian expression of love 
is quite different from that of 
Leo, the polar opposite. Leo 
governs the heart and it is 
directly from the heart that the 
compassion of Leo comes; indis­
criminate, warm, and personal. 
Although Leo relates to every one 
w ithout qualification; the expres­
sion is intense and personal or at 
least it seems that way to the 
recipient. Aquarius, however, 
relates to humanity as a whole, 
impersonally and with reason.
W ithin the Family of Man the 
friends from  the Eleventh are 
champions of individual freedom  
and equality of opportunity. They 
do not wish to be left alone but 
they do want to be left free.
Along w ith the Fire Signs (Aries, 
Leo and Sagittarius) Aquarius is a 
great liberator of the human 
spirit, the great leveler and 
status-buster.
B-flat, violet, bright stars, rain- 
bearing clouds, uranium, electricity 
primates, Ibis, Gospel of St John, 
oratory, five, six, seven of Swords 
The Star of Tarot, aviation, 
psychology, electronics, pitchers 
and urns.
Pisces has a few im portant and 
interesting characteristics necessary 
to man's spiritual evolution 
between incarnations. However, 
there is little  about the Last Sign 
which relates to life on this planet, 
and to scrape together what is 
appropriate and then to try to fill 
out a whole Zodiacal Sign w ith it 
verges on the absurd and useless. 
Pisces is seldom, if ever, aware of 
anything in terms of simple physical 
reality. Certain Piscean virtues such 
as sympathetic intuition and 
spiritual refinement are vital to 
humanity as a whole and appear in 
all the Signs to a certain extent but 
they hardly justify an entire Sign; 
a Sign with no practical attributes 
at all. Surely no Sign should cost 
the others more than it ’s worth I 
And yet . . . Over thejtreat 
gate of the Tw elfth (Piscean) 
Mansion of Heaven is written: "A ll 
the major decisions of life are easy 
if we place no other God before 
Him ".
The ignorant and the proud, of 
course, miss this one completely; 
the former thinking God to be a 
conception of man and the latter 
unable to accept anything beyond 
one's own ability to understand or 
agree. Pisces, being the last Sign, 
is closest to the Source and there­
fore knows best about such things.
Pisces is the High Sign, the most 
spiritually sensitive, the one whose 
consciousness is most likely to be 
irreparably distorted by strong or 
violent drugs. And as the natural 
law and order here on Earth is 
beginning to pass from  a Piscean to 
an Aquarian Age, one of the more 
obvious symptoms is the spectacle 
of trying to  impose the old upon 
the new through anti-drug 
legislation and attitude.
Pisces knows w ithout having to be 
told the spiritual is the most real 
and the material is the most unreal. 
Truth is an experience of the soul, 
not a conclusion of the brain.
Pisces cannot be tricked by out­
ward appearance or actions.
Pisces sees your soul. How does 
that feel?
The tortoise is one o f the animals 
corresponding to the last sign. The 
story behind the race between the 
turtle and the rabbit, which the
Not to understand it is to be on 
the outside looking in.
The Children of the Tw elfth  Sign 
are consciously aware o f the 
reality o f the spirit. Which is the 
beginning o f knowing what's really 
going on. And that's the meaning 
of "h ip "; to  know what's really 
going on. It includes much more 
than the occult, although it is still 
very esoteric.
Eventually each of us w ill be 
confronted with the conscious 
awareness of all that was, is and 
shall be. It  is said we don't live 
through it. It is also said that this 
is the beginning of everlasting life.
Unless im itation is to be consid­
ered an individualism in itself, 
the Tw elfth Zodiacal Category is 
composed entirely of unmanifest 
likenesses of the other Eleven.
In terms other than those of the 
Zodiacal Categories o f the 
Incarnation there is, of course; 
much to say. However the point of 
this whole conversational series is 
the direct application o f the 
relationship of the Esoteric to the 
Exoteric through the Signs o f the 
Zodiac.
But here is a Sign of which such 
comments cannot be made. 
Earthly evolution has not yet 
reached the place where the inner 
meaning of Pisces is applicable to 
tangible existence.
B-natural, Red-violet, all fish, seal, 
sea lion, sleep, feathers, magpie, 
parrot, dance, Neptune, 18th 
Tarot Trum p, opium , soapstone, 
lilac, all exotic plants.
turtle won, is a story o f the 
difference between living esoterr . 
ically (represented by the tortoise) 
and living exoterically (represented 
by the hare). This is a part of the 
Piscean Mystery, that "God is a 
spirit and must be worshipped in 
spirit and in tru th". "The turtle  
wins". . .
not a flashy slogan perhaps, 
however not to understand it 
results in physically dying and 
getting another peptalk and then 
having to be physically born again, 
and again.
Zodiac Contemplations by Ambrose Hollingsworth 
Illustrations by Thomas Bewick and His School
ARIES
High in the head of Aries person 
is an awareness of a certain 
responsibility which drives him  
through life at a burning pace and 
sometimes consumes him in its 
own fire. Each sign is in itself a 
reason for being alive on earth.
The reason for being born in the 
Sign of Aries is a compound 
responsibility to be right, to be 
first, and to know oneself.
The responsibility for being right 
is tremendous, especially in a 
world which questions the very 
existence of a difference between 
right and wrong. Aries considers 
this question a search for an excuse 
for being wrong. Born " to  be right" 
as their function on earth, they 
regard being wrong as an intolerable 
sin. Of course, knowing this or 
feeling this way, they need no one 
to point it out to them or remind 
them of it. And since Aries is the 
Sign whose function is to be right, 
Aries people are more likely to 
be right more often than the rest 
of us.
Also, since Aries is the Sign 
governing the head, the more 
intelligent the Arian, the less likely 
he is to be wrong. An unfortunate 
mistake o f some Arians is to 
assume all this and go by their 
own ideas w ithout the validity of 
personal experience.
But Aries may try to waive 
experience in favour of opinion. 
Sometimes they are in such a rush 
and under such pressure to get 
going that they make an inaccurate 
appraisal of a new situation.
The need to know about the self 
can, through the effort to  meet 
that need, put Aries people into 
behaviour and attitudes which we 
call conceit. We complain that 
they ta lk about themselves too 
much. If  you had one short life­
time in which to attain enlighten­
ment through self-knowledge you 
might talk about yourself every 
chance you got. Y ou might hope 
to learn by hearing yourself talk  
to others and by the reactions o f 
those to whom you talk. Aries 
people do this whether they 
consciously know it or not.
Aries people are born with the 
instinct to create and to  be the
first to create: to be the originator 
of ideas, to th ink of it first, to 
break deadlocks. Our friends from  
Aries are heroic pioneers who 
establish the new on the barren 
ground of the old, but always 
within sight of water.
Those who care for ancient 
symbols may see the head of a 
ram in the astrological glyph for 
Aries, which looks like a capital Y  
with downward curling "horns". 
Also to be seen are the leaflets of a 
sprouting seed, any eruption or the 
rising upward of spring fountains.
Any red flower is associated, the 
geranium being very strong. Will 
power is the related state of mind 
and the physical sense of sight is 
also involved with Aries.
East is the direction associated 
and the motive is mental impulse. 
Aries is the ruling sign of England, 
Syria, Germ any, Israel, and West 
Poland. Three im portant stars of 
Aries are: Difda at 2 degrees 9 
minutes, with a Mercury-Seturn 
influence, Alpharatz 13 degrees 51 
minutes, Venus-Jupiter influence, 
and AlPherg at 26 degrees 31 
minutes Jupiter-Saturn.
Stars themselves are temporarily 
activated by the close presence 
(w ithin three degrees) o f a passing 
planet. They are im portant on a 
personal horoscope only if they 
conjunct a planet at birth . Then 
again it takes a passing planet to 
activate it after that. This 
temporary activation of a star is 
like the brief fright flare of a 
striking match, compared w ith the 
continuous, though flickering, 
light of a planet and of course 
planetary light is reflected sunlight,
On the twelve tonal scale the note 
of Aries is C. The colour is red, 
first band of the rainbow, Tarot 
trum p card is number 4 , the 
Emperor, who is called Son of the 
Morning. Corresponding Hebrew 
letter is Heh, second and fourth  
letter o f the unspeakable name of 
God. Aries is also called the 
General, the Conqueror. The 
associated archangel is called the 
Prince of Strength and Courage.
TAURUS
The pillars of creation are the 
Fixed Signs, and of them Taurus 
is the most down into earth.
Taurian people understand and 
appreciate the divine grace of 
that which lasts. "Upon this rock 
will I build my church". Peter 
the rock is a Taurian image, the 
firm  foundation upon which can 
be built a vehicle of the soul.' 
Taurus represents the first of the 
four pillars, the one which must 
hold while the others are being 
set in place.
Uncertainty is unhealthy for 
Taurians and insecurity delays 
their growth. The rest of us can 
help by providing as much stability 
as we naturally can as a medium  
for them to w ork in. We can 
accept their material orientation  
and get out of the way while they 
attract and build an enduring 
situation o f visible security which 
they do better than anyone else. 
Then, when they have done that, 
the highly evolved Taurians 
continue to build on into the 
invisible, this being also an 
intuitive and a psychic sign. Many 
are (at least potentially) clairaud- 
ient, that is their hearing is not 
restricted by tim e or space.
Love and beauty are the keywords 
of Venus, the planet which rules 
Taurus and Libra. Through these 
two signs are born some of the 
most beautiful and loving people. 
They do exceptionally well as 
members o f enduring teams of 
partnerships where they provide a 
sort o f launching p latform , a 
center of dependability, a 
familiar form.
Major changes o f situation are not 
necessarily unhealthy for.them  
(perhaps they need to learn) but 
such interruptions as change of 
residence, mate or occupation are 
quite numbing. Some part o f the 
person seems to close up and shut 
down while the change goes through 
its process. There is no inclination 
to relax until everything becomes 
familiar and consistent again It  is 
when the environment has 
mellowed into an old friend 
that the beauty and great strength 
of Taurus really reveal themselves.
Some Taurians feel responsible 
for the body of the Planet Earth
itself, a stewardship of the land. 
They w ork out this responsibility 
in the real-estate business of 
matching people and their activities 
with the land as pieces of property. 
Others work in closer touch as 
farmers, cattlemen or gardeners.
Although Taurus is a most 
practical sign according to the 
logic of the Zodiac, there is a 
certain field of practical inform a­
tion and phenomena which is 
often, or even usually, overlooked 
by the second sign. This field is, 
of course, the occult. A  Taurus 
incarnation is not for the purpose 
of esoteric sbholarship. So let’s not 
push it at them.
They are learning to  see the "glory 
of the sky" through the "beauty 
of the earth". They are "lifting  
up their eyes unto the hills". They  
are not only beautifying, but also 
building. In some way, especially 
with the Sun in Taurus or w ith  
Taurus rising at birth , they are 
here to  accomplish the marriage of 
form and function. The result is 
practical and a pleasure as well.
The Sign of the Bull is often the 
sign of a healer, a healer by touch. 
This is one whose inner harmony 
is clear enough and strong enough 
to act as quiet example o f order 
(which is health) from  one body to  
another, usually through the palm 
of the hand.
Of the half-dozen similar versions 
of the traditional Tarot cards 
usually seen today, all show much 
Taurus in the fifth  Major Card 
called the Hierophant, as well as 
the King of Pentacles of the 
Minor Cards.
Red-orange, D -flat, the sense of 
hearing, copper, and a certain kind 
of obedience; all are related to  
Taurus in a very high way, perhaps 
a sacred way. TTie Hierophant has 
been called Revealer o f Sacred 
Things.
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To be continued next issue.
GEMINI
The key to the human situation is 
said to be held by the Gemini.
The Twins have the answer, 
according to many of the old 
schools. They also bring contro­
versy and a double premise. The 
third Sign seems to affect people 
in particular more deeply and 
completely than any other House 
of the Zodiac. This is the Sign 
which specializes!in people. In fact, 
people with nothing in Gemini will 
still manifest the characteristics 
of the Sign if they are born with a 
Third House Sun and a strong 
Mercury. Gemini is so involved with  
people that it can be the most 
superficial o f the life forms on 
earth.
The Lovers card o f the Tarot 
trumps corresponds to Gemini.
Most versions illustrate a male and 
a female figure below and an 
an angelic figure above. The man 
is looking over at the woman and 
she is looking up at the angel 
while the angel is relating to both. 
Such are the facets o f those born 
in the Third Sign.
The double purpose of the 
Geminian incarnation is to manifest 
an idea of heaven on earth and to 
reflect to others their higher , 
(spiritual) selves. This is the 
message from  Quicksilver, ruler 
of the Sign. The further they are 
from  this service, the more 
nervous our Mercurial friends 
become.
Gemini is the Sign of message and 
Virgo is the Sign of service.
Mercury is usually seen with a 
winged cap and winged shoes. 
Astrologically he is the front office 
of the mind, the intellect, reason­
ing process, sense perception, the 
nervous (message) system of th e 
physical vehicle.
With all o f this to cover Gemini 
people are the busiest we w ill ever 
meet. They aren't really complica­
ted, it's just very d ifficu lt to see 
the whole person at any given time. 
They are moving so fast it's hard 
to keep track o f them . We can do 
them a favour by not trying and 
by not insisting that the "real"  
person step forward.
A  Geminian in his highest place
knows that man lives not on earth 
only. A t some point sooner or 
later in the incarnation he is 
presented with a showdown and 
must make a choice of the body or' 
the spirit; one or the other must be 
known as more real.
As a part of some of the ancient 
initiations as well as modern 
orders of churches the aspriant 
chooses a heavenly bride o f the 
world and marries his Order. A  
Geminian who has made his 
choice is not so rigidly defined 
The result o f his choice is a 
person whose life is based on the 
reality o f the body or o f the spirit.
And here may be the key to man's 
situation: Human nature made the 
choice long ago. How do we like 
the world which resulted? And 
could we imagine a world as an 
extremely more desirable place to 
be than it is?
The lore of the Tarot and of the 
ancient Rabbis teaches that Adam  
was sent to  the Garden of Eden 
to be a gardener or caretaker and 
to give to everything a name. This 
naming of everything is part of 
the heritage o f Gemini through the 
talent of speech and the tool df 
. putting it into a few excellent 
words. The Magician (Trum p No.
6 .) in the Garden of the Tarot is 
Mercury the messenger seen 
through the Tarot and also the 
arranger of all w ithin the reach of 
his perception. "Collect your 
thoughts before you speak."
Theifreedom to  change is a 
necessary part of the Gemini 
environment. This is also a basic 
need of Sagittarius, the opposite 
Sign. When provided in excess we 
have a bum, when denied the 
personality often splits down the 
middle. But in its natural habitat 
this most human of the Signs 
develops all the human talents with 
enough attention from  his w it to 
master them  all through basic 
principles. He car) successfully 
po int o u t life  s ituationf fo r a ll the 
rest o f  us to see clearly. Satire is 
one of the more eloquent methods. 
When Gemini delivers, it is taken 
up to  the rest of us to  apply the 
the messages the Th ird  House of 
the Zodiac provides.
CANGER
Cancer is the Cardinal Water Sign. 
Ruled by the Moon it governs 
childbirth, the breast, stomach and 
womb and is associated with both 
sailing and the home.
This is the Sign of the Mother. 
That's why a Cancer incarnation is 
extremely d ifficu lt for most males. 
It's d ifficu lt enough to express 
masculinity through water, the 
Sign of the Mother is the most 
difficu lt of all. By the opposite 
side of the same token Capricorn is 
said to be the most d ifficu lt Sign 
through which to incarnate as a 
women. Capricorn is the Sign 
of the Father.
Water is that which washes and is 
the universal solvent. Water 
lubricates and it also freezes.
Water cycle, emotional cycle, 
menstrual cycle, spring, tides and 
the moon. Water people and 
watery people relate in conscious­
ness through associations, 
impressions and internal responses. 
Their ways do not include 
information usable to those who 
demand facts and reasons. They do 
not add 2 and 2 , they sympathize 
with it. But they do come up with  
4 . Or rather they get the feeling of 
4 , and if necessary it can be 
translated into 4 . I t ’s more of 
numerology than arithmetic.
The ways of emotion can never be 
explained or accounted for except 
em otionally. They can never be 
spoken nor w ritten , they can only 
be fe lt or emoted. Music is the 
special art o f the em otion. You can 
only tell water because it's wet.
Water is by nature receptive. Men 
who w ill not listen or relate to 
women as equal human beings are 
shutting out half of the truth of 
life. And-it's been said "within  
every woman there's a man, within  
every man there's a w om an". If we 
try to disregard emotion as a nec­
essary part of reality we lose, any 
way we look at it.
Called the Sign of the Home, 
Cancer is expected therefore to 
prefer to stay in one place no 
m atter what. Traveling in search 
of true home, some Cancerians 
never settle down. The Hermit 
crab makes his home in the
abandoned shells of other sea-' 
creatures. A highly developed 
Cancerian can assemble a home 
anywhere. The necessary incentive 
is a fam ily whether by birth or 
otherwise adopted.
Cancer is the House of the Moon, 
face of many phases, many moods, 
From an earthy point of view the 
Water Signs — Cancer, Scorpio, 
and Pisces — never completely 
incarnate, they never fu lly  arrive 
on earth. This is the cause of much 
confusion and misunderstanding. 
Water Signs, although verbose, are 
not inclined to spell things out. 
Through Cancer, The Mother Sign, 
this often manifests (strangely 
enough) as an apparent reluctance 
to truly participate in life, a 
reluctance to create, a holding 
back of the real opinion or feeling. 
Cancer is very shy for one thing, 
the moon hides her face in a storm, 
and often is just plain not interested 
in explaining or expressing at tne 
tim e. Perhaps most intim ately true 
is the relationship of the Sign to 
such things. Truth is so precious 
that every utterance is a pregnancy 
and a birth complete w ith pains 
and traumas and even "false 
labour” .
Cancerians w ill take care o f you 
like no one else would or even 
could. M ind, body and sould all 
secure in the strong embrace of the 
Mother o f the Zodiac. You will be 
fed, clothed sheltered and loved, 
although maybe a bit possessively.
Among the knick-knecks o f the 
Fourth House of Heaven are: E 
fla t, yellow-orange, the Chariot 
of the Taro t, the sea, the crab, 
sea food in general, tenacity, 
feeding people, bottom  of the pool, 
the sphinx, the embrace, Queen- 
mother or dowager queen, old 
age, the safety pin, security, the 
knack of last minute rescue, 
arm-waving gestures, cooking and 
explaining. In the Minor Arcana 
of the Tarot Cancer is represented 
by the 2 ,3 , and 4  or Cups. The 
safety pin is a fine demonstration 
of the power o f Cancer which 
exerts no strain yet never lets go.

Honest Bruce, the  
O Z  M a ilo rd er King, 
says: “ Sure the T .O . 
Book o f London is 
a fine  prod uction  - 
but have you checked 
ou t the com petitio n  
yet? Look fo r the  
O Z  special o ffe r  
w ith  the new 3rd  
edition o f A lte rn ­
ative London and 
the Survival Guide  
in this issues M ail 
O rder section. We  
a in 't braggin' about 
which is best - but 
we k now  w ho's  
the cheapest!"
Time Out's
Book of London 
Out Now
© u
& < L h )
m k̂ evieŵ
TH E  JE R U S A L E M  F IL E .
Directed by John Flynn; 
(M G M /E M I).
To quote the blurb, this is an 
"action thriller set in Jerusalem in 
the aftermath of the Six Days W ar".
As such, it's quite gripping; it 
creates a realistic picture of the sort 
of pressures produced and suffered 
by urban guerrillas, which should 
dispel some of the romantic mis­
conceptions floating around the 
"right on" left.
In fact, the main story concerns 
the attempts o f some criminally 
naive and careless American students 
to join an Arab terrorist group, 
followed with amusement and grat­
itude by the Shin Bett (The Israeli 
Special Branch). Their efforts get 
themselves and their Arab friends 
killed.
Donald Pleasence is brilliant (as 
usual) as the head of Shin Bett 
(not so much a James Bond, more 
a paunchy Civil Servant w ith a gun). 
Nicol Williamson is less good as a 
liberal college professor who tries 
to keep his flock out of trouble 
(for an easy life and to protect 
American citizens, not fo r the 
Arabs).
The failure of the film  is the usual 
one; although it creates a very 
convincing atmosphere (the parallels 
between Israel and South Africa h it 
you at once) it doesn't explain why 
the Arabs are fighting. They wage 
their guerrilla campaign because, 
well uh because that's the way 
Arabs are, that's what gets them off 
man.
It's not good enough and it isn't 
accidental; it's the same journalistic 
device the British Press uses on 
Ireland, or the US Press on V ie t­
nam to suppress the political issues 
in favour of cops and robbers.
Schraden Giftgas
P O C K E T M O N E Y .
(Directed by Tony May/am ). 
A BC  cinemas.
If  you like Lee Marvin and Paul 
Newman, you'll like Pocket Money. 
You might like it anyway because 
it's a nice film  (nice being the 
appropriate word).
It's a modern-day western with 
pick-up trucks instead of horses, 
hideous nouveau riche Texans for 
cattle owners, chrome and Naug- 
ahyde hotel bars instead o f the 
saloon and burger joints for the 
ol’ camp fire.
There is no sex, no violence, no 
great dramatic them e, and prec- 
ous little  script, the dialogue
being restricted to monosyllables 
and wry platitudes. Paul Newman 
and Lee Marvin are in Mexico 
buying ma igy cattle for 
Texan rodeo prom oter (who 
eventually burns them for 500  
dollars). They play caricatures of 
some of their best known parts; 
Newman is a not too bright, 
paunchy version o f Hud. and 
Marvin plays his drunk out of 
Cat Ballou w ith a grey flannel suit 
on. They make a really fine com­
edy team, a sort of drier, tougher 
Laurel and Hardy.
The film  is shot in a slow and 
easy realist style, concentrating 
on the business o f buying and 
selling cattle, haggling w ith stony 
faced old Mexicans and getting 
drunk; Lee Marvin gives a par­
ticularly splendid portrayal of 
deviousness; dishonesty is such 
second nature that he occasionally 
rips himself o ff by mistake.
Altogether, it's a long step away 
from their usual super-stud roles, 
and a successful one.
D ick Pountain
COOL B REEZE.
W ritten and directed by Barry 
Pollack (R itz, Leicester Square)
Bears a distinct relationship to 
The Asphalt Jungle, and in fact, 
views like an uneasy cross between 
The French Connection and 
Putney Swope. The cast is mainly 
black, and the basic plot, a 
diamond robbery carried out by 
four men who are specialists in the 
various skills required — lasers, 
muscles, getaway etc. The master 
mind is provided by a fresh-from- 
prison superspaae, who is, inciden­
ta lly, the only member of the gang 
to come out of the venture both 
alive and actually still grooving 
(boogying, whatever — laughing).
In colour, w ith m edium-funky 
sounds by Solomon Burke, this 
entertainment has its droll and 
adroit moments, although the jive 
talk is sometimes obsessive and 
near self-parodying, and much 
funnier in Putney Swope. Putting 
down the Man — a pastime inevit­
able and compulsory for the urban 
poor, particularly the black urban 
poor — loses some of its edge
when W hitey is portrayed, as in 
this .fi lm , as so hopelessly vain 
and flabby and w ithout the subtle 
viciousness normally expected in 
a career politician. Nevertheless, 
the disguises fo r the robbery — 
rubber caricatures of Wallace, 
Nixon and Agnew — were clearly 
well-chosen.
Bruce Leigh.
TH E R U L IN G  CLASS,
Directed by Peter Medak,
(Odeon; Haym arket).
I half-expected that this was going 
to be another in the series of dread­
ful camp comedies about the 
English Aristocracy which Am eri­
can audiences so love.
I was very wrong, and I got wronger 
as the plot unfolded. In the first 
half, a young Earl (Peter O 'Toole) 
decides that he is God (and of 
course Jesus; the Trinity being 
what it is) and preaches a very 
physical doctrine o f love. His 
high Tory , flogging and hunting 
family plot to have him put away, 
but only after he has produced a 
male heir. Some of the resulting 
scenes put the dryness of my Y - 
fronts in jeopardy. Like his descent 
from the cross in the dining-room  
every morning (he sleeps on it).
Like the high church wedding, 
where he thanks the appalled con­
gregation every time they offer 
him (i.e. God) a prayer, causing 
the Bishop to expire.
Then comes the abrupt turn­
around. An utterly ruthless shrink 
hired by the fam ily "cures" him
— i.e. drives him really mad — by a 
genuinely terrifying piece of shock 
therapy. He becomes a caricature 
of a 19th Century Lord, to the 
boundless admiration of his fam ily , 
the local Tory party and the House 
of Lords, where he erupts as an 
awesome oetender or the taith "M y  
Lords, we have forgotten how to 
P U N IS H I"  Flogging and hanging 
replace fucking and flowerpicking.
Aid under the cool cruel exterior, 
he bubbles w ith obscenities, silent 
screams, kill, k ill, and the solemn 
conviction that he is Jack the 
Ripper.
Although what's left of the Aristo­
cracy is a rather easy target for 
satire (and not the real ruling class 
anyway) this film  uses it as an am­
bush from  which to slash up a lot 
of other institutions, w ith a degree 
of humour and savagery that is 
rarely seen (Joe Orton is the first 
comparison to m ind).
And if you don 't like Peter O 'Toole
— as I don't — this might change 
your mind (as it did m ine).
M ary Lam 4 3
x o L reviews
W A TCH  O U T  K ID S ,
Mick Farren & Edward Barker 
(Open Gate Books; £1.501.
A couple of years ago, while 
searching for the Angry Brig­
ade, the police raided the 
house of an innocent man 
(and how innocent!). That man 
was Mick Farren, the author of 
Watch O ut Kids. The dope be­
ing hidden, they found nothing 
but "treated the outline of 
this book like it was the blue­
print for an armed revolution.” 
Silly old police.
For the few who d o n 't know, Mick 
is the "dope-fiend, political, ex­
rock star and multi-arrested freak 
leader who don't want to lead 
no-one", and Watch O ut Kids is a 
penetrating account o f how "Elvis 
gave birth to  the Angry Brigade".
A  sort o f English Do It ! ;  a history 
of the underground in pictures 
organised around a series of epoch- 
making events (i.e. those in which 
Mick Farren was involved).
Like Abbie Hoffm an and Rubin, 
Mick's prose-style is adventurous 
and racy. M ick has added a still 
further-out ingredient however; 
self-contradiction. One minute he 
tells us that rock stars are in­
struments o f social control, m ar­
keted by the system. N ext minute 
he is praising them as rebel leaders 
and outlaws.
Perhaps it's the dope, perhaps it's 
dope and beer, maybe just mental 
exhaustion?
There are moments o f high drama 
like t)ie hour-by-hour account of 
whathappened in the IT  offices 
the day the Stones were sentenced. 
" A  couple o f groupies were trying 
to persuade everyone to go and see 
Paul McCartney. This idea was 
turned dow n".
When describing things that have 
happened to him M ick keeps his 
head above water. The trouble 
starts when he tries to fit  these 
events into some sort of broader 
perspective. The pages ring to the 
sound of crashing sentences and 
collapsing half-baked ideas; as in 
"The lemmings have a great and 
groovy method of population  
control. The trouble is it's a bit 
hard on the individual lemming." 
W ryly humourous it may be, but 
the punchline "Later for jumping 
in the sea" sounds rather like a 
prophesy.
A t another point he tells us that 
" it  is about tim e we had a new 
civilisation". It  seems to me we've 
got one, a civilisation rather like 
that of ancient Egypt, in that it 
4 4  only exists in relics; record albums.
The King - naked in Memphis some eighteen years ago
hip history books like Watch Out 
Kids, handed down myths about 
the Filmore East. Meanwhile the 
vultures circle...
To quote somebody or other "it's 
uncool to vamp on the energies of 
the com m unity".
Dave Robbins.
EL V IS : A  Biography,
Jerry Hopkins,
(Open Gate: £1 .95).
" ... Presley's roots were country- 
and-western. He was tagged as the 
'H illb illy  Cat' before becoming 
blues-oriented and sucking the 
creative blood of Arthur 'Big Boy' 
Crudup and Lowell Fulsom. He 
then proceeded to boldly rip-off 
many of the songs recorded by 
the great rhythm  and blues singer. 
Little  Richard. And some people 
would have us believe this th ief is 
an originator..." — black poet 
A .X . Nicholas.
"Elvis is where pop begins and ends. 
He's the great original and„even 
now, he's the image that makes 
all the others seem shoddy, the 
boss. For once the fan club spiel 
is justified: Elvis is K ing." — Nik  
Cohn.
You pays yer money and you 
picks yer definition. What's be­
yond all dispute is that Elvis 
Presley is socially, if not musically, 
the most im protant entertainer of
the 20th century. He's 37 years 
old, and even now he has a legion 
of fans whose reverence is total 
and who lack all traces of a sense 
of humour about Elvis, as any 
issue o f Elvis Monthly proves.
Jerry is hip to  the fact that the 
mass Elvis public is what's going 
to make this book a bestseller, 
and that the kind of reader who 
wants the Elvis book will not be 
interested in what some hippie 
punk kid from  Rolling Stone has 
to say about the King. So Elvis 
is long on reportage and totally 
devoid of any opinion and inter­
pretation of the Phenomenon.
If you've any interest whatsoever 
in the story of how a honky kid 
from darkest redneck Mizzizzippi 
turned the world onto black music 
and of how a threat to  Western 
civilisation was systematically con­
verted into a comfortable symbol 
of American middleclass virtues, 
then there's no two ways about 
it, this book is required reading. 
Jerry Hopkins, despite his stud­
iedly noncommittal stance, has 
provided all the facts you'll need 
to draw your own conclusions.
What is fa intly disquieting to note 
is how fast the rock biography is 
getting stylised. A fter only 3 im ­
portant books (on the Beatles, 
Dylan and Presley) the pattern is 
so clear that you know you're 
going to start o ff with a geography 
lesson, be it Hunter Davis on 
Liverpool, Anthony Sacduto on
Hibbing, Minnesota or Jerry Hop­
kins giving you the low-down on 
Tupelo, Mississippi. Whoever writes 
the definitive Bolan book (poor 
sod) is gonna have to lead o ff with 
2000 words about Hackney.
Charles Shaar Murray.
FR A  NCO 'S PR ISO NER,
Miguel Garcia (Hart-Davis, £2 .25).
Miguel Garcia was, and still is, 
a true and m ilitant anarchist, 
who has done what to us, born 
in a more desolate time, looks 
only naive and ridiculous; he 
actually built his life around 
struggling for something he 
believed to be right. Can you 
imagine that? D on 't seem to 
be too many people around 
these days who believe in any­
thing.
He fought fo r, and saw the defeat 
of, the libertarian cause at the 
hands o f Franco in 1939. He and 
the others who were left worked 
with the Allies from  39 to 45  
(during hard times you have to 
make your alliances where you 
can, even if it means dirtying your 
hands a little ). He was part of the 
post-war underground resistance 
(fucking over the regime by forgery, 
bank raids, explosions, while all the 
time trying to rebuild the smashed 
union organisations. He was caught 
in the big round-up of activists in 
1949 and sentenced to death. The 
sentence commuted to 30 years, he 
carried on the struggle in jail, and 
it is this part of his life that his 
book is mainly about. His meeting 
with Stuart Christie in jail gave him 
the contacts for smuggling out end  
publishing some of his letters — 
causing even more trouble fo r the 
authorities -  and also led to his 
coming to Britain on his release in 
1969 and to  his writing this auto­
biography.
Garcia knows this — "repression 
has stupified the people of today"
— and he also knows there is more 
than one way to repress people. 
Franco and his gang have tradition­
ally relied on the good old- 
fashioned method: fear, secret 
police, disappearances in the night, 
etc. But into Spain, as elsewhere, 
has crept the new, big turnover, 
low risk method where the people's 
ways of thinking and living are 
dissolved into the plasticated 
mishmash of buying, spending, 
possession, ownership; and with  
them goes unity and the capacity 
to recognise the enemy for what 
it is.
Garcia addresses his book very
itooic reviews
0
'Shots' - Columbia University 1968. "..one picture is worth a thousand words.
Whoever said that one picture 
is worth a thousand words was 
given to  gross generalisation, but 
many of the stills in David Fen­
ton's selection speak volumes. 
Best of all are the faces: the 
tight-lipped faces of Nixon's SS 
hiding behind their dark glasses, 
the bloodied faces of kids who 
know it’s going to be a long 
battle, but have tim e on their 
side. The face of what Amerika 
has become and the face of a 
generation that sees it for what it 
is
Shots has introductions by Ericka 
Higgins and Bobby Seale, and 
the photographs are complemented 
by well-chosen quotations from  
sources ranging from  W illiam Blake 
to  Richard Nixon. The form at.
much to the English people (com­
paring English legal punishments 
with ones for similar offences in 
Fascist Spain etc.) — it's a piece of 
anti-Fascist propaganda. But he 
recognises (at least I hope he does) 
the contradiction that it is appeal­
ing for the sympathy o f a people 
who are equally contained — the 
only real difference being that our 
establishment has understood for 
a long tim e the advantage of the 
new, improved, invisible method.
Any lessons to be learnt? Well, as 
soon as the chance was lost for the 
Spanish, the resistance became a 
movement which was founded on 
defeat; a jackal snapping at the heels 
of the authorities, always irritating, 
maybe even dangerous but never in 
with a chance of achieving complete 
success. So the im portant question 
to ask about people like Garcia is 
'W hat else could he have done?' If 
Garcia could not win there was no 
choice but for him to kill himself 
losing — but how could he have 
won? A nd this question is just as 
crucial for us now: now that the 
Stoke Newington 8 face their mock 
trial those left must ask 'W hat else 
could have been done or might be 
done?' There has been too much 
losing.
Billy Hull.
SHOTS.
Photographs from the Under­
ground Press.
Edited by David Fenton for 
Liberation News Service.
(Academy Editions, £1 .75).
Bringing together more than 100  
stills from  LNS sources taken in 
the US and Vietnam  during the 
period 1967-70, Shots presents 
(if Such were still needed) a power­
ful indictment of the Amerikan  
War Machine at home and abroad.
though, presents something of a 
problem: an 8" x 10 " glossy paper­
back, beautifully produced, 
superbly designed (by Neil Shak- 
ery ),itw a s  presumably intended 
as a money-raiser for LNS. All well 
and good. Beyond that, its only 
apparent purpose is to  decorate 
coffee-tables, or perhaps to act 
as a nostalgic scrapbook for those 
who have now dropped in. The 
same might be said of Mitchell 
Goodman's The Movement 
towards a New America, but there 
an incredible amount of useful 
information was brought together 
in one volume (albeit a volume 
the size of a phone directory). 
Rather, Shots begs comparison 
with David Bailey's Goodbye 
Baby and Amen. On that level, it 
is not so much a failure as a capit­
ulation.
Clive Hodgson.
THE W ILD  BOYS,
William Burroughs (Calder & 
Boyars, £2 .50).
The Wild Boys is Burroughs' first 
full length novel since Nova 
Express,and it effortlessly regains 
for him the title  of the Funniest 
and Most Depraved W riter Alive 
(if he ever lost it).
If you're a Burroughs reader 
you'll have no trouble in picking 
up the story where we left o ff. 
Like everything he writes, it's all
part of the same book, develop­
ing a different sub-plot maybe, 
but the same images keep popping 
up....Roller skate boys turn slow 
circles in ruined suburb....silver 
light popping in eyes...
Sometimes you get the feeling 
that he's got a formula which he 
applies to a heap of random words 
producing the various combinat­
ions in his books, but if that were 
true other people could discover 
it and do just as well. You've only 
got to look at some of the attempts 
(take any issue of New Worlds for 
example) to see it's not that sim­
ple. Besides the juggling with words, 
Burroughs has got a sense of 
humour seldom found outside of 
captivity and an imagination more 
depraved (in the finest sense of 
the word) than any writer since 
De Sade and Lautreamont.
Because he is now too fashionable 
to ignore, the Sunday lit. critics 
are forced to approve what once 
would have been dismissed as por­
nography; usually they try to 
make us believe that high moral 
purpose lies behind Burroughs' 
little fiction world o f knife toting 
homosexual cannibals. They fool 
only themselves; old Bill is out to 
deprave and corrupt us all, in 
other words to turn us away from  
the paths of righteousness (the 
paths o f deference to authority, 
sexual repression, patriotism, the 
path of the good worker, the good 
soldier, the good nigger, the good 
humanist whitewash artist... ). It's 
going to be hard to make a good
citizen of AJ or Bradley Martin 
even after they've made one of 
Burroughs (picture the 1984 Dem­
ocratic Party Convention... 
"gentlemen, a junkie ah may be, 
a queer ah may be, but bah God 
ahm w h ite").
The Wild Boys goes almost back 
to the Naked Lunch in form at; 
it ’s got a story, set out as a series 
of drily humorous episodes, inter­
spersed with cut up and, of course, 
lots o f fucking scenes involving 
lithe young boys (probably too 
many if you're not turned on by 
boys); The Wild Boys are 
Burrough's fantasy o f what the 
Underground could have been; the 
youth o f  the world have taken to 
the Sahara Desert, dressed only in 
rainbow coloured jockstraps. They 
eat American tourists and the US 
m ilitary expeditions sent to put 
them down, whom they slay in a 
variety of atrocious ways, making 
hash pouches o f their victims' 
scrotums. They even develop ways 
of reproducing w ithout the aid of 
women (Burroughs' misogyny has 
reached new heights). Now read 
on...
If you're into comparisons, this 
novel is certainly not as consist­
ently brilliant as The Naked Lunch 
or Nova Express. Burroughs may 
getting tired, but then so is every­
thing else. He'll only be in real 
trouble when the world gets nastier 
than his imagination (m id 1974 by 
my calendar).
Dick Fountain
All orders for any mail order items must be pre-paid, using the special mail order coupon you  ’II 
Orders from  overseas must be accompanied by an extra 5 Op. (I  dollar).
Here's Bruce, the  O Z  M ailo rd er King. N ow  
one o f the  p rincip le  and essential 'sights' o f 
London, Bruce is caught posing happ ily  fo r  
am azed A m erican tourists in a corner o f the  
O Z p ire  S tate  B uilding o ff G t. N ew port St. 
W ould you buy a clean T rS h irt fro m  this
1) The D iary of a Drug Fiend by Aleister Crow­
ley (Sphere): The Beast's private papers. N o t 
for squeamish readers. 45p + 1 Op p&p.
2) Complete Guide to Growing Marijuana by
David Fleming: It's cheaper, it's healthier and 
i t ’s completely illegal. 40p + 8p p&p.
3) The Fam ily: Charles Manson's Dune Buggy 
A ttack Battalion by Ed Sanders (Hart/Davis): 
You've probably read some o f  the extracts from  
this in O Z  40. A  terrifying, slice by slice account 
o f  the Manson murders. Psychedelic fascism in­
carnate. £ 2 .5 0  + 15p p&p (in hardbackI.
4) Knots by R .D . Laing (Penguin): Tricky games 
for inquisitive hippies by smart-alec Ronny. 
Hours o f  fun -  amaze your friends and expand 
your biceps. 25p + 5p p&p.
5) The Terot Revealed by Eden Gray: A  fascin­
ating and articulate re-discovery o f  the essential 
truths contained w ithin Tarot Cards. 60p + 8p 
P & p .
6 ) The Strange Case o f Pot by M ike Schofield 
(Pelican/penguin): Strange indeed. A  book 
worth reading i f  you're seriously interested in 
the legalisation o f marijuana. 30p + 8p p&p.
7) Speed by William Burroughs Jnr (Sphere): 
William's jangling nightmare o f  urban paranoia 
under the weight o f  the demon speed. Pass the 
valium, father. 25p + 8p  p&p.
8) The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test by Tom  
Wolfe (Bantam): No comment. When you have 
nothing to say, i t  is better to say nothing. 30p
+ 8p p&p.
9) Narcotic Plants by W. Emboden (Studio 
4 6  Vista): Large, hardback book, fu lly illustrated.
with pages o f full-colour photographs. Reviewed 
in the last OZ. £ 2 .8 0  + 30p p&p.
10) Lord of the Rings by J.R .R . Tolkein: The 
original three volume edition. Unbelievable value 
for an im ported set. £ 1 .8 0  + 25p p&p.
11) Leaves of Grass by Hassan I Sabbah (U n i­
corn): F u ll o f  s tu ff on your favourite weed; 
cultivation, preparation and plenty o f  recipes. 
45p + 5p p&p.
12) Farallones Scrapbook (Random House): 
Practical ideas for the revolutionary school­
room. £ 1 .9 0  + 15p p&p. (Im ported).
13) Dome Book 2: A n American softback con­
taining everything you w ill ever need to know  
(or forget) about domes. Strictly for dome 
freaks. £ 1 .9 0  + 8p p&p.
14) Projective Ornaments by Claude Bragdon 
(U nicorn): Amazing new forms and designs for 
the architectural artist. This book could trans­
form your home environment. 90p + 8p p&p.
15) Raspberry Exercises (Freestone): For the 
millions o f kids in 'prison'and the few people 
trying to spring ’em. A free school in a soft 
back book. £ 1 .90  + 15p p& p (Im ported).
16) Living on Earth by Alicia Bay Laurel (V in ­
tage): A freaky, personal scrapbook o f  cele­
brations, storm warnings, formulas, recipes, 
rumours and country dances. Crazy and infor­
mative. £ 1 .9 0 +  15pp& p (Im ported).
17) Massage Book by George Downing (Random  
House): Communication w ithout words — a 
beautiful extension o f sexuality — everything 
you need to know  about massage.:, and more. 
£ 1 .9 0 +  15p p&p. (Im ported).
18) Dylan — A Commemoration by Stephen 
Pickering (Bookpeople): Forget boring A.J. 
Weberman and his garbage can exploits. Here is 
an author who really knows his subject and who 
has produced an extraordinary selection o f  
reports, facts, data and speculation on Bobby 
Dylan. An excellent book. 95p + 8p p&p  
(Im ported).
19) Shots edited by David Fenton (Academy): 
The camera never lies. The American way o f  
life and death captured in glowing black and 
white. A  beautiful book o f  photographs from  
the American underground press, compiled by 
Liberation News Service. 'Shots' is an incredible 
visual experience. £ 1 .6 0  + 15p p&p.
20) L ittle  RedSchoolbook by Soren Hansen & 
Jasper Jensen (Stage O n e): This is the censored, 
m utilated edition, courtesy o f  the Director o f  
Public Prosecutions. It's still worth reading 
though and is recommended to a ll children in­
terested in their own rights. 40p + 5p p&p.
21) Arms And The Men: Ireland In  Turm oil
by Seamus Brady (Freedom): Brady is an Irish 
journalist born in Derry and this book is an 
account o f  the Dublin Arm s Trial in late 1970. 
Naked journalistic reportage crammed with 
names, dates, times and eye-witness accounts 
with short biographies o f  those involved.
22) Survival Scrapbook (Pt. 1) by Stefan A.
Szczel kun: This is the first o f  three scrap­
books and concentrates on shelter. Notes, 
information and fascinating survival tecniques 
on every conceivable shelter prob lem : Paper 
houses, wigwams, domes, caravans, caves.
30p + 5p p&p.
(W ith a little help from  Big 'O '):
Dylan: The front cover o f O Z 7 made into a 
beautiful c/old/black/red poster. Prints on gold 
foil. 65p + 15p p&p.
Cannabis: Heavy shit printed on gold foil. 65p 
+ 15p p&p.
M ax Ernst: An amazing black and red collage o f 
the birdman and his victim printed on silver 
foil. 65p + 15p p&p.
O Z  Head: A piece o f living advertising histroy. 
55p + 15p p&p.
M ick 'n ' Vince: This is the extraordinary full 
colour version o f the Martin Sharp double spread 
our elder readers w ill remember from 'Acid O Z ’ 
Issue 55p + 15p p&p.
Van Box: Here's Mr. Van Gogh with the gloves 
o ff! A disturbing portrait. 55p + 15 p p&p.
Vincent: Flower pow er craziness. A  mindblower. 
55p + 15p p&p.
Cream: Jack, Ginger and Eric — creamed b u t n o t 
forgotten (Mr. Stigwood). Amazing collage o f 
colour and photographs by M.S. 55p + 15p p&p.
Che: Giant size (really giant) red, yellow, blue 
and black solarised prin t o f our hero. 85p + 15p
p&p.
Hendrix: Enormous (another giant) four colour 
M artin Sharp o fJ im i Hendrix in action. A  beau­
tifu l poster (first published in O Z  17).
David Hockney: Large picture o f  the three O Z  
editors in the raw, drawn by David before their 
hair was shorn. A nd when they still had a pair 
o f balls between them. Black and white. £1 +
12p  p&p.
Trashman: O ut o f  the glistenin' n ight comes 
Trashman. A nd onto your wall for only 40p +
12p p&p.
INK:
A T T E N T IO N  L IB R A R IE S , M USEUM S, R IC H  
L IB E R A LS  & CO LLECTO RS I
'IN K ' Newspaper has now liquidated, and the 
entire stock o f back issues available a t the time 
o f liquidation have been purchased by O Z  
Magazine. They run from 1st May 1972 
through to 21st February 1972. Thirty-three 
sets have been bound in durable s tiff leather 
covers and double stiched fo r m axim um  
protection. These are the only sets in 
existence (known to us) that are complete 
and for sale. There are twenty-nine issues 
comprising each bound volume. The negatives 
and plates o f every issue o f IN K  are to be 
destroyed. Once these sets are sold, whoever 
purchases them will own a unique and 
fascinating sociological ....blah...blah...blah....
Remember: WE HA VE ONL Y T H IR T Y  
TH R E E  SETS. F IR S T  COME, F IR S T  
S ERVED .
Cost: C l0 0 .00  per set. (postage free to any 
where in the world)
(hopefully) find stapled on page 28 and 29. Make payable to OZ Publications Ink Ltd. 
OZ MAIL ORDER DEPT. 19, Gt. Newport St., London, W.C.2.
SPECIAL 
OFFER
Amazing, stupendous and unbelievable special 
offer from O Z Mail Order this m onth. Right 
now, two new books have been published for 
people living and staying in London.
The Survival Guide:
A guide to survival for people who don't know  
London; how to enjoy big city life  and avoid 
being exploited. For foreign visitors there is a 
section on how  to pass effortlessly through 
immigration control, fix  yourself up with a 
visa renewal, and land a work perm it. 30p +
5p p&p.
Alternative London III:
New, polished, improved and checked edition 
o f Alternative London. Includes hundreds o f  
readers' suggestions and many completely new 
sections: 1) H ow  to Grow Hash w ithout break­
ing the Law; 2 ) Bulk buy your health food;
31 Detailed overland trip to India; 4) Children's 
education — how to avoid the state system;
5) Ecology by ‘Friends o f the E arth '; 61 Im ­
proved homosexual section; 7) Do-it-yourself 
divorce; 8) H ow  to get other inform ation not 
included in this book. 35p + 5p p  &  P
Either of these books are offered to OZ readers 
placing orders for over £ 1.00  fo r goods from  
this month's O Z Mail Order, at H A L F  PRICE. 
Post and packing w ill be included free.
Homemade Comics: A Dutch anthology o f  
American u/g comics. Sex, dope and cheap thrills 
with all your favourites. £ 1 .0 0  + 15p p&p.
Furry Freak Brothers: A collection o f  the best 
Fab. Fur. Freaks in action. A collector's dream. 
25p + 5p p&p.
M r. Natural II: Crumb's weirdest strip character 
really gets i t  on in this second anthology. 25p 
+ 5p p&p.
K R IS H N A  PER FU M E  O ILS:
You may live in a shithouse — b u t why smell 
like one7 Each one o f these perfumes comes in 
a small glass bottle; and they smell as good as 
they sound. Sandalwood, Orange, Patchouli, 
Rose, Honeysuckle, Jasmin. Delicious. One dab 
o f  these and yo u 'll never use O ld  Spice again. 
45p a bottle + 5p p&p.
K R IS H N A  IN CENSE STICKS:
Seven varieties to choose from : Mangoli, Pat­
chouli, Sandalwood, Lotus, Strawberry Fields, 
Frangipani and  Musk.
A ll 35p a packet plus 5p p&p.
i  i  § 3 r r ^ * -H w B u l i t t  IS
O Z T-SH IR TS:
OZ Trial: Honeybunch — Orange on Mustard.
OZ Trial: Rupert — Black on Mauve.
OZ Famous Elephant — Blue and Red on Yellow.
Sizes: Medium or Large.
Price: £1 .25  + 10p p&p each.
I  Note the intelligent choice o f  colour on the 
'R upert' T-Shirt. This is a greaser special — it 'll 
never need washing!)
jp e t t ,  H oneybunch and  
our favo u rite  e ieohant.
H O N E Y B U N C H  SCULPTU RES:
Beautiful, handpaintedplaster Honeybunch 
models, obtainable only through OZ. Each one 
is produced entirely by hand and stands almost 
seven inches high. Here is delicious Honeybunch 
as you have never seen her before, in sensational 
three dimensions. Every m odel is unique and 
finished in a combination o f  five separate 
colours: flesh tone/red/yellow /black and white. 
"What a little  y u m m y ..." £ 1 .3 5  + 15p p&p.
Revelations: A n album with live music from  
the Grateful Dead, Pete Townshend, David 
Bowie, Marc Bolan, M ighty Baby, David Alien  
& Gong, Edgar Broughton, Skin A lley , Hawk- 
wind and the Pink Finks from Ladbroke Grove... 
/to  name b u t a few). This is the record that 
came o u t o f  the Glastonbury Fay re — it  is not 
a bootleg. Revelation Enterprises have managed 
to persuade the record companies involved to ' 
waive their usual extortionate demands; the 
performers are forgetting their royalty fees;
50% o f  the profits are going into paying o f f  the 
debts o f  the Fayre and the remainder is being 
p u t towards founding an Ecological Research 
Foundation.
The album consists o f  three LPs, posters, a 3 2  
page book, inform ation sheets on the live 
recordings, a silver cut-out build-your-own- 
pyram id and a bundle o f  pretty  stickers all 
wrapped up in a heat-sealed polythene bag. We 
w ill be reviewing it  next issue.
£ 3 .6 0  + 10p p&p.
OZ BADGES:
The original O Z  Beautiful Freak Badge in Red 
& Yellow or Red & Blue -  10p each + 4p p&p.
R. C rum b's H oneybunch Kam inski 
im m ortalised  in plaster o f paris.
The Waite Pack of Tarot Cards: These cards, 
designed by A .E. Waite and draw) by Pamela 
Coleman Smith, were first issued in 1910.
Waite and Smith were both members o f  the 
magical Order o f  the Golden Dawn. The 78  
cards are beautifully printed in Switzerland on 
shiny, durable card. £ 2 .2 5  + 8p p&p.
Giant cigarette rollers: Look, one hand. And  
perfect smokes every time. 45p + 5p p&p.
Soapstone chillums: For the discerning custom­
er only. 40p + 5p p&p.
Desiderata: 17th Century text prayer offering 
advice and consolation. "Y o u are a child o f  the 
Universe..."  20p  +  5p p&p.
A fte r much debate amongst ourselves, we 
have decided to o ffer for sale the original art­
work for O Z  28, the School Kids Issue.
Offers w ill commence a t £ 5 00 .0 0
(A th ird  o f this money w ill be given to B. I. T.
A  th ird  w ill be donated to the Nasty Tales 
Defense Fund. The remaining th ird  will 
be spent paying Mr. Butler's legal fees 
incurred in our recent libel case, described 
further in this issue's 'Spike' page) 4  7
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LOU R EED  
Lou Reed 
(RCA)
If I were thirteen, or Lou was, or 
better still if we both were, this 
would be great, everything I 
wanted to th ink about life, sung in 
a studiously serious voice w ith as 
little  sense of m elody, tim ing and 
rhythm  as my own, backed up by 
musicians playing as unimagin­
atively as anybody I knew.
But Lou's a grown man and so am  
I, so what's all this stuff about " I 
C an't Stand It"?  The drummer 
knocks on the door four times, and 
in runs Lou shouting he can't stand 
it anymore-more. N ot petulant, not 
defiant, not suicidal, certainly not 
revolutionary, but not submissive 
or cynical. Just a statement, which 
looks suspiciously as if it's designed 
to become an anthem for dis­
enchanted youth.
And so it goes to the end, where 
there is a song you can immerse 
yourself in, called "Ocean". In 
between, songs about being lonely 
("G oin ' D ow n "), being in love 
(" I Love Y o u ", "Love Makes You  
Feel"), and hating the city ("Ride  
Into the S un"). That last one 
sounds like a demo intended for the 
Grateful Dead, and includes a 
surprising cop-out where "d ir ty ” , 
which doesn't rhyme w ith "c ity ", 
is substituted fo r "sh itty", which 
would have. Too much fo r the 
audience, too little  from  Lou.
If this sounds too clinical a reaction 
to what you might suppose to be a 
work o f art, w ait until you hear it, 
and then tell me where you can 
hear Lou feeling those words he 
sings. In "W ild Child", you might 
suggest, and I'll gladly agree, that's 
as good as the best this Chuck 
Berry of the Lower East Side has 
done, w ith  a mood as depressing, 
monotonous, and irresistably fas­
cinating as the hippie ghetto itself, 
held together w ith Lou's laconic 
w it. It's all about a girl called 
Lorraine, who crops up in all Lou's 
conversations with his media 
cronies: "she's a w ild child, and 
nobody can get to her, sleeping 
out on the streets, living a ll alone, 
w ithout a house or a home, and  
then she'll ask you please, oh can 
/  have some spare change, can I  
break your heart. "
The same w it also shows up in the 
more detached "Lisa Says": "Lisa 
says, hey baby i f  you stick your 
tongue in m y ear, then things 
around here w ill become very 
d e a r."  Reporting remarks like that 
is what Lou's good at, but too 
often it sounds as if he d idn 't 
concentrate on completing his 
48  songs before going to  the studios.
and it was too much to  expect of 
a bunch of British session music­
ians to disguise the gaps with 
appropriate solos; producer Rich­
ard Robinson wasn't much help 
either.
S till, listen to  "Lisa Says", "W ild  
C hild", and "Going D ow n", and 
you might decide this must be the 
best LP o f the last three months or 
so. And you're probably right, but 
don’t say you w eren't warned 
about the other nine tracks. Pale, 
pale rock'n ’roll.
Charlie G illett.
TH E R IS E  & FA L L  O F  Z IG G Y  
S T A R D U S T  &  TH E  
S PID E R S  F R O M  M A R S  
David Bowie (RCA)
David Bowie, easily the most 
brilliant young songwriter in this 
country, seems to have been 
going through quite a few  rapid 
changes over the last year or so.
It all started with the release of 
his miserably under-rated 'Man 
Who Sold the W orld', which 
portrayed him as some bi-sexual 
Greta Garbo figure w ith rather 
tortured Nietzche overtones I
The neurotic elements of 
that album  manifested themselves 
in part of the schizophrenic 
'Hunky Dory', but now things 
have developed even further.
The Rise and Fall o f Ziggy Star­
dust... personifies Bowie's new 
image as the intended messiah of 
Teenage Wasteland. Live, he is an 
almost grotesque parody of early 
Elvis Presley complete w ith  
outrageously tasteless costume, 
butch hairstyle and calculated 
effeminate gestures. On the new 
Alburn, Bowie attempts both to 
live and fu lly  verbalise his fantasies. 
Ziggy Stardust is his wish fu lfillm ent 
— 'came on so loaded, m an/well 
hung and snow white tan' — the 
last great superstar before the 
Apocalypse (fully described in the 
first track 'Five Years'), who is 
eventually torn to pieces by his fans 
in a scene straight out of N ik Cohn's 
‘ I am still the greatest, says Johnny 
Angelo'.
The only problem is that it all 
doesn't quite come o ff, and this 
all becomes very clear once one 
has witnessed his awkward postur­
ings on stage. Bowie is over­
reaching himself, trying to cover 
too much ground. The character 
he ultim ately portrays has more 
in common with the amazing Iggy 
Stooge than anything Bowie could 
extend himself to . A ll o f which is 
sad because taken cn its own terms, 
the Ziggy Stardust album is quite 
superb. Bowie is now working in 
new areas, having been studying 
the art o f punk rock poetry from  
Lou Reed, while effectively 
developing his own talents in the 
realm of his lyrical fascination for 
science fantasy. His unique sexual 
imagery (previously best illustrated
in The Man Who Sold the World's 
chilling 'She Shook Me Cold') has 
lost its neurotic edge, giving way to 
lines like This mellow-thighed 
chick just p u t m y spine ou t o f  
place or, even better, we move 
around like tigers on vaseline. The 
best track o f all is the single Star 
man which is perfect pulp sci-fi 
rock complete w ith killer chorus.
The Rise and Fall o f Ziggy Stardust 
and the Spiders from Mars is the 
vital link around which Bowie's 
new image is to  be projected, and 
I have a feeling it w ill, if only 
tem porarily, succeed. It's all a little  
unfortunate, though, that someone 
as capable as David Bowie should 
attem pt to  hype himself as some­
thing he isn't.
Nick Kent.
R O A D W O R K
Edgar Winter's White Trash
(Epic)
J E F F  BECK G R O UP  
Je ff Beck Group 
(Epic)
Edgar W inter’s White Trash are 
advanced cases o f the Live Album  
Syndrome. Their line-up allows 
them to  tackle soul, gospel, blues 
and rock, depending on whether 
Jerry Lacroix, R ick Derringer or 
Edgar himself happens to be out 
fron t. However, their endless pos­
turing prevents them from  sounding 
like the real professional soul or 
blues band they so desperately 
want to be. It's like the difference 
between A lbert King and Alvin 
Lee; ballet becomes gymnastics, 
economy becomes extravagance.
The entire ensemble sings and plays 
as if it is getting paid by the note.
On the plus side, every number 
displays W hite Trash's enormous 
technical facility , but in every in­
stance they are undermined by 
their self-indulgence. The singers 
are all very distinctive: Lacroix 
has a beefy, funky voice reminiscent 
of Otis Redding and David Clayton- 
Thomas, Winter sounds like an en­
raged bee attem pting to impersonate 
Mose Allison, and Derringer (who 
plays lead guitar throughout and 
also produced) is a fine exponent of 
that punk-rock stance which says:
I  got this big fuckin ' amplifier, man, 
so /  wanna see some rockanroll o u t 
there... but his six-minute bravura 
performance o f Berry's "Back in 
the U S A " is flatulent and over­
blown. Despite their infinite mus- 
ica superiority. W hite Trash could 
learn a lo t about rockanroll inter­
pretation from those veteran punks, 
the MC5.
Most o f this album is a waste of
tim e. However, on three or four 
occasions it really comes to life. 
Halfway through the first side, La- 
Croix does a three m inute soul 
original called "Jive, Jive, Jive" 
which, w ith its flaring, blazing brass 
riffs, conjures up the ghost o f Otis 
Redding far better than the rather 
tired version of his " I  Can't Turn  
You Loose" which follows, and is 
the band's new single. A t the end of 
the second side. W inter says "We 
got a little  surprise for you here 
tonight... people keep asking me 
'Where's yer brother?' " ... the 
crowd roars, and on comes Johnny 
W inter to roar through a sloppy but 
powerful version of "R ock  and 
Roll Hoochie K oo", the song 
Derringer wrote fpr him  when they 
were in Johnny W inter And to ­
gether. It's messy, but it's so good 
to hear Johnny W inter again that 
I've got my blind ear to the speak­
ers.
During the marathon version of 
"Tobacco Road" that takes up most 
of side three, Derringer takes a long 
acapella guitar solo that is probably 
the most rapid piece o f electric 
guitar playing that I can remember 
hearing. It 'll probably become a set- 
piece fo r aspiring Claptons to have 
to master in some horrific Rock 
Conservatory of the future. Edgar 
also acquits himself impressively 
on saxophone and piano, though 
the second half o f his piano solo is 
marred by his insistence on scatting 
along with it. Derringer is a speedy 
little  punk w ith an awesome 
command of his. instrument and a 
lot o f neat tricks, but all the really 
great rock guitarists have either a 
demon or an angel inside them.
With the exception of Garcia, most 
of them are demons and none more 
so than Jeff Beck.
Since his last album. Beck has 
brought in an outside producer, 
Steve Cropper, no less. Unlike 
Rough and Ready, this one features 
some real songs, like Don Nix's 
"Going D ow n", Dylan's "Tonight 
I ’ll be Staying Here w ith Y ou ", 
and a couple o f Motown standards. 
"Going D ow n" cuts Nix's own 
version to pieces and comes near 
to equalling the version Stone the 
Crows use for their encore. The 
trouble is still in the vocal depart­
ment. In performance, Bob Tench's 
rasping, tuneless soul vocals f i t  in 
with the riotous vibes put out by 
the rest o f the band, but in the 
more sober environment of the 
home, he sounds very uncom fort­
able. Max Middleton's lucid, jazzy 
piano serves as a most effective 
contrast to all the mavhem and 
brutality that surrounds it.
Jeff Beck is the subject o f many 
unprintable anecdotes centering 
around his groupies and business
contacts. A fter listening to  about 
three bars o f his performance on 
"Highways", you know that they 
are all true. Anyone who'd play 
that is clearly capable of stopping 
at nothing. His instrumental version 
of R ita Wright's h it " I  Can't Give 
Back the Love I Feel For Y o u ", 
though, is astonishing for its 
lyricism and unabashed sentiment,, 
as is the final instrumental 
"D efin ite ly  M aybe", a lovely im ­
provisation on the guitar lick 
Jimmy Page used for Cocker's 
"H elp  For M y Friends". There's 
also a Dr John-ish Cropper/Beck 
song called "Sugar Cane", and if 
that wasn't enough they also trash 
all over Dave Clark's old hit "G lad  
All Over". Words fail me.
Charles Shaar Murray.
[A s habitual readers o f this 
magazine w ill be aware, Charles 
Shaar Murray's concluding words 
in the above review are o f  some 
significance. A t  no single po int 
during the course o f OZ's lengthy 
(and a t times frankly bizarre) re­
lationship with this retired school­
child, have words ever been known 
to fail him. We can only offer 
our astonished congratulations 
to Mr. Beck. - Ed.]
C A R L  & T H E  P A SS IO N S - 
SO TO UG H  
The Beach Boys 
(Reprise)
The cover o f this album is a shiny 
red car door. Through the car w in­
dow you can see the beach, the 
sea, a couple of trees, cloudy blue
sky and it could be a pretty fine 
day to  go surfing.
And then, Carl and the Passions 
is what the Wilson brothers used 
to call their high school band, 
way back before they became the 
biggest high school band in the 
world.
So what is this, a Get Back move? 
Another Get Back move? Back 
to high school, drag racing, sun, 
sand and surf, California girls, do 
it again just one more time? Not 
even that. All it means is, one 
more Beach Boys album. And not 
a very good one at that.
The best first, though. One song 
here is nearly pure high school: 
'Marcella', one of just two songs 
co-written by Brian Wilson. It's 
at least their best song since 'Wild  
Honey', and, in the context of this 
particular album, completely 
stratospheric. The lyrics are good 
too. 'One arm over my shoulder/ 
sandals dance at my feet/  eyes 
that knock you right over/  ooo 
Marcella's so sweet'.
'Marcella' is probably a number 
one, except that it isn't out as a 
single yet, and probably never will 
be. Kinney probably passed it 
over as uncharacteristic of the 
'new' Beach Boys. Which is, un­
fortunately, a fa irly accurate 
assessment. The single they did 
choose, 'You Need a Mess of Help 
to Stand Alone' is alright, but 
certainly not a number one. May­
be, though, the 'new' Beach Boys 
don't w ant a number one. it 
might damage their new-found 
underground prestige irreperably.
If that's so, maybe they should 
th ink again. On the evidence of 
the rest of this album, all you'd  
ever ask o f the Beach Boys is 
that they w ind up and perform  
their Greatest Hits, because as a 
progressive rock band they just 
don't make it.
And so it goes on. There are tw o  
songs by Dennis Wilson, both very 
soft andstunningly over-orchestrat­
ed. And tw o more by Al Jardine 
and Mike Love, both apparently 
about the joys o f transcendental 
m editation. 'A ll This is Th at’ is 
pleasant enough, though the lyrics 
are sort of Charles Manson Bib­
lical. But 'He Comes Down’, in 
praise of the Maharishi, w ith  its 
handclapping gospel chorus and 
shouts o f affirm ation, is about 
Black & W hite Minstrel Show in 
its emotional intensity and depth 
of com m itm ent.
So Tough? Well, it certainly isn't 
that. But that's not really surprising 
when you consider how many almost 
almost pure muzak albums the 
Beach Boys have made since Pet 
Sounds: every single one of them, 
excepting only W ild Honey. And  
while it's true that no-one writes 
Beach Boys muzak like Brian 
Wilson — which is why this album  
doesn't touch Pet Sounds — in 
the long run muzak  is no more 
than muzak, and supermarket 
sound systems don't draw such 
fine distinctions. So let's just be 
thankful that now and again they 
can come up w ith  a song like 
'Marcella', and leave them to  a 
peaceful rock senility.
Andrew Weiner.
it
The Beach Boys: Tough as shit and twice as messy 4 9
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Everything ripens at it’s Time (2). becomes Em it at it's houi?
_ a musical anthology for Qlastonbury*Fayrc featuring original material frbm 
Grateful Dead,Brinsley Schwarz,SM ighty Baby'cMarc BolarrPete Ibwnshend.
‘David Bowie, ̂ aw kw ind^Skin Alley. cDaevid Allen &  GongrPinkJ^airies, 
cEdgarcBroughton cBand C&poster, pyramid, booklet and lots more.
£3.99 for three tbcordset 
Revelation Enterprises Limited.
'THE HELLISH 
WORLD OF 
JUNKIES AND 
ACID'
Not the sort of headline you'll find in DRUGS A ND  
SO CIETY which 'is an informative, well researched, 
sympathetic magazine' (IT  April 1972).
DRUGS A ND  SOCIETY is available from the 
following bookshops, price 25p.
Better Books The Angel Bookshop
Compendium Academy Bookshop
Mandarin Books Smiths (King's College
Dillons Hospital)
Kensington Market
OR send for a free specimen copy.
N A M E .......................................... ...................................................
PROFESSION..................................................................................•
ADDRESS.......................................................................................
Return to DRUGS AND SOCIETY,
Macmillan Journals Ltd.,
4 L ittle  Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF. OZ 1
COLLECTION O l 
VINTAGE 
CLASSICS"
Grateful Dead -  Vintage Dead 
Grateful Dead — Historic Dead
ip o lv d o r
Caravan 
Appletree Theatre — Playback 
Velvet Underground & Nico 
Velvet Underground 
White Light/White Heat
MARKETED BY POLYDOR
THE 
EAMILY
Ed Sanders
A brilliant and terrifying re-creation of the 
clim ate and im agination that spaw ned  
Charles M anson and his murderous family.
'Sanders has done nothing less than risk his ow n  
l i f e . . .  It is only fitting that such a risk should 
produce such a terrifying book.'
The N e w  York Times B ook R ev iew
'O ne of the most horrible things I have ever read' 
The S unday Times
' . . .  compulsive, repulsive reading . . . '
The Econom ist
£ 2 .5 0
R upert Hart-Davis
L
GRANADA PUBLI3HING
............- ------------------1------------ J
SMALL 
ADS
GAY LIBERATION FRONT- 
N otting Hill Group presents 
an evening o f  varied entertain­
ment at Fulham Town Hall on  
Friday July 7th. From 8 p.m. 
till midnight. Music by Squidd 
and Uncle Dog — Disco — 
Lights — Freak-Outs — Poetry 
Readings — Free Food? — 
Films? Bar till 11 .30  — Tickets 
at door 50p.
Nearest Tube — Fulham Broad­
way.
Couple very  anxious to  a dop t 
bu t bogged dow n  w ith  red  
tape. Wish to  con tac t expec­
tant m oth er w ith  v iew  to  
private adop tion  o f  baby. 
A d o p tio n  arranged through  
D octor. C onsultation fees and  
delivery  o f  baby in private  
clinic pa id  fo r  b y  adopters. 
Please reply P.O. Box No.
Do you  have a question on sex 
hom osexuality, or finding a 
com patible partner. If so,
Tel: 01 -659  2254  between
9.00  a.m. — 7 .00  p.m. or 
write to  "Inter Persona”
17 W ordsworth R oad, SE20.
THE NEWSREEL PACKAGE 
from NEW YORK NEWSREEL  
Only the Beginning 25min.
Colour.
The Womans Film 40min. 
B/W.
Willmington 15min.
B/W.
Earth Belongs to the
People 17min.
B/W.
Felix R evolts 5min.
B/W.
Hire Charge £ 1 0  the package. 
All enquiries:
F reedom  M ovem ent, B ox 1983, 
19 Gt. N ew p o r t S t., WC1. 
D istributors: The O ther Cinema 
1 2 /1 3  L t. N ew p o r t S t., WC1.
“ Man to Man” free gay maga­
zine with your first order!
Finest Selection o f  Male/Male 
GAY PORNO in Europe.
Choose from 100s o f  Magazines' 
& 8mm Colour Films. Send 
20p (British Postal Order) for 
your illustrated catalog today. 
Lux Publications —Z —P.O.
Box 10269, A m sterdam , 
Holland. (Use a 7’h p  stam p  
fo r  Holland).
ADULTS ONLY m eet sexy birds 
gay men, and kinky couples 
through a magazine with nation­
wide circulation.
Girls wishing to  make male 
friends advertise free.
50p per copy.
Personal Colum n D e p t 2,
19  N ew p o rt Court, L eicester  
Sq. W.C.2.
7 photos for 7 Op, or 14 for 
£1 .10 . All sent w ith a 7 day 
refund guarnatee under plain 
cover.
Gee-Shundison, P.O. B ox 14, 
Warrington, WA4 2QR.
IMPACT FILMS the largest 
selection o f  Adult and Special 
films. FREE list, or blue pack 
o f  catalogues 25p.
IMPACT FILMS, (D ept Oz), 
West Central St., London WC1
SEX CLUB for ADULTS  
All variations covered. Free 
magazines and introductions. 
Special SADO/MASOCHISM  
feature. Free advice, parties, 
etc. Members throughout 
Britain. Trial membership £1. 
ARCADE RECORDING  
CIRCUIT, London N 22 5AG.
TRAVEL
MOROCCO (London-Sahara- 
London 3 week treks) £3 9  — 
regular departures.
INDIGO OVERLAND  
to India & Kathmandu £69  
— regular departures, 
via The Middle East & Cyprus 
£79  — departures 24th  June, 
29th July, 9th  September,
14th October — onward trans­
port to  Australia arranged. 
Further details: INDIGO  
O verland E xped ition s L td ., 
D epartm en t 32, 2 5  Caroline 
Terrace, Sloane Square, London  
SW1. Tel: 01 -730  7305.
PARIS. Instant T ickets I 
£9 .50 . Inclusive arrangements 
with Travel & 2 nights Hotel 
£13 .90 . Hosts. 50, Victoria 
St., London, S .W .l.
Tel: 01 -222  6263 .
M OROCCO. Places on 3 week  
air/overland treks flying B.E.A. 
depart August 2nd £ 78 . Also 
2 w eek air/overland depart 
August 23rd £65. Space 
on autum n overlanders from  
£39. Single overlander to  
Tangier June 26th £1 0  inclusive 
N om ad Trial E xpeditions.
85, M ontpellier Terrace, 
Cheltenham. Tel: 028-582-473
•  • •
B L A C K  IN K  F IL M S  L T D . Present " F R IT Z  T H E  C A T " .
A  S T E V E  K R A N T Z  P ro d u c tio n  -  based u p o n  th e  charac te rs  c rea ted  b y  R . C R U M B  
S creenp lay  b y  R A L P H  B A K S H I -  D ire c te d  b y  R A L P H  B A K S H I -  P roduced  b y  S T E V E  K R A N T Z
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As habitual readers of OZ will know, it is James Anderson's habit from  time 
to time to mysteriously vanish from  our grey, London offices, equipped 
only w ith his toothbrush and seemingly miniscule monetary resources, 
to hurl himself once more into the dark labyrinths o f the hippie global trails.
Recently, Jim returned bronzed, bleached and apparently 
healthy, bubbling over w ith  news and anecdotes of his 
latest bizarre foreign exploits. He'd stopped over briefly 
to visit his parents in Australia and to perform some 
brief Gay Liberational spadework to a doubtless enraged 
and uncomprehending populace. On his way home, his 
airline ticket offered him a limited choice of one stop­
over: New York or Indonesia. James plumped for the 
latter, and his report follows, but perhaps it would be fair to  
warn you that Jim wrote this piece inbetween violent bouts of nausea 
and acute depression, induced by a severe infection of hepatitis which 
he contracted on 'an island paradise that runs with love and blood...'
Bali is an Indonesian island, east of Java, well known for its temples, 
dancing, gamelon music and unique Hindu culture. I t ’s beautiful, child-like 
people have a calm, harmonious way of life, quite remarkable in an area 
of the world w ith so tropical and violent a climate. Nevertheless, the Bali 
people have a disturbing habit of running amuck at irregular intervals, 
the last time in 1965 when as many as 100,000 were massacred in a fo rt­
night. The victims were almost all islanders associated in some way with  
Communism, but in Bali the killings were ritualised and trance-like, and 
the victims and killers both so willing that commandoes were hurried 
from  Java to restrain them.
Jim Anderson: " I  became a cheap cabaret artist... 
The G ood Things:
a) Kuta Beach, where m ost people stay, is 
mile upon mile o f  curving w hite sand 
fringed with coconut palms, paddy fields 
and lush green and yellow  vegetation. The 
village o f  Kuta, lost in the palm groves, 
has p lenty o f places to stay, usually in 
Balinese fam ily com pounds, costing 25p  
a night including tea and a local speciality 
like steamed pink cake for breakfast. The 
beach faces w est, and everyday the setting  
sun provides the peaking trippers w ith a 
transcendental tropical light show. On 
Sundays, tourists from Djakarta com e and 
take pictures o f  the freaks and surfies, but 
on the w hole the beach is totally unspoilt. 
Commercialisation takes the benign form  
o f beautiful Balinese girls with baskets on 
their heads selling fruit, drinks and nuts. 
Further along, the sand is com pletely  
deserted and if you  need solitude to  do  
whatever turns you  on, you  can have it.
The beach is in every way far more 
spectacular than Goa. At som e points there 
is in the waves near the shore, a glistening 
algae which takes the form
The boys did nothing but giggle and ;^uk amazed
lucent bubbles, and turns the surf and 
receding foam to  gold, particularly when  
the sun is going dow n. N othing is expen­
sive and you can live quite w ell on 50p a 
day. There is a fish restaurant on the 
beach, a vegetarian restaurant back in the 
village next to  a bar where they blend 
mango, avocado, banana pawpaw and 
durock into huge iced drinks, and other 
very good places to  eat, including Djenik’s 
where Djenik will make you a mushroom  
om elette (although, so will everyone else). 
If you have bread to  spare, you  can buy 
exquisite oriental Bosch-like paintings, 
carvings, batik and sarongs.
in particular an 
amiable Australian 
w ith a big bottle  
and an eye 
dropper with  
which he would  
dose you  as you  
w ished — a 
taste or a 
m outhful. 
Fortunately, 
Kuta’s 
slow  balmy  
atm osphere 
and the
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Roast pig and wong mushrooms • psychedelic bacon
friendliness and em pathy o f the Balinese 
m eant a com plete absence o f  the freak’s 
curse, paranoia, and although over-indul­
gence was com m on, it was singularly pain­
less. I d idn’t see any needles or hard drugs 
o f any sort although at the Mandara H otel 
one night, where m ost o f  the freaks would  
gather to play music, dance or listen to  
tapes, a lo t o f  spurious coke turned up 
and anaesthetised everyone’s nose and 
m outh for a w hile. Groups o f  
p ot trail veterans from Penang,
Goa, Pondicherry and so on  
were arriving all the tim e, 
but there never seem ed to  
be serious over crowding 
as there is in those places, 
and there w asn’t anyone  
w ho could be rem otely  
described as heavy.
c)-For the first tim e since 
I have been wandering 
the hippie trails, I 
allow ed m yself to  
becom e totally  
absorbed by the 
alternative life
style which the freaks carry with them  
wherever they go and which bloom ed so  
creatively in Bali.
I notice that I am still using ‘th e y ’ rather 
than ‘w e ’, how ever... they were aill very 
busy in their idleness and into som ething, 
whether it was making batik or som e 
other handcraft, yoga, 
learning to  play som e 
instrument or to  dance, 
a preoccupation w ith i 
Hinduism or Budd- I
and solitude' or just being incredibly lib­
erated and happy. I was very aware o f  
self-centredness, and o f  obsessions w ith  
clothes, appearance and style  w hich was 
not however, egotistical and vain, but 
very healthy. Such indulgence is frowned  
upon in our society to  such an extent that 
self-discovery is hard to  achieve and often  
is n ot thought o f  as a conscious goal.
Kuta was interesting because there were 
tw o distinct types o f  freaks — seasoned  
Europeans and Americans w ho had been  
on thd road for years, and greenhorns 
from New Zealand and Australia for m ost 
o f w hom  Bali was one o f  the first foreign  
countries they had been to . It must have 
been clear to the newcom ers h ow  far they  
had to go, and the benefit to  them selves 
o f what they could achieve. A dm ittedly, 
Kuta was the good side o f  the freak coin  
— the physical and mental wrecks were 
still stranded in India or Kabul or where 
ever the papers say they are, and there 
were n o  Satanists, psychedelic fascists or 
maniacs with guns. The people m ost ill at 
ease were the one or tw o short-haired 
Australian juice freaks w ho in the absence 
o f any Fosters, were reduced to  defiantly  
drinking the really bad local beer or the 
even worse sw eet rice w ine.
I found the freak life style on the w hole, 
very chaste. R elationships flowered and 
died but indulgence seem ed to  be in dope  
rather than bed. There were very few girls 
travelling merely as appendages to  boys.
The Balinese certainly d on ’t treat each 
other as sex objects and were either 
offended or m ystified if  advances were 
made to  them  on that basis. On m y first 
couple o f  blistering days out on the beach,
I felt as usual duty bound to  sample the 
local product (to  put it as sexist as possible) 
but I found that the boys, w ho in every 
way were loving and affectionate and great 
fun to be w ith , did nothing but giggle and 
look amazed when I put my hand on their 
cock. I very quickly gave up and enjoyed  
their com pany in the way they enjoyed  
m ine. Throughout m y stay in Kuta, I 
zealously pursued an interest in one o f  the 
girls selling fruit on the beach — we flirted 
every day and got on fantastically well 
until one afternoon tripping on the mush­
room s I overstepped the bounds o f  Bali­
nese propriety — I d o n ’t know what I did, 
not m uch, but it was 3 days before she 
condescended to speak to  me. Our re­
union was a bit like an Archie and Veron­
ica kiss and make up, but com ing from  
permissive Sydney, it was an unusual 
experience for me. So was the interest 
in a girl. Denpasar, the main tow n in 
Bali, and only 15 kilometres from  
Kuta, w as,o f course, full o f  sex for 
sale, and som e guys made the trip as 
often  as their pocket or their 
inclination decided them.
As usual, there seemed to  
be fewer gay freaks 
travelling than there 
Wk actually were. For 
a while I seem ed  
to be the only  
one, but before 
I left I un 
earthed a few  
from their
hism x>r whatever, 
soul-searching with 
the aid o f  intensive 
and constant 
reading, serious 
conversation or 
long periods o f  
m editation
A general lack of awareness of the political implications of being a freak
self excavated lairs. The pot trail certain ly 
needs gay liberationists and activists o f  
every Kind. There is a general lack o f  
awareness o f  the political im plications o f  
being a freak.
d) The psilocybin mushrooms, known to  
the Balinese as ‘w ong’, which grew every­
where it was m oist and there was enough 
cow  shit, were much smaller than those 
growing along the entire Australian east 
coast, but were equally good and quite the 
best and safest psychedelic I have ever 
taken. For lOp you could buy thirty or so 
(plenty for a good trip) wrapped up in a 
palm leaf or plastic bag on the beach every 
morning from one o f the mushroom  
sellers w ho picked them from the rich cow  
pastures near where the first river flowed  
into the sea, or you could get them  your­
self for nothing. In the w et season (D ec­
ember to March) they are everywhere in 
thousands, but thereafter slightly more 
scarce, and I think the wong sellers were 
into a bit o f  cow  shit irrigation. The wong  
were small and w hite, som etim es with 
gold tops, turning turauoise after picking, 
the colour indicating the strength o f  the 
psilocybin in each one. It was best to  eat 
them fresh and raw. This gave som e in­
dication o f  how  many you should eat to  
get o ff  properly. Som etim es they were 
tox ic , making you  feel slightly queasy for 
the first half hour or so. It was always best 
to  exercise caution. The great advantage 
o f the mushrooms over acid was that you  
could take them continuously for several 
days w ithout scramblingyour head, en­
abling you  to give yourself a rapid course 
in psychedelic therapy. Free yourself 
from the plague o f  self-consciousness for
a w eek and y o u ’ll be amazed at what you  
are capable o f. There were one or two  
minor disasters among the mushroom  
eaters — one very unstable American scat­
tered his head and his belongings all over 
the beach and had to be strapped down  
after his fifth day o f  absurd over indulge 
ence. However, by the tim e his parents 
flew in from Boston to  rescue him he had 
com pletely recovered — but nothing  
serious and although I ate them until I 
felt my blood had turned to  psilocybin  
and alm ost disappeared into a mushroom  
cloud, I never once felt that I had taken  
too  many. Psilocybin has none o f  the dark 
corners o f  acid and I recom m end the 
mushrooms as one o f  the very best ways 
o f learning to  love and know yourself, 
your fellow  man and Bali.
I started o f f  my experim ents alone on a 
far flung beach, found m yself naked, 
com m uning with the sea, the land and the 
elem ents, returning to  primitivism and 
doing jungle yells. Everything at all times 
was very exciting and beautiful, and Bali 
quite the island paradise advertised in the 
Quantas brochures. Gradually, as the days 
passed, I becam e more sophisticated and 
returned to  the fold until eventually I was 
cavorting and dancing on the main beach, 
hopefully to  everyone’s delight, not that 
I w ould have known or cared, dressed up 
in brightly coloured sarongs and every 
other bit o f  tat I had the foresight to  put 
on. I becam e a cheap cabaret artist .
T h at’s what happened to m e. I think the 
same thing happened to  everyone else, 
each in his ow n fashion. The Balinese 
liked the freaks to  take the mushrooms, 
even w hen 50 o f  them  together rampaged 
and picnicked through the coconut 
groves.
e) Some people got becalm ed in the Kuta 
dope fog, but all o f  Bali is breathtakingly 
lovely. There are active volcanoes — I 
managed to  clim b up into the steam filled  
crater o f  M ount Batur and got stuck in 
the lava field overnight — h ot springs 
beautiful tem ples, m onkey forests, beaches 
far m ore golden and deserted than Kuta, 
sculptured rice terraces which put English 
landscape gardening to  shame, music and 
dancing alm ost every night, and 01 course, 
the Balinese w ith their frangipani in their 
hair, and their good spirits w ho m ove
slowly and their bad, w ho m ove quickly. 
The w hole life o f  the Balinese is tne m ost 
magical and graceful cerem ony. The 
vibrations which they give o ff  are almost 
always very loving and good, but occasion-! 
ally inexplicably bad. The Barong and Kris 
Dance was performed at Kuta with in­
creasing frequency and intensity w hile I 
was there, to  exorcise bad spirits which  
were com ing from the sea. The dancers 
w ent into violent trances and m any other 
Balinese were affected , running round in 
the m oonlight quite crazed, possessed and 
dem onic.
The Bad Things:
a) The only easy way o f  getting around 
the island is by m otor bike. Walking is 
delightful but slow . You could rent a 
Honda for a w eek for under £5 and noisily  
and rapidly go anywhere. The Balinese in 
the country wave and cry hello  and still 
regard them w ith som e wonder, but they  
are to o  powerful for the roads, and
Kuta was full o f  casualties ranging from  
broken ankles and dislocated spines, to  
innumerable abrasions and cuts which  
don’t heal in the humid tropical air. 
Malaise and indefinable equatorial sick­
nesses were com m on. I found the m ush­
room s were a good cure for anything.
b) The H otel Bali Beach, a self-contained, 
air conditioned m onstrosity, erected by 
PanAm, fortunately on the eastern side o f  
the island, is a foretaste o f  w hat the Indo­
nesian Governm ent has in m ind for Bali, 
and Kuta in particular. Plans for a similar 
m ulti-storey h otel have already been  
approved and construction starts w ithin
a year. At the m om ent, the H otel Bali 
Beach, which sits on a rather ugly lagoon  
at Sanur, is a great convenience, and we  
made use o f  its banks, tourist agents, 
doctor and post office . It was the com - 
laints o f  the matrons w ho stay at this 
otel w hich brought about the regulation  
requiring Balinese w om en to  cease going 
around topless. Now  the markets are full 
o f pink and purple co tton  bras which the  
w om en, at least in the tow ns, m ostly wear.
Wherever freaks go, there is always that 
last days o f  the Rom an Empire feeling — 
the barbarians are always at the gates and 
about to tear dow n the walls. Your ex ist­
ence is ephemeral and always you  know  
that at som e point you  have to  m ove on.
c) The presence o f  police in Kuta is not 
noticeable but once w e were warned o f  a 
raid and they poked around a bit w ithout 
finding anything. Three guys were busted  
in the tow n o f  Ubud for possession o f  
ganga, and each served 7 days in Denpasar 
gaol. They enjoyed the experience, the 
dope, the food  and the com pany (lots o f  
Balinese political prisoners in for life) and 
were treated with great courtesy. They 
were allowed to choose the day they  
started their sentences, and one o f  them  
was alm ost perm itted to  serve his time in 
Kuta as he had his fo o t in plaster. Som e­
times a few soldiers w ould wander 
around, looking like big green insects in 
tight boots, tight pants and cap, with  
huge goggles and w hite gun holsters.
d) By far the worst side o f  Indonesian  
bureaucracy you are likely to encounter 
is the Immigrasi. You get a visa for a 
month m axim um  to  start o f f  w ith , then  
it w ill cost you  20 dollars for a m on th ’s 
extension. If you  last that long, the  
second extension  is not so expensive, but 
you are in trouble if  you  overstay your 
visa — a fine and m aybe detention  in a 
kind o f  government hostel in Denpasar 
until you can arrange for m oney to be 
sent to  you . The detention  centre is 
actually quite OK and som e freaks pre­
ferred to  stay their free rather than rent 
a room . There were several people at 
Kuta, w ithout visas or m oney, living 
quite happily som ewhere out along the 
beaches. I overstayed m y visa and was 
stopped from getting on the plane. Even 
though I shouted and argued w ith an 
official w ho looked like a Japanese war 
comm ander, and eventually offered to
ay a fine right there, my baggage was
auled o ff. He merely barked at m e over 
and over again “ Y ou have broken the 
regulations o f  the R epublic o f  Indonesia. 
You m ust appear in court tom orrow  at 
8 o ’clock in tne m orning.” I did so. The 
judge was p o lite , listened to m y fabricat­
ion and fined me ten dollars. I said I only  
had six. The fine was reduced to  six, my 
visa was extended for tw o more days, 
and I eventually departed, extrem ely sad 
to  leave, and already full o f  incipient hep­
atitis. That’s another bad thing about 
Bali — yet another serpent in the Garden 
o f Eden — wash your hands w ell after 
you have a shit, and take som e toilet paper 
with you . jjm Anderson
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MAKING
BOOKS, Mags, Stimulators, Sex 
Aids, Contact Mags etc. 10p and
name and address for lists, broch­
ures etc., or call to : Books &  
Belts, 61 Ledge Lane, Leeds 11.
SU G A R  A N D  SPICE  and all 
things nice, thats what our 
photos are made from. Why 
don’t you try some? Choose 
from our fabulous range: 
"Young men in lo ve” or 
"Women o f  j o y ”.
i m e u .  jU N in iN T H
JE F F R E Y  M A G A Z IN E  F O R  T H E  GAY SC E N E  
By G ay people fo r gay people, on bookstalls soon, 25p!
N ew s, G ay Guide, S m a ll A ds, info, drag, physiques, fa sh ion . Gay D iary, 
hang - ups, letters. G LF, humor, articles, drawings. Pen - Pals, you  nam e itI 
(free  p lugs fo r  events) Send SA E  fo r more info, o r £2 S U B SC R IPT IO N ! 
(T h e  o ld  G ypsy Queen foresees a  ta ll dark handsome, g a y  stranger fo r  you  
i f  yo u  send yo u r £2  subscription to )
JE F F R E Y  M A G A Z IN E , 44 E arls C ourt R oad, London, W . 8.
P artic ipan ts /  contribu tors w anted!! W rite  fully.
F o ra  FR E E  small ad  o f 25 w w ds in Jeffrey I , send your subscription N O W  
JE F F R E Y  M A G A Z IN E , 44 E arls Court Road, London, W . 8
DR. HOOK 8t THE 
M E D IC IN E  S H O W - 
DR. H O O K -6 4 7 5 4
S om ew here in tha t great 
d iv ide  be tw een Poco and Dr. 
John , b e tw ix t The Byrds and 
C apt B e e fh e a rt; Dr. H ook 
and The M ed ic ine  S how  
practice  w ith o u t licence. The 
firs t ca ll he makes is on 
S y lv ia 's  M o th e r -  the new  
sing le  tha t's  bu b b lin g  under 
and  takes apart, m oulds, 
m ixes and pu ts  back to g e th f 
te a r-up  versions o f  Shel 
S ilveste in 's  songs.
HALLELU JAH -  
S W E A T H O G -64784
Four piece g ro u p  -  pow er 
d riv ing  rock -  the ir nam e's 
S w ea thog  -  y o u 'll feel like 
one  after ge ttin g  o f f  on th is 
one.
GENYA R A V A N -  
GENYA R A V A N - 64872
Genya -  lead singer o f the 
fo n d ly  rem em bered G o ld ie  
A n d  The G ingerbreads -  after 
th a t fro n tin g  Ten W hee l Drive 
-  n o w  com es on strong , raw. 
and gu tsy  w ith  her firs t solo 
album .
BORDER L O R D - 
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON -  
M  NT 64963
deep. Jack  Daniels 
baritone  vo ice  K ris to ffe rson 
s ings h is o w n  sh o rt stories. 
The ly rics  are d irect, earthy, 
po e tica lly  su cc in c t and o ften  
o u tr ig h t sensual. He 
understands a b o u t th in g s  tha t 
tear up  real people. L is ten ing  
to  h im  shou ld  be a p rio rity  in 
yo u r m odern m usic course -  
so ge t it.
D A V ID  B R O M BER G  -  
D A V ID  B R O M B E R G - 
64906
If y o u 're  w o n d e rin g  w h e re  the 
hell yo u 've  heard th a tn a m e  
be fore lo o k  on the  back o f 
D y lan 's  "N e w  M o rn in g "  -  to  
name ju s t one o f scores o f 
artists w h o 'v e  used 
B rom berg 's  incred ib le  talent.
til *
* * * * *  f
THE M U S IC  PEOPLE -  
66315
Kristo fferson. G enya Ravan. 
Dylan. Santana and 36 more 
great acts in  an am azing 
3 -reco rd  set. This fan tastic  
a lbum  o f rock m usic is 
availab le fo r o n ly  £2 .29.
th e  m u s ic  people
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